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PREFACE.

HE objects of this book are to show : that, given

the call and the grace of God, it does not need

great gifts so much as patient continuance to make a

good missionary. That, with its temptations strenuously

resisted, the circumstances of even commonplace mis-

sionary life are powerful to call out all that is best in

any man in the formation of character. That no work

for God misses its aim, and that in missions as elsewhere

He leads from small beginnings to great results. It may

be said that for a Memoir too much space has been de-

voted to the origin and description of the Mission
;
but

one cannot know a man properly without knowing his

environment, and Samuel Baker himself would prefer

that we thought of the work rather than of him. The

arrangement of the chapters in subjects seemed on the

whole simplest, though it causes some over-lapping of

the dates
;
their headings are in the words of well-known

helpers of the work.

My warmest thanks are due to Anna Baker and other

members of Samuel Baker’s family, and to Watson Grace

and Friends on the F.F.M.A. India Committee, for their
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kindness in lending me letters and Minute Books
;
and

to several Indian missionaries for much useful informa-

tion. I have often been sorry not to make more use of

the abundant material thus placed at my disposal, but

it is a short history only which most people have time

to read.

India is England’s greatest responsibility
;
and I have

wished in this little book to give my readers such

thorough knowledge of the Mission to which Samuel

Baker gave his life, that they may become really inter-

ested in it, and that being so, each may help in some

way, by gifts, and prayer, and service, to carry on the

work which he began to the greater furtherance of the

Gospel.

Caroline W. Pumphrey.
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CHAPTER L

Samuel Baker’s Forerunners. 1866—1878.

The conversion of sinners being" the sole object of our

mission, we hope minor matters will never be considered

primary. Elkanah Beard.

“ T~^ EGIN on a small scale. Follow God’s leading.”D These two missionary principles, which John
Venn laid down in the memorable paper that led to the

formation of the Church Missionary Society in 1799,

have also been followed in recent years by the Friends’

Foreign Mission Association. The early history of the

Friends’ Indian Mission, and the life of Samuel Baker,

have such intimate connection that neither can be

written without the other. The aim in this sketch is

to show in the one how God leads from a very small

beginning to a well equipped mission, and in the

other how He uses the various emergencies of foreign

missionary life to draw out all that is best in a man till

a fine character emerges from apparently ordinary

material.

“ The Gospel of Salvation must be preached to every

creature under heaven” and ‘‘Friends, be of a universal

spirit” were maxims of George Fox and William Penn
that were bravely followed in the early years of the

Society. A minute of Skipton General Meeting in 1660

states : “We have received certain information from

some Friends in London of the great work and service

of the Lord beyond the seas, in several parts and
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regions, as Germany, America, Virginia, and many
other places, as Florence, Mantua, Palatine, Tuscany,

Italy, Rome, Turkey, Jerusalem, France, Geneva,

Norway, Barbadoes, Bermuda, Antigua, Jamaica,

Surinam, Newfoundland, through all which Friends

have passed in the service of the Lord, and divers

other places, countries, islands, and nations, and over

and among many nations of the Indians in which
they have had service for the Lord, who through great

travails have published His Name, and declared the

everlasting Gospel of peace unto them that have been

afar off that they might be brought nigh unto God.’'

Then, with business-like promptitude, the Meeting

orders that a third subscription be taken up “ for the

service and use aforesaid,” and, realising that the

Church’s duty does not end there, adds with a fine sense

of our national responsibility, Everyone to the ministry

yourselves, for England is as a family of prophets . . .

which must enrich all nations with the heavenly

treasure.”

In the eighteenth century, when Christianity has

been described as ‘‘ corrupted in the South, frozen in

the North, and formally abolished in France,” Friends’

missionary fervour grievously declined. The Journals

of Thomas Chalkley and John Woolman show, how-
ever, that it was not dead, and Friends’ Anti-Slavery

efforts show it also. In the first half of the nine-

teenth century, the travels of Stephen Grellet, Hannah
Kilham, Joseph John Gurney, James Backhouse,

George Washington Walker and Daniel Wheeler,

furnish exceptional illustrations of evangelistic energy.

Daniel Wheeler indicated one cause of missionary

inactivity when he said :
“ It is given me awfully to

believe that if the world and the things of the world,

which are not of the Father, had not stolen away our
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hearts from His love, the glad tidings of that Gospel,

which is indeed the power of God unto salvation,

would ere this have been proclaimed in remote, in

heathen portions of the habitable globe by instruments

raised up from amongst us.’^

In 1827 Henry Townley, one of the founders of

the London Missionary Society’s Mission in Calcutta,

published an Address to the Society of Friends on behalf

of the Heathen^ and naturally called special attention

to their responsibilities with regard to the needs of

their fellow subjects in India. The following year

Edward Ash, M.D., of Bristol, then a young man of

thirty, issued an Address to the Society of Friends on

the Employment of Means for Disseminating Christian

Knowledge among the Heathen^ which was followed by
seventeen letters on the subject in the Friends^ Monthly

Magazine^ in 1829-30.

By the repeated initiation of Friends in Bristol and
Somerset the subject of Foreign Missions was before

London Yearly Meeting several times between 1830

and 1835. The Yearly Meeting’s Epistle in 1833
expressed a deep concern on account of the de-

plorable condition of the Heathen, and the degraded

circumstances under which they are living,” and
earnestly commended “ their benighted condition to

the Christian sympathy and frequent remembrance of

all our members.” Nevertheless, Friends generally,

like other of the Lord’s people formerly, considered

that the time was not come for action, and a generation

nearly passed before further steps were taken. But
in the long run no true work for God ever misses

its aim, and the persistent concern of Bristol and
Somerset Friends, which seemed so resultless then,

w’as really a living seed to bring forth much fruit in

its time.
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In 1859 George Richardson of Newcastle-on-Tyne^

then in his eighty-sixth year, wrote with his own hand
sixty long letters to Friends in different parts of the

United Kingdom, urging upon them the claims of

foreign mission work, and the establishment of ‘‘ a

Friends’ Association for aiding in the diffusion of

Gospel light amongst the heathen and other unen-

lightened nations.” “ I am persuaded,” he said, “that

the Divine blessing would attend this work. It would
tend to edification both at home and abroad^ as there

was a single eye to the glory of God, and the salvation

of men.” Partly in consequence of this effort, the

subject of Friends’ responsibility with regard to

“ heathen and unenlightened peoples ” repeatedly

claimed the attention of the Meeting for Sufferings in

1860.1 The importance of spreading the knowledge
of the Gospel in heathen countries, and amongst

the unenlightened in our own land, was referred by

the Meeting for Sufferings to the serious consideration

of the next Yearly Meeting, who adopted their minute

and continued :
“ This Meeting has been introduced

into a lively exercise on this deeply interesting subject.

Under a deep sense of the solemn responsibility which
rests upon us as individuals and as a Church, we
would commend this subject to the serious thoughtful-

ness and sympathy of our members, desiring that in

dependence upon heavenly guidance in all efforts for

the good of others, they may humbly yet earnestly

seek for ability to do all the Lord’s will, in spreading

among the unenlightened, whether abroad or at home,

the knowledge of the unsearchable riches of the Gospel

I This standing Representative Committee of the Society of Friends in

England, which meets in London every month to transact their business,

received its name from the persecutions to which it owed its origin at the

end of the seventeenth century, and is continually widening its outlook on

behalf of the oppressed.
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of Christ. Under this feeling it is concluded to refer

the further consideration of this important subject to

the following Friends to report to our next Yearly

Meeting.”

The large and representative Committee then ap-

pointed gave careful attention to the subject, and in

i86i, reported : “That they have bestowed much time

and consideration on the subject referred to them, and

have concluded to recommend to the Yearly Meeting

the issuing of an address to its members on that branch

of the subject which relates to the evangelization of the

heathen. With a view to assist the Yearly Meeting

herein, the draft of an address has been prepared for

its adoption or otherwise, and accompanies this report.”

At the same time they prepared a minute on the need

for home work, which drew forth much more rapidly

the working power of the Society. Home and foreign

work are so far one that we never see the spirit of

foreign missions alive anywhere without correspond-

ingly good progress in all home work. A striking illus-

tration of this m.ay be seen in the growth of Friends’

First-day Schools.^ In the twenty years between their

foundation and the establishment of the Friends’

Foreign Mission Association the number of scholars

scarcely exceeded 10,000
;

in the thirty years that

followed it ran up to 45,000. On the other hand,

there has scarcely been one out of over one hundred
foreign missionaries who has not received some of his

best training in the work of the First-day Schools.

The “ Address to Friends on what may be due from

them towards Communicating the Knowledge of the

Gospel to the Heathen in Foreign Lands,” ^ was cor-

1 See chart on page in of the Report of the Manchester Conference,

London : Headley Bros., 14, Bishopsgate Without, E.C,

2 Printed in the Minutes and Proceedings of London Yearly Meeting, 1861.
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dially adopted, and the whole subject left under the

care of the Meeting for Sufferings, while any Friends

believing themselves called to missionary work abroad

were encouraged to seek the help of that body. The
interest of the Yearly Meeting that year had already

been further stimulated by a living voice from India

in the visit of Mariano and Cecilia D’Ortez, Indo-

Portuguese from Calcutta, who had recently become
acquainted with the principles of Friends through

reading Barclay’s Apology^ Clarkson’s Portraiture of

Friends^ Gurney’s Essays, etc., which he had acciden-

tally found among some lumber. They had come to

England on behalf of the twenty or thirty people who
worshipped with them, in order to learn more of

Friends and their principles. Thomas Hodgkin, M.D.,

and Robert Alsop introduced them to the Yearly

Meeting, and they were present at many of its sittings.

They were the bearers of a letter to the Society of

Friends in England from their fellow-believers in Cal-

cutta, in which they expressed the earnest desire that

some missionary of the Society, “ after consulting the

Lover of Souls,” might soon visit them, and help to

settle their faith and practice on a sound Scriptural

basis. On the last day of Yearly Meeting Mariano

D’Ortez reminded Friends of the words, The effectual

fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much,” and
suggested that if God so willingly heard and answered

the prayer of one, much more might He answer the

prayer of so large a congregation. He therefore

desired to ask for the prayers of the assembled Church

on behalf of the few Friends in Calcutta.

In response to the appeal from India the Meeting for

Sufferings was directed to keep in communication with

Friends there
;
and in November, 1862, Russell Jeffrey,

Henry Hipsley, and William Brewin, believing them-
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selves to be called of God to that service, sailed for

Calcutta with the treble purpose of seeking to aid those

who had already asked for help, to cheer missionaries

of various Societies already working in India, and to

see if there were other openings for Friends’ work in

that country. Circumstances prevented their leaving

as soon as they had intended, and on their way they

saw the wreck of the steamer in which they had pur-

posed sailing, while that on which they sailed was
wrecked on her homeward journey. On reaching Cal-

cutta they found Frederick Mackie and Edward May,

from Australia, had landed with similar objects just

before them. The English Friends stayed some weeks

in Calcutta, and then spent the following fourteen

months in visiting the stations of many different

Missionary Societies between the Himalayas and

Ceylon. At Lahore it is interesting to note that the

Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Robert Montgomery, “ ex-

pressed a wish that Friends would send out colonies

of Christian people to settle in this land.” The best

account of their visit to India is in the Minutes and

Proceedings of London Yearly Meeting for 1863 and 1864.

In 1865 a minute respecting the return home of

Russell Jeffrey, Henry Hipsley, and William Brewin

from their service in India was read in Yearly Meeting,

and was followed by addresses from these Friends.

Russell Jeffrey spoke of the degradation and impurity

that attended heathenism in India as past description.

Since leaving that country letters had been received

from missionaries there which led them to hope that

their labour had not been in vain. Henry Hipsley said

that while the heathen at home should have our hearty

sympathy and help, the heathen in India were also our

fellow-subjects, and a most important responsibility

rested upon us with regard to them. There was some
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thing in idolatry so degrading, so perversive of the

religious and moral feelings, and so thoroughly imbuing
the whole nature of those brought up in it, as to render

the platform of the heathen child in India decidedly

lower than that of the so-called heathen children of this

country. A lively discussion followed, in which John
Bright, Josiah Forster, Isaac Brown, and others took

part.

Two other circumstances had already quickened

Friends’ interest in foreign missions. The first was
an appeal to the Society of Friends in 1864 from
William Ellis, of the London Missionary Society, for

well -qualified teachers, of sound constitution and
faithful and loving heart,” to help them in educational

work in Madagascar. It was introduced to the notice

of the Yearly Meeting by Josiah Forster, and had been

so far responded to that a Committee was formed to

take charge of the subject at the time of the Ackworth
School General Meeting in July, when Friends gathered

largely from all parts of the country.

The second incentive was a stirring pamphlet of

twenty-four pages by Henry Stanley Newman, of

Leominster, entitled. Foreign Missions Reviewed, with

Suggestions for the Formation of a Friends' Missionary

Society,^ which was in the hands of many Friends before

and at the time of their Yearly Meeting in 1865. To
some Friends it seemed to express the most urgent

need of the Society, and one that affected its very life.

Others feared lest in the maintenance of resident

missionaries there should be any surrender of old

principles with regard to the freedom of Gospel

ministry, or with a natural conservatism shrank from

thoughts and lines of action unknown to their fathers.

There will always be a tendency in some minds to

I Published by A. W. Bennett, 5, Bishopsgate Without, E.C.
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mistake prejudice for principle, or to magnify little

principles at the expense of great ones. There were,

therefore, among many, great searchings of heart, and

with some who were ready to go forward there were

months and years of agonizing prayer.

To the Meeting of Ministers and Elders that year

Isaac Brown preached a striking sermon on Christ’s

command, “ Go ye and teach all nations, baptising them
in the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost
;
teaching them to observe all things what-

soever I have commanded you
;
and lo, I am with you

alway, even unto the end of the world.” Others united

with him in thinking that the time had come for definite

action. A short circular signed by Isaac Brown and

other influential Friends was accordingly issued, inviting

Friends to meet in No. i Committee Room, Devonshire

House, on May 30th, to see what could be done.

The forty Friends who met felt the heavy responsi-

bility which rested on the Society with regard to

missionary work, and the difficulty of deciding on the

best course of action. That men must go wherever the

Lord called them, and help one another to do what
He bade, had always been leading principles among
Friends, but in new times and circumstances new modes
of action might become needful, and they must there-

fore be ready in all things to watch for God’s leading,

that the lost and neglected might be sought for and
saved. Hitherto the movements of Friends’ ministers

abroad had been mainly under the care of the Meeting

for Sufferings, their residence had been temporary

rather than permanent, and their work more itinerant

than pastoral. In the case of resident missionaries it

was an open question whether the Meeting for Suffer-

ings was the best organisation to help them. Unless

the Society as a whole was ready for foreign missions
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to become an integral part of its church work, it was
possible that the progress of evangelisation abroad

might be hindered through the lukewarmness, partial

information, crotchets, or opposition of some members
of what is rightly a widely representative Committee.

It was becoming more and more evident that the best

work of its kind must be done by specialists. Stanley

Pumphrey had already written ; An object is more
likely to be carried out when entrusted to men whose
special service it is to see to it, rather than to those

whose duties are so varied as those of the Meeting for

Sufferings already are. It would be a less formidable

thing to apply to a smaller body, and one whose mem-
bers are all known to feel an interest in the work. The
arrangement of i86i has not been successful, no appli-

cation for help in foreign missionary service having yet

come before the Meeting for Sufferings.” An ideal

church would doubtless look upon missionary work as

its primary business, but with human nature as it is,

churches are apt in practice to come short of their

ideal. The Yearly Meeting had already acknowledged
in i86i that ‘‘ some external arrangements appear to be
desirable,” and H. S. Newman, in his pamphlet, had
called attention to the fact that a good and necessary

work is often left undone until a special appointment

is made to accomplish it. The Church, as well as each

member, has its own great individual responsibility.”

After much careful discussion Friends adjourned to the

Meeting for Sufferings Room next day, and there, on

May 31st, 1865, a “ Provisional Committee for Foreign

Gospel Service ” was formed, and the following minute

adopted :
“ Under some sense of our duty as members

of a Christian body towards communicating the know-

ledge of the Gospel in foreign lands, and with prayerful

desire for Divine guidance, the following Friends are
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appointed as a Provisional Committee for the purpose

of gaining and giving information on the subject
;
and

taking such steps as may seem right towards increasing

the interest of the Society in the subject and leading to

further effort.” Then follow the names of thirty-three

Friends, of whom Henry Stanley Newman was ap-

pointed Secretary, and his father, Josiah Newman, was
the first Treasurer.

Their first offer of service came in the following

spring from a business woman in Manchester, Rachel

Metcalfe, who had been born in Macclesfield in 1829.

Charles Linney, Secretary of the Friends’ Foreign

Mission Association from 1876 to 1891, who met her

before going out, tells how a hazy but pleasant

memory recurs of a grave figure of middle height, with

dark hair and serious face, clad in Quaker fashion in

some dark, unobtrusive gown, and wearing the white

cap then hardly gone out of use—sedate, quiet, reliable.’^

Many years afterwards Rachel Metcalfe thus described

her call, at a meeting of native converts in India :

—

In 1856, I received a direct call to India from the

Lord. But why India f It filled me with dismay. To
the North American Indians or to Africa, among people

I was interested in and knew something about, I would
have rejoiced to go

;
but to India with its idolatrous

priest-ridden people !
‘ Oh, why. Lord ? ’ I pleaded •

but only with this response, ^ Not yet, but in ten years.’

Time passed on. I left my situation and entered into

business, and almost began to think that the Lord
might have other work for me, and that I could serve

Him as well in England, in training little ones for His

service. Perhaps, I thought, my idea has only been

a fancy, a temptation, and I have not really been called,

but it was my presumption. Then the call came again,

and the sweet assurance was given, ‘ I will be with
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thee/—a promise which has never failed me from that

day to this. From that time I had no more doubts, no

more fears
;

I was simply waiting for the way to open.

Yet I often pleaded not to go alone, but this was not

.granted, and though I knew my going was to be for

life, at last I was able to yield my will and say, ‘ Do
with me as Thou wilt.^

‘‘ A few months after this a letter appeared in the

British Friend from Mrs. Leupolt, of the Church
Missionary Society at Benares, wishing for someone
who understood sewing machines to undertake her

industrial work. I wrote offering to take the situation,

but Mrs. Leupolt declined. She did not wish to pay a

salary but said, if I came Friends must send me,

support me, and take me back to England if I fell ill.

In this way the Lord’s purpose was made known to

Friends, for I had not told anyone that I must go to

India. I was not rich enough to go without help, and

at that time no one had ever been sent out by Friends

as a missionary. Correspondence followed with Russell

Jeffrey, who had lately returned from a visit to India,

and with others.”

The following is her first letter to Russell Jeffrey :

—

‘‘ Manchester, lo mo. loth, 1864. Dear Friend,—If

not troubling thee too much I would be glad to have a

few more particulars relating to the Mission Station at

Benares. In the British Friend of this month J. Leupolt

mentions sewing machines as being one of her plans for

finding employment for the Christian natives
;
would

she at the same time require teachers of the machines

from this country ? I feel some difficulty in making
inquiries on these subjects as I have nothing in a pe-

cuniary way to give, but for many years a feeling has

been growing in my mind that a service would be

required of me in India
;
not a service such as we usually
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expect from Friends, but a dwelling among them, teach-

ing and helping in the daily routine of life. Having a

sewing machine it occurred to me whether I could devote

myself to their instruction, unequal as I fee in many
respects to the task. But if a duty, dare I shrink ?

There is only bitterness in such a course. Under these

feelings I could not forbear writing, though not wishing

to encroach on thy time, and now leaving the result to

Him who ordereth all things well, I remain respectfully

thy friend, Rachel Metcalfe.”

A little later she wrote : lo mo. 24th, 1864. I feel

grateful for the information given me in thy kind note,

and after weighing the subject well, feel best satisfied to

pursue it. There is a feeling of rest in looking forward to

dwelling in India, such as I have not experienced in

other engagements
;
not rest from labour, but rest in

purpose. . . . Much will have to be done if arrange-

ments are made for my going out, and how to move in

in such an opening I feel at a loss
;
but earnestly desire

as the way is opened before me I may be prepared to go

forward. The unwillingness to give up to known duty

is the greatest trial. There is also much to give up in

other ways : home to be broken up, relatives and friends

to leave, though these trials at times feel little when
compared with my own inefficiency and weakness for

the solemn duty before me. At such times I feel ready

to say I canno yield, but this may not be, even if the

time to act is not yet.”

At one time it was hoped that Friends in her own
neighbourhood would be able to help her, but this was
not so, and in the loneliness of her situation she was led

seriously to review her position. Under these circum-

stances she wrote again to Russell Jeffrey :
“ Manchester,

3 mo. 5th, 1866. At a very early period I had drawings

towards resident Gospel service abroad, not the ministry
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of words, save a word in season as way opened
;
but I

knew no Friends who had gone and acted in like

manner. Impressions early produced never entirely

left me, but were gradually deepened, though when India

opened to my view as the future scene of my labours I

was appalled, I may say agonized. It was a time never

to be forgotten. Africa would have been preferred.

In that country I was greatly interested. Friends had
laboured there. Schools aided by Friends were estab-

lished there
;

and the people themselves, from the

interest I have taken in books descriptive of their

country, did not seem entire strangers
;

but India, the

seat of Brahmanism ! my heart sank. No Friend had
ever visited there, and my mission, I felt, was very

different from that of Friends generally
;
but I was

comforted in the assurance that the time was not yet,

and way would open as the right time drew near. With
these feelings thou mayst feel sure I rejoiced when
George Richardson’s paper appeared, and subsequently

when thyself and companions were liberated for service

in India. I felt indeed as if the way were being made
plain before me

;
but not until J. Leupolt’s letter

appeared in the British Friend did I feel that the time to

act had come
;
the result thou knows. Thou must not

think, though this subject has been before me so many
years, that I steadily kept it in view, for it has not been

so. Like Jonah, I have often taken ship for Tarshish.

I thought there was abundant work here, and I might

faithfully serve the Lord in this way or that, in plans of

my own devising
;
but it was not to be. The brightest

pictures have been dashed to the ground, I may say with

a bitter, bitter pang. Such is the retrospect, and feeling

that in this particular branch of industry (sewing) there

is a field of usefulness open, I cannot but regret the

decision of my friends, though I trust it may be given to

some others to see their way clear in this matter. . . .
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“ I should be glad if thou couldst give me any infor-

mation about Sir Arthur Cotton’s plan of learning

Hindustani
;
what books would be required, etc. I

regret much I did not give myself up to learning this

language some years ago when I had more leisure. The
difficulty of obtaining information on the subject, and

the questions asked why I should learn what appeared

a dead language, at least for me, made me give up the

attempt. If I had only been obedient in this matter I

should have been prepared now. I think I could bear

the heat of the climate better than many, and though a

year older than J.
Leupolt mentions, my life has been too

chequered for me to think much about the discomforts,

etc., attending residence in another climate. The con-

solation of feeling we are in the path of duty lightens

many of the difficulties we have to contend with in this

life. I have written at some length, feeling thou wouldst

sympathise in the continued desire to go to India
;
and

believing the time has come to act in the matter, if thou

canst suggest any way of bringing it before Friends

interested in the subject I shall be glad.”

The matter was accordingly brought before the

Provisional Committee, and their decision is thus re-

corded in the minutes of a meeting held at the time of

Ackworth School General Meeting, July 5th, 1866

:

“The Committee appointed to make arrangements

respecting Rachel Metcalfe report, that the subject was
brought before the Yearly Meeting in London by Isaac

Robson, without leading to any discussion. The Com-
mittee had two sittings with Rachel Metcalfe in London,
and as far as they can judge she appears to be well

grounded in the Christian faith, to have fair abilities for

the service before her and for the acquisition of the

language, and to have a constitution adapted to meet
the trials of the climate of India. Arrangements have
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been made with W. S. Storrs and his wife, of the Church
Missionary Society, for our Friend to accompany them
as their servant by the overland route to India in the

beginning of loth month, and they are willing to pay
;^io for her services during the voyage. . . . It is re-

commended that each member of the Provisional Com-
mittee shall for the present collect subscriptions in his

own neighbourhood and forward themto Josiah Newman,
Treasurer. It appears desirable that a regular monthly

correspondence be maintained between Rachel Metcalfe

and the Committee, and the sub-committee suggest

that Henry Hipsley be appointed to undertake this

service, and also to forward all monies to her and defray

any necessary expenses, charging the same to the

account of the Provisional Committee.”

A Friend who saw Rachel Metcalfe off for India on

the City of Baltimore tells how the timid, lonely woman
was shivering from head to foot in bodily dread of all

that might be before her, while her brave, cheerful spirit

quailed not. But we will let her continue her own
history : “A few Friends promised to help me in India,

and to pay part of my passage out. The outfit, house

requisites, and everything else I gladly undertook, for

was it not for the Lord f So trusting Him I left England,

October 4th, 1866, with only a few rupees, working the

way out on board ship as nurse in a European family,

and not knowing what arrangements would be made
for me in India, except that I was to go to Benares.

Mr. and Mrs. Leupolt received me kindly, and provided

me with two rooms at the Normal School, at Sigra. I

began work at once, even before I partook of a meal,

and had very little leisure for study. Working hours

were from 6 a.m. to 10 or 12 o’clock, and again from

1.30 to 5 p.m. I continued there till October, 1869,

loving my work, loving the girls and women, glad to do
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anything for them, and thankful to Friends at home for

providing me with what was needful for my mainten-

ance.”

Meanwhile, in March, 1867, Joseph S. Sewell and Louis

and Sarah Street had sailed as Friends’ first missionaries

to Madagascar.^ Friends felt that more than a Provisional

Committee was required, and during London Yearly

Meeting on May 26th, 1867, the Friends’ Foreign

Mission Association was formed, with Henry Stanley

Newman as Secretary, James Hack Tuke as Treasurer,

and two sub-committees of four Friends each for

Benares and Madagascar. As work increased an

assistant secretary became needful, and Arthur

Latchmore held the post from 1874 to 1876.

In 1868 it became increasingly evident that if the

work of Friends in India was to assume a permanent
character, a married man and his wife must go to assist

Rachel Metcalfe. Stanley Pumphrey and Henry S.

Newman agreed together to pray that God would raise

up the right people to go out. In writing to Charles F.

Coffin, of Richmond, Indiana, in the autumn of 1868,

the latter dwelt on the need that English Friends felt

of sending out more missionaries to build up the work
in India. After this letter had lain unanswered for

some time on the table in the Richmond banker’s

office, a young man from the Southern States called

to consult him. It was Elkanah Beard, who with his

wife had been helping the freed men in the South. He
told Charles Coffin that for a long time the desire had
been laid on his heart to go out to the East Indies to

preach Christ among the heathen. But he did not

I The history of Friends’ work in Madagascar is to be found in Review

of the Work of the F.F.M.A. in Madagascar, published in Antananarivo,

in 1880 ; Faithful unto Death, the inspiring Memoir of William and Lucy
Johnson, issued in 1896 by Headley Brothers, 14, Bishopsgate Without, E.C, ;

and the F.F.M.A. annual reports.

3
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know of any way by which such a mission could be
carried out, as the efforts of American Friends were
at that time largely directed to the urgent needs of the

Negroes in the South. Charles Coffin handed him the

letter from England lying unanswered in his office.

Elkanah Beard was thus placed in communication with

Friends in England. His letter was placed before the

Missionary Committee in London on February 4th, 1869^

when it was concluded to invite him and his wife to

England to confer with the Committee. In the mean-

time the}^ obtained certificates of approval from their

Quarterly Meeting held at New Garden, Wa^me County,

Indiana, on February 27th, 1869. On April 22nd they

met the Committee in London. They were cordially

received, and accepted as the missionaries of the

Friends’ Foreign Mission Association. Thus in direct

answer to prayer in England, God raised up His ser-

vants in America for the work in India to which He
called them. They crossed France in company with

Robert and Christine Alsop, and sailed from Marseilles,

September 19th, 1869, reaching Rachel Metcalfe’s house

on the Sudder Bazaar, Benares, October 23rd. Of this

she writes: “Then was my heart made glad, for

Elkanah and Irena Beard from America came to

join me. We took a house at Pahlad Ghat, among
the natives in the worst part of Benares. It was on

the edge of the Ganges, where the unspeakable evils

of heathenism were a constant source of suffering to

both body and mind. A month or two afterwards I

opened a school for girls and little boys, and soon had

more than fifty girls and between twenty and thirty

boys. I had also a class of widows who earned a trifle

by sewing, while I read to them. In the afternoons

Irena Beard and I visited various houses. In some of

these would be gathered twenty or thirty women, some
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of whom learned to read and work, while others only

listened.

“ Other missions were at work in Benares. Our
minds turned therefore towards unoccupied parts of

the Central Provinces as the place for the Friends’

Mission. We desired to be guided by the Lord in all

things, and sought counsel of Him, and by Christmas-

Day, 1870, we were settled in Jabalpur. Very soon

two schools were opened, one in the city which Irena

Beard undertook, while mine was in the Sudder

Bazaar. Elkanah Beard was daily engaged in con-

versing with the native gentlemen who visited him.

His power was wonderful. These visits would often

become most solemn times, and the visitors would be

in tears. A fev/ months changed all this. In con-

sequence of serious illness, Elkanah and Irena Beard

were obliged to leave India entirely, early in 1872, and

I was left with the two schools and the two houses

on my hands. But the Lord knew all things, and
though the landlady would not help me, a gentleman

was sent who took my house the day after I left it

for the remainder of my tenancy. Thus not a rupee

of the rent was lost to the Mission. How good and
restful it is to trust in the Lord.

“ In February, 1873, Charles Gayford came out, and
through his influence an English Meeting was opened.

In the autumn I took a needful change, but it did not

benefit me as usual. Rheumatism, which had gradually

been coming on since 1870, greatly increased its hold

on me, and walking became more and more difficult.

After an attack of small-pox I was ordered by the

doctors to have total rest for twelve months. I went
to Agra, and passed a time of much suffering, being

unable to move my hand without help. Yet it was
the Lord’s good pleasure, after teaching me many
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lessons, to gradually restore me to comparative health,

though the power of walking, which left me entirely

early in 1875, has never returned.

“ During my time of suffering in Agra, Charles

Gayford was seeking a more suitable centre for the

Friends’ Mission, and on reaching Hoshangabad [a

town which two years before Elkanah Beard com-
mended to Friends’ attention] he wrote to say that

he had found a home. Work was commenced, but

his house being burned down, on his marriage with

Harriet Mendes he took a house in Sohagpur
;

his

wife began a girls’ school there, and on my return

to work, in October, 1875, I took charge of it. I

removed to Hoshangabad in 1876, where mission

work increased. A boys’ school was started, zenanas

opened though slowly, and converts were received
;

yet it was some time before I found my sphere of

work.”

Rachel Metcalfe could not walk, and the Mission bun-

galow was too far from the city for the convenience of

scholars or visitors. In 1878 a suitable house was taken

for her in the city, and a girls’ school established there.

When the lease expired in 1883, a new house was built

adjoining the Meeting-house in Jumerati Bazaar, and

here she lived and worked till her death in 1889.

‘‘ This is not the place,” she adds in the account never

wholly printed, from which we have already quoted

so much, “ to say anything about our converts. We
have had bright hopes and bitter disappointments,

and the lesson to be learnt from all is to distinguish

between saying, ‘ I believe on the Lord Jesus Christ,’

and putting on Christ. Words are worthless, indeed

are condemnatory, if followed by nothing else. It

is putting on Christ, being in Him, walking with

Him, loving Him day by day, that only can show
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the sincerity of our faith. I earnestly desire that

individual workers may be stimulated to exert them-

selves unceasingly to sacrifice self and ease, and to

consecrate time, money, every faculty, n//, to the Lord,

who will give the reward in present peace, and a

glorious looking forward to the time when He will

come and reign.”

Meanwhile other workers were growing ready for

the field.



CHAPTER II.

Early Years. 1856— 1878.

Christ Himself must be the beginning and end of our work.

Ellen Barclay.

S
AMUEL BAKER was the son of Samuel and

Margaret Baker, and was born at Elm View,

Clontarf, County Dublin, on April 21st, 1856. He was
tenth in a family of twelve children, of whom the three

older boys and two little girls died before his birth.

The huge old yew tree still stands on the lawn at Elm
View, under which Brian Boroimhe, King of Leinster,

died, after defeating the Danes in the battle of Clontarf

in 1014, an incident possessing all the more interest to

the family from Margaret Baker {nee O’Brien) being a

descendant of the famous chief. In these peaceful days

Elm View was the scene of much Irish hospitality.

Quaker ministers, as they travelled, often made it their

home. Among them were Jacob Green, familiarly

known as “ the prophet of the north,” William Green,

Daniel Williams, and John L. Eddy, from America,

and many more. It was also an open house for all

relatives or young people who needed help, and was
thus an easy school in which to learn the hospitality

and wide fellowship so needful in a missionary’s home.

Samuel Baker, sen., was ill for four years before his

death in 1862. Though only six years old at the time

Samuel felt it deeply, how deeply is, perhaps, best

shown by a remark he made during one of his serious

22
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illnesses in India : ‘‘I have always felt my own father’s

death so much, I hope I may be spared to see my boys

grow up.” In consequence of his father’s illness, the

care of Samuel and the two younger children devolved

a good deal on a sister twelve years older than himself.

To her determination that her brothers should be

always gentlemanly boys he partly owed the kind

and ready courtesy that won favour for him among
the politely-mannered peoples of the East. She had no

easy task, for he was “ a child of difficult temperament,”

passionate, self-willed, and sometimes obstinate. He
had a sharp lesson one day on obedience to his parents’

wishes. His father wanted him to go a drive with him,

and Samuel, out of sheer contrariness would not
;
so he

was left in disgrace at home, where in climbing some
palings he fell off and broke his arm. That would not

have happened if I had done what they wanted me to,”

was his sober reflection. The one thing that stands

in the foreground from my earliest remembrance of

him,” one friend writes, “ was his absolute adherence to

truth.” He was once known to tell a lie, and only once,

and then it may have been partly to screen another as

well as himself. “ He was always the champion of the

weak,” says another old playfellow, “ and when other

boys were rough he often warded off a push from us

girls. I never remember hearing him use a disrespect-

ful word to an old person, or laugh at peculiarities, and
he always set his face against common songs or im-

proper words.”

For some years the children were taught at home.

A governess remarks that although he was obedient

and conscientious he was difficult to teach. “ He was
not easy to manage, and it was always hard to convince

him he could be wrong.” He learned to read when he
was four years old, and was more interested in the
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Bible than in any other subject. His mother trained

him to “be good for the sake of pleasing Jesus/’ and he

could not recall the time when this was not his aim.

At a children’s party when he was eight years old they

began to play at chapel, or meeting, or something of

the sort, and set him to preach the sermon. He did it

with such reality that what was begun in play ended in

earnest, and several were crying before the sermonette

was finished. His first wish to be a missionary came
through the governess giving him one Sunday evening

a picture of some children in a cage in the days of

Roman persecution, that he might “ prick it into paper

with a pin.” He said nothing of it at the time, but he
then and there resolved that when he should be a man
he would single out little heathen children and teach

them to love Jesus. It seems, however, to be a general

impression that there was “ nothing in him as a child

to forecast his future calling, much less the courage,

ability and resource which he evinced in manhood.”

From i860 to 1866, his grandfather, Daniel O’Brien,

formerly superintendent of Lisburn School, was a

member of the family. He was an upright, honour-

able old man, who had great influence over his little

grandson. Young though he was at the time of his

father’s death, Samuel began to feel that his mother

must be his special charge, and he was still but a youth

when a friend remarked on his peculiar carefulness for

those dependent on him. He inherited from his father

his diligence and love of work. On her husband’s death

Margaret Baker left Elm View, and removed to a house

adjoining their business premises in Dublin. When
Bible Classes for Friends’ children were started in the

Friends’ Meeting-house in Dublin, the young Bakers

were among the first to attend them, and for years

were some of the most regular scholars. At Dublin
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Yearly Meeting, 1866, John Henry Douglas had some
special meetings for children, and these and Payson

Hammond’s Children’s Meetings in the same year had

a marked influence on Samuel Baker’s life. He was no

enthusiast in boyish sports, but liked swimming and

collecting shells. He learnt the Latin names of all he

found, and in conjunction with his brother and sister

won a prize in that department of natural science.

When about twelve years old, Samuel was sent to

school at Liscard, where his teacher says, “ He occupied

with success the position of captain of the school,

having an invariably good influence over the boys.”

He and his brother were next sent to Newtown School,

Waterford. A schoolfellow writes : Samuel was the

^ good boy ’ of the school, not a goody-goody prig

whom everybody hates, masters and boys alike, but

a sensible fellow who had something for himself that

enabled him to live up to his profession in a modest,

unassuming, non-aggressive fashion. He seemed to me
cheerfully superior to the things boys will say about

one of their companions who is religiously inclined.

Samuel, however, showed no resentment, nor did he

make himself a martyr, but seemed quite happy in the

path he had chosen. He was the only boy who said

and showed he was sorry when so wet a Sunday came
that we were prevented from going to meeting. For
this and his general interest in matters connected with
the Society, he was nicknamed ‘ George Fox.’ I have
no recollection that he was persecuted, unkindly treated

or mocked, but the moral courage of a boy who took
the stand Samuel did is often put to the test by his

comrades. Doubtless there was an early work of God
in his heart, and a saving knowledge of the Lord Jesus,

which manifested the new life in his walk and conver-

sation at school.”
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Samuel was never one to make the most of disagree-

ables. “No doubt the teasing I get is all for the best/^

he wrote in a brief boyish note to his mother, “and I

try my best not to mind it.” His master writes :

“Samuel was ‘ a good boy’ as understood by teachers.

I have known him subsequently as a young man, and
have followed his career in India with great and
sympathetic interest. I think his life is most instruc-

tive, and his example ought to stimulate many of our

young people to a similar surrender of themselves to

the service of Christ. So many make the fatal mistake

of putting off till they are older.” The well-known

mission preacher, G. C. Grubb, tells of these Water-

ford days :
“ Samuel Baker and I were in the same

class and were great friends. This, however, did not

prevent us from engaging in the fiercest theological

discussions. He always upheld the orthodoxy of the

Friends, and I sought to uphold that of the Church of

England. I was not a real Christian at that time, but

was conscious even then that Samuel possessed some-

thing that I had not, even the peace of God. He
evidently spoke from deep conviction, whilst I more
often looked about for any argument that suited my
purpose. . . . During the past twenty-eight years

Samuel and I have very seldom met. When we did

meet it was truly in ‘ the unity of the Spirit,’ and with

the blessed consciousness that we were seeking to

follow ‘this same Jesus.’”

In 1871, Samuel was sent to the Friends’ School,

York. “ Did he show any special aptitude for languages

in those days ? ” a schoolfellow was asked, and he
replied, “ So far as I know, he showed no aptitude for

anything.” This opinion is borne out by another who
says :

“ The impression left on me, and I think on others

also, is that of a rather stupid older boy.” A teacher
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remarks : His conduct and general demeanour gave

evidence that he was endeavouring to live a Christian

life, but as he was a somewhat quiet and retiring boy^

there are no more salient features to dwell upon.”

Fielden Thorp, who was then the Superintendent of

Bootham School, also writes :
“ He was not a brilliant,

but was evidently a thoughtful, conscientious boy.”

Samuel Baker frequently referred to the fresh zest for

Bible study which Fielden Thorp’s lessons gave him, and

the helpfulness of his bedroom talks. One York school-

fellow says : I can very well remember the pleasant

hours spent in Samuel’s company at Bootham, and the

loving friendship which existed between us. I felt in

him I had a true friend, one who was the soul of

honour, and whom to know was to love. His genial

and lovable disposition made him a general favourite,

and his influence in the school as a follower of his Lord
was felt to be most helpful. I am glad to be able to

say nothing remains in my memory of Samuel Baker

except what reminds me of love, svv^eet fellowship, and
happy moments without one discordant note.” To
some extent this testimony is corroborated by Fielden

Thorp’s letter to Margaret Baker at the time Samuel
left York, in which he says : “We much regret losing

Samuel from amongst us. His good conduct, diligence,

and real conscientiousness have given us unmixed satis-

faction, and I very much trust that the Saviour whom
as a schoolboy he has been seeking to please and serve,

will keep him from falling in the new and untried paths

on which he is entering, will bless him abundantly, and
make him a blessing to others.”

On leaving school Samuel Baker went straight into

the family business, and continued in it till 1876, when
the family removed to Kingstown. He was then en-

gaged for some months as a commission agent, where
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his extreme conscientiousness stood somewhat in the

way of worldly gain. In 1873, Anna, daughter of

George and Rebecca O’Brien of Belfast, paid a visit to

the family, and the intimacy began which resulted in

their marriage eight years later. A letter written in

1881 best describes his personal experience at the

important period when he was entering on business,

and forming those habits and aspirations that so largely

direct the course of future life : “When at York I used

to long to speak in public for my Lord, and often I

have been on the point of engaging in prayer on a

Sunday evening when we were all gathered together for

our evening worship. Though I knew myself a sinner,

and after I left school I seemed to think less of these

things, still it did not remain hidden that I was trying

to serve the Lord Jesus, and I well remember how
pleased I felt when my mother gave me a letter to read

from Fielden Thorp, in which he spoke of what he saw
I had been trying to do. Then for a long time I seemed
to grow cold. I was considered to be ‘ good ’ by those

who knew me, and I was given a class in the Sunday
School at Strand Street by the Teachers’ Meeting, with-

out asking for it. But I knew my own heart, and I had
not peace. God was merciful and long-suffering. He
followed me, and He kept me too. I soon began to

feel uneasy. I heard others speak of knowing they

were saved, and I could not say it. ... I said I

have followed as far as I know, I have sought to obey,

the future I will trust entirely to God. It was not long

before the scales were lifted from my eyes, and I

rejoiced to know that I too had believed and been

saved. I think it was in the large Meeting-house at

Yearly Meeting time. There were three things which

had a great deal to do with putting the matter definitely

before me. First, Mary Rogers said she felt if she had
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any special call in her ministry it was to the unconverted

to come to Christ. That was a loud knock. The line

was at once drawn in my mind, ‘There are unconverted

and converted.’ Then I asked a fellow teacher if he

had gone to hear Mr. Moody, and if he had anything

new to say. He said, ‘ It was nothing new, it was the

same old thing, salvation as a free gift

!

Nothing new !

It was very new to me, for though I expect I had often

heard salvation preached as a free gift, it had never

struck me in the same way before. The third was a

straight question put to me in the same place by
S.H.W. as to whether I had assurance. It was a

difficult question for him to ask me, for I had publicly

confessed Christ in that same Meeting-house, and I saw

he felt it was a delicate matter. I gave him to under-

stand that I had not, and he spoke to me very nicely on

the subject as we walked away up Dame Street. He
put it in this light, that if my mother was to make
me a promise I would believe it, and just in the same
way I must take God at His word. When I realised it

my preaching took that turn. I used to speak with my
Bible in my hand.”

Samuel Baker was only eighteen years of age when
he began to preach in Dublin Friends’ Meeting. He
was a door-keeper at the time, and was very regular in

his attendance of Friends’ Meetings, though he usually

went to their Strand Street Mission also. A co-worker

at the latter place speaks of him as “ a man who did

not fear criticism when he felt he was right. He dared

to strike out on original lines, not waiting to see what
others' might do, and this characteristic eminently fitted

him for the pioneer which he became. He was singu-

larly untrammelled in service by any stereotyped custom,

and there was always freshness in his company. He
showed capacity as an organizer as well as an initiator
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of Christian work, and his faith seemed to carry him
over any discouragements lying in his path, never

allowing him to sit down to bemoan disheartening

conditions, or the absence of apparent success. His

watchword was Forward. He had much sympathy for

individuals in sickness, and a keen sense of the peril

of those who he feared were out of Christ. His manner
was bright and cheery.’^

Samuel Baker’s work naturally extended to Kings-

town also, where he helped a Wesleyan minister, Mr.

Domielly, in series of special meetings, and other

evangelistic work. He was indefatigable in the Tem-
perance cause, and a member of the Good Templar
Crusade ” Lodge. He was a life abstainer, and would

not take stimulants even under doctor’s orders. As an

illustration of this, during a dangerous illness in India,

the doctor, believing brandy to be necessary, put some
into his medicine as the only way to make him take it.

Samuel Baker swallowed it without knowing, then dis-

covering what he had done, he put his finger in his

throat to make himself sick. Doctor and wife not un-

reasonably protested. ‘‘ X is in danger from the drink,”

he remarked of a native Christian who might probably

know about it, “ and he shall not have my example to

help him along that downward way.” It was this

readiness to sacrifice himself just for one individual that

made Samuel Baker the successful evangelist he was
even in the old Dublin days. Another Friend writes :

” I sometimes admired his courage in seeking oppor-

tunities of speaking personally, to young men of his

acquaintance, on religious subjects.” These young men
must be got hold of somehow

;
so he became one of

the originators of the Dublin United Improvement
Association. He loved nature

;
and flowers and birds

and scenes of beauty were always a delight and a
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refreshment. Yet, “ First things first” might well have

been taken as his motto. His brother vividly re-

members a walk he had with him soon after leaving

school, when Samuel said: “You’ll find many ideas

afloat in these days. Let nothing ever keep you from

really knowing that your salvation rests on the shed

blood of Jesus Christ.” Some in those days might con-

sider his theology narrow and his zeal not to their taste,

and pain him now and then by saying so
;
but through

his work sinners were being won to Christ, and proving

it by changed lives, and that was what he cared for

most.

Eli and Abarilla Cowgill, from America, were in

Dublin about this time. In visiting Margaret Baker’s

family, Abarilla Cowgill told them she believed Samuel

would be called to the dark places of the earth, and

hoped he would obey the call when he heard it, and
that his mother would not hold him back. Though she

afterwards repeated to him what she believed to be her

message, it made so little impression that he forgot all

about it till after the clearer call had come. In 1876

Henry Stanley Newman went to Dublin Yearly Meeting

to speak on Friends’ Foreign Missions. The need for

more workers in India was then exceptionally great, and
as he set it forth Samuel Baker heard God’s call

;
but

he was only twenty years of age, his brother was young
to look after his mother, and business matters could not

be settled in a day. Hence it was not till the following

year that he spoke about it. His mother’s consent to

his going to India was readily given, and his brother

thought, “ Probably the best thing I can do for foreign

missions is to make it easier for Samuel to go.” The
following letter was accordingly sent to the Secretary of

the Friends’ Foreign Mission Association :
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Friends’ Meeting House, Eustace Street, Dublin^

5 mo. 7th, 1877.

Dear Friend, H. S. Newman,

‘•'Since our last Yearly Meeting it has been much on
my mind at intervals that it is the Lord’s will that I should

offer myself for service for Him in a foreign land. The
first time the impression was brought home to me was
at the Meeting of the Friends’ Foreign Mission Associa-

tion here last year, when thou made an earnest appeal

on behalf of Charles Gayford in India. I felt at the

time that I should have spoken to thee on the subject,

and offered myself for the work
;
but I let various con-

siderations hinder me. The impression that the Lord
was calling me to go returned at various times, particu-

larly latterly. I have been intending to get into business

for myself in the tea trade, but in all my plans for the

future this concern came before me, until at last, on

Sixth-day morning last, when I saw Joseph Sewell

in meeting, I felt I must unburden my mind to him.

We talked the matter over on Seventh-day, when I told

him pretty much what I have told thee. He encouraged

me to do what seemed to be the Lord’s will, and told

me to write to thee as thou wast a member of the sub-

committee for India. In reply to questions he asked me,

I referred him to Fielden Thorp as regards my education.

I told him that I had enjoyed good health since I went

to school nearly nine years ago. I have counted the

cost, and I have the consent of my mother in taking this

step. I am at present at liberty, and was intending to

start in business for myself at once. I have prayed very

earnestly for guidance in the matter, and my Heavenly

Father seems still to point me to India. It is nearly

three years since I was first called on to speak publicly

for Jesus. I am now twenty-one years old, and I have
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been a First-day School teacher for over four years. I

have been a good deal engaged in mission work at home,

at the Strand Street Institute and elsewhere. As I told

J. S. Sewell, having laid my concern before Friends, I

am quite willing to leave it to your decision
;
and if thou

would wish to see me I shall be glad to go over to

London at Yearly Meeting time or before.

‘‘ Thy friend sincerely,

Saaiuel Baker.’’

Samuel Baker’s character and circumstances received

the careful investigation invariably given by the

Friends’ Foreign Mission Association, and on May
22nd, 1877, he was accepted for training as a

missionary to India. The India sub-committee was
directed to arrange for this training, and from June,

1877, to September, 1878, he lived near Henry Hipsley,

who, he used to say, was like a father to him. He
learnt Hindi and Urdu from Mr. Sherring of the Lon-

don Missionary Society, who was then in England, and
who proved an excellent teacher. Dr. Dixon, of the

Mildmay Mission to the Jews, taught him the simple

rules of medicine and surgery, how to put on bandages,

dress wounds, use the stethoscope, etc. After working

with him two or three days a week for some time. Dr.

Dixon obtained permission for him to go into the out-

patient department of the London Hospital, where he

had far greater opportunities for studying surgical work.

He made good use of this time, and acquired much use-

ful knowledge, which was of great service to him and

others in after years. During his residence in London
he used to help in the Sunday evening services at

Hoxton Hall. He also superintended the Sunday

School, helped in the Band of Hope, and otherwise

assisted the work of the Shoreditch Christian Mission,

4
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and was greatly missed there when he went to India.

“ I think I have worked harder while I have been in

London,” he wrote, than I ever did, and I am sure it

has been with an amount of hearty good-will, and

thorough enjoyment in my work, which I have never

known anywhere before.”

Busy though he was he never curtailed his time for

Bible study. He had always loved the Bible. To have

time to sit down and read it was his greatest pleasure

to the last. He would read it, as his mother’s example

taught him, by the hour, a whole book at a sitting, and

never less than two chapters a day. He found time to

learn a little Greek that he might understand it better.

He sought carefully for the best commentaries. He
was always particular every day to get his Bible

reading before anything else, lest other duties should

afterwards crowd it out. In India, when his study door

was shut for his personal Bible reading, nobody dis-

turbed him, and the servants would gently explain that

“ Sahib was talking to God.” Bible note-books from

1877 onwards show the diligence with which he would
‘Head, mark, learn, and inwardly digest” its teaching.

He early grasped the fact that the Bible is the

missionary’s best weapon for defensive and aggressive

warfare, as he keeps it in his heart, upon his lips, and
wrought into the whole fabric of his life.

A letter of brotherly sympathy written from London
to one who was a young Sunday School teacher like

himself throws pleasant light on his own spirit and
methods :

“ You must not be discouraged about the

work in the Sunday School. I do not think any Sunday
School could look much worse than —~ when I first

went there, but by work and prayer, in which the

teachers heartily joined, it is on the whole quite a

decent school now. I should recommend you to try
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and get the interest of the class, and let them see

you love them, and at the same time are determined

they shall behave properly. If one causes disturbance

send him out of school for the day, but of course this

is only a vigorous measure to be resorted to as a last

resource. Prepare your lessons thoroughly. If in the

Gospels, read up the parallel passages, so as to have

the whole narrative, with time, place, and all other

circumstances well in your head. Then consider the

practical lessons to be drawn from it, and in bringing

home your subject, use illustrations as freely as you

can. Let them be every day incidents, as simple as

you like, the simpler the better. Above all things

remember that the great aim of Sunday School teach-

ing, as well as all other evangelistic work, should be

the conversion of the souls of the children. Set that

definitely before you, pray for it, ivork for it, aim at

nothing short of it. . . . All our work will be

unavailing if we do it in our own strength, and unless

the Holy Spirit accompany the word spoken
;
but the

Holy Spirit is given to them that ask for it. All our

work must be accompanied with fervent, faithful

prayer. The study of the lesson should be gone
into in a prayerful spirit. Pray for your class often,

every day
;
remember them often by name before

the Lord. Pray for yourself, that you may realise

more and more your responsibility in teaching the

children, of Christ. Watch and pray, that you enter

not into temptation. Endeavour to live out what you
teach.—Rom. ii. 21. Discouragements doubtless will

arise
;
take them to the Lord. He will help you if

you come in faith. Pray that you may be able to

make the Lord Jesus very attractive to the children,

that they may be anxious to give their hearts to

Him. Pray that you may be able to make the way
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very plain to them, and show them that the way to

God through the Lord Jesus is so smooth, that little

feet may run along it without fear of being tripped,

and so straight, that there is no danger of their losing

themselves. May not I say in the words of Paul, ‘in

doing this thou shalt both save thyself and them that

hear thee,^ and ‘ your labour is not in vain in the

Lord.’ I know I fall very far short of the standard

I am setting up to you, but I am persuaded it is the

only right way to be a successful Sunday School

teacher. I will pray for your success, and I ask you

to pray for me.”

On November 4th, 1878, Samuel Baker sailed for

India in the City of Baltimore with his fellow-mission-

aries John H. and Effie Williams and their two little

boys. John H. Williams had already lived in India,

and had since been working at the Orphans’ Printing

Press, Leominster, where he and his wife had joined

Friends. A fellow-passenger writes : I do like to

remember that voyage in connection with Mr. Baker,

and recall him as he was then to many of us. When
most people lost heart at the time of the storm he

was as cool as ever.” “
It was Samuel’s prayer then,”

another remarks, “ which inspired us all with fresh

courage and renewed our trust in God.”



CHAPTER III.

The Field and Early Work in it. 1878—1885.

There is a joy in Christianity which we poor Hindus do not

understand. We have our priests and shastras, our melas,

and pilgrimages, but we never come to that peace and joy

which you say is found in the Holy Ghost. If we could be

delivered from the power of sin and its consequences how
happy we should be! Could we but see Jesus our Saviour as

He is yours, we would never tire of singing His praises.

Hindus to Elkanah Beard.

HE Narbada Valley, with its rich soil, is the great

i wheat-producing district of India. Though more
thickly peopled than many parts of the country, at the

time when Friends were seeking for their right field of

work there were fewer missionaries there than in any

other area of equal extent in Hindustan. The people

are mostly agriculturists living in villages, and as a rule

even more ignorant, though less priest-ridden, than the

inhabitants of the towns. The Church Missionary

Society had already established themselves at Jabalpur,

but westwards from that city there were no other

missionaries nearer than the Canadian Presbyterian

Mission just started in Indore. Midway between these

places is Hoshangabad, capital of one of the nineteen

districts into which the Central Provinces are divided.

The district contains 4,300 square miles and 440,ooo^

I In dealing with populations in India it must always be remembered that

90 per cent, of the inhabitants live in rural districts, for the most part in village

communities. A striking comparison is noticed in the last Government Report on
the Indian Census (1891). “Whereas in England 53 per cent, of the whole popu-

lation is found in the 182 towns of 20,000 inhabitants and upwards, in India,

though there are 227 such towns, only 4-84 of the population reside in them.”

37
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people, and the part in which Friends are working is

about the same size as the counties of Norfolk and
Suffolk, and contains about a thousand villages. The
town of Hoshangabad is about 480 miles from Bombay,
or some sixteen hours journey by the Great Indian

Peninsula and Indian Midland Railways. In 1878, the

latter line was not yet made, and English travellers

usually finished their journey by a drive of eleven miles

from Itarsi, now the railway junction. Hoshangabad
is the residence of the Commissioner of the Narbada
Division of the Central Provinces, which includes five

districts, each of which is governed by a Deputy Com-
missioner, and other English officials under him. It is

an important place, the Law Courts and Jail for the

Narbada Division being there, and bringing people

from all parts to it. It is also a place of pilgrimage,

to which Hindus come from great distances in order to

worship “ Mother Narbada.” It is one of the largest

towns on the river, and it has been said that it will in

time become to the Narbada what Benares is to the

Ganges. At the present time it contains about 14,000

people. The trading castes know how to make money,
and large fortunes are sometimes amassed by dealing in

wheat, and “ land grabbing.” A considerable trade is

done in leather and iron, and the leather workers might

many of them be very comfortable and even rich but

for their drinking habits. Hand weaving is carried on

in all the towns of the district, and in Hoshangabad
and Sioni the brass vessels used in Hindustani house-

holds are manufactured. A large bazaar, or rnarket, is

held in Hoshangabad every day, when the small dealers

and money-changers spread their wares in the ap-

pointed places
;
and the vegetables and fruits in season,

grass, firewood, shoes, needles, sewing-cotton, tobacco,

etc., may be seen, mostly spread out on the ground.
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The town is not lighted at night, with the exception of

lamps placed by a few of the inhabitants at their own
doors and gateways, and anyone out after 9 p.m. must

have a lantern, or he may be taken up by the police.

There is a weekly newspaper printed in Urdu. Just

across the Narbada northwards is the native State of

Bhopal, under Mohammedan rulers. From four to

twenty miles north of the great river run the Vindhya

mountains, and about the same distance to the south

are the Satpura hills. In 1874, when Charles Gayford

recommended Hoshangabad as the centre of Friends’

work, for 150 miles round, in the midst of three and a

half to four million people, the only other Protestant

mission was that of the Free Church of Scotland at

Chhindwara, about 100 miles south.

Elkanah Beard had already met with considerable

encouragement when itinerating in this district. ^‘At

one place,” he wrote, “ I took my stand near the old

village priest, who was sitting on the bank of the

Narbada river with seventeen small idols at his right

side, sheltered from the rays of a burning sun by a very

large palm-leaf umbrella. In a few minutes I was sur-

rounded by a strange-looking congregation, who were

delighted to have me read and talk to them. The old

priest sat with a dignified air, and stolid indifference, as

I thought, to what was going on, until I had got nearly

through, when he suddenly turned to a young priest,

who meanwhile had seated himself in front of the idols,

and said, ‘ That man is like God !

’
^ Why ? why ? ’ said

the young priest with great astonishment. The old

man replied, ‘ Listen ! listen ! His words are full of

love. Look ! Look ! His heart is full of love, and his

looks are full of love
;
so I say he is like God ! Then

calling a servant, he sent in great haste to his house for

a little grandson, who, when he came, made a low bow,
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saying, ‘ Please, sir, will you give us one of the little

books that are so full of sweet words? We never saw
any books like yours, and we want one to read at

home.’ ” Of course, the request was granted. Though
as a rule the villagers were and are a non-reading

people, Bible colportage was one of the first depart-

ments of missionary work on which Friends entered,

and it has since been steadily maintained.

Sohagpuris a town of 9,000 people, about thirty miles

east of I tarsi, on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway,

and is an important centre for work. The Railway

Station and Mission bungalow are in the populous

suburb of Ganj, which is separated from the rest of the

town by the river Palakmati, a name meaning the wink
of an eye. The river is thus called because it rises and
falls unusually suddenly during the rains. Sometimes
when it is rising you may find it quite impassable only

half-an-hour after you have crossed it, and it falls again

just as quickly. There is no bridge over the river, but in

the dry weather a dam is put up, making a causeway,

and there are stepping stones for use when the water is

low enough. The building used for school and Meeting-

house is near the Market-place in the centre of the

town, and after heavy rains is inconveniently cut off

from the missionaries on the other side of the river.

The chief industry in Sohagpur is cloth-printing,

that is, stamping patterns. The soil is red, and in

consequence the town is much cleaner looking than

the native part of Hoshangabad or Sioni Malwa, which

are on black cotton soil.

In 1874, when Charles Gayford’s bungalow in Hosh-

angabad was accidently burned down while he was

itinerating, being unable to get another house there, he

moved to Sohagpur till one could be built, and did his

best, meanwhile, to initiate and carry on work in both
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places. It was here that Charles Gayford welcomed
his first convert, an intelligent young Brahman named
Bal Mukand. He stood under the verandah in front

of the book-shop and made a public confession of

Christianity while the whole street was packed with

an excited crowd, because a Brahman was changing

his religion. His father stood before him, weeping
bitterly for what he considered the loss of his son,

and entreating him not to throw himself away
;
but

Bal Mukand said :
“ I have left all and become a

Christian, not for man, but because I know that the

Lord Jesus has died for me. I am not a disciple of

man but of Jesus. I have left Hinduism because I feel

it is false, and that salvation is not of it. No one has

persuaded me into this. I have of my own free choice

become a Christian, and would confess Christ now if

thousands of people were added to those already

present.” The first result of this conversion was to

lessen temporarily the number of pupils in the schools
;

the second was the conversion of Jugal Kishore, a friend

of Bal Mukand, who publicly confessed Christ on the

return of the Mission to Hoshangabad in 1876, and for

some time both the young men were useful helpers in

its work.

After Rachel Metcalfe joined Charles and Harriet

Gayford in Hoshangabad, regular work in Sohagpur
was closed, though the town was still frequently visited

by the missionaries or native evangelists. By means of

bazaar and village preaching, day and Sunday Schools,

colportage and zenana visiting, fair progress had been

made by the missionaries in Hoshangabad
;
and when

Samuel Baker and John and Effie Williams arrived

there in the autumn of 1878, they found the nucleus

of a growing mission. The first impressions of their

future home are thus described by Samuel” Baker :
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Charles Gayford has selected the best spot I have

seen about Hoshaiigabad for the Mission bungalow.

The house is built on a gentle rising ground from seven

to ten minutes walk from the town, and perhaps 400
yards from the high-water bank of the river. It faces

almost due north and south, and behind us, about four

miles across the river, are the Vindhya hills. Fourteen

miles to the south, or about four miles beyond Itarsi,

are the Satpuras, also low hills
;
so we have both river

and mountain scenery, and the prospect is really very

nice. It is the nicest house I have yet seen in the

station, lofty and airy. There are six acres of com-
pound, on which are the servants’ houses, stables,

etc., and the houses built for Rachel Metcalfe’s

servants and now occupied by three families of native

Christians.”

Samuel Baker was soon at work. So thoroughly had
he been taught Hindi, that on the second Sunday after

his arrival he delivered his first sermon, which, of

course under such circumstances, had been carefully

written out by himself and duly corrected by others,

and at the end of a month he was preaching in the

bazaar. A good old missionary maxim says that

“ Prayer and pains through faith in Christ Jesus will

do anything,” and Samuel Baker always thought his

power in the language was given him in answer to

prayer. He aimed right from the beginning. “ I shall

never be content till I speak as a native,” he said
;
and

again, I could never bear to live here and know the

language but imperfectly.” In less than two years he

could preach in Hindi more easily than in English.

Besides a scholarly knowledge of the language, he had,

what fewer still possess, such mastery of colloquial

Hindi, that as he went along the road in the dark, and

greeted villagers whom he met with their familiar
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salutation of “ Peace, brother,” they would have no

idea he was not one of themselves and chat away at

their ease, till some gleam of light showed his white

face or foreign dress, when, with frightened accents,

they would join their hands and beg his pardon for

having talked so freely to an Englishman, and one

therefore who must be classed among their rulers.

It was well he had learnt so much Hindi before reach-

ing India, for Charles GayfoixEs health had failed,

and a few weeks after their arrival he and his wife

left for England, where he remained to study medicine

and take his degree.

It was, also, a difficult task to learn the ways and
thoughts of the people, but Samuel Baker set himself

with steady purpose to master the religious thought of

keenly intellectual Brahmans, bigoted Moslems, and

ignorant villagers. It was yet harder to be alert to all

the ways in which a foreigner may be imposed on, to

fathom some of the depths of greed and untruthful-

ness, of impurity and superstition, that prevail in the

native character. The first time he saw idolatry pure

and simple he was so overcome by it he could not stay

within view, and often the knowledge of the sin around

him was almost more than he could bear. There was
much besides to try his patience, and in one of his

truthfully self-delineating letters, he writes :
“ My

temper is a thorn in the flesh. IPs a big one and
pricks me sore sometimes, but by God’s grace Til

overcome.” In those days it was often a source of

trouble to others as well as to himself, but by God’s

grace he overcame, till in later years a Hindustani

gentleman spoke of him as a very meek man,” and
one of his fellow missionaries, after his death, wrote of

him in the Indian Witness : Naturally somewhat im-

patient and quick-tempered, his character had been so
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moulded by Divine grace, that he was a striking

example of letting patience have her perfect work
;
by

patient continuance in well-doing he had earned the

love and esteem of all with whom he came in contact.”

In one letter he points to the cause of failure :
“ Sep-

tember 27th, 1879.—The fact of the matter is I have not

been living in as close communion with my Saviour

as I ought, and have thus sacrificed much joy and peace

that I might have had. Temptation is temptation wher-

ever one meets it
;
but out here there is not the same

check on one as at home, and since I have come here I

have found how weak I am. Oh, I long and pray for

strength from God, but it seems not to come, and I

sometimes feel in a kind of Slough of Despond. . .

Saturday morning I generally enjoy, for then I shut my-
self up in my study and prepare for Sunday work. But

chamber goodness, what is it ? It is good in its place,

and should strengthen for the combat. It is in the fight

the soldier’s qualities appear, and oh, I do long to be a

good soldier of Christ.”

Three meetings a week, besides some of the Schools

were held in the Meeting-house in the Jumerati Bazaar
;

others soon followed in Balaganj Schoolroom, and in

some musicians’ houses in their quarter of the town.

Two evenings a week were regularly devoted by the

missionaries and their helpers to preaching in the

bazaar, and other days were occupied in visiting the

neighbouring towns and villages. Sometimes catechists

as well as colporteur would get as far into the Bhopal

State as the British cantonment at Sihore, seventy miles

away. They regularly attended the weekly bazaar at

the neighbouring town of Itarsi, and they paid at least

monthly visits to Sohagpur and Sioni Malwa. From a

dozen to twenty villages were visited by each mission-

ary party during the month, and some of them repeat-
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edly. At first it was no unusual thing, especially in

Bhopal, for their books to be torn up before them,

while curses were heaped upon their heads
;
but by

degrees their reception grew more friendly as they and

their message became better known.

There are many difficulties in the way of evangeliza-

tion and missionary work in this country,” Samuel

Baker wrote in 1879 ;

“ perhaps caste stands first. At our

last Monthly Meeting for Church affairs I felt it my duty

to give our flock rather a severe reprimand on the observ-

ance of caste. Thou hast no idea of the difficulty caste

presents to the spread of the Gospel. It is a most awful

invention of the Evil One. We have taken every oppor-

tunity, both before Christians and servants, to show that

we cannot for a moment countenance it. I am thankful

to say there are those among us who have thrown caste

completely aside, and are not ashamed to do even

sweepers’ work if need arises. We cannot, however,

expect that the inbred customs of centuries will be

erased in a day, and I feel that, while making no com-

promise, we must make some allowance for those who
have lived amongst it all their lives.

“ Then we are the conquering race, and whatever

Sahib says is listened to with profound reverence
;
at the

same time the hearer has no idea of paying any atten-

tion. We are looked upon as a kind of superior being,

and consequently find it hard to come to their level.”

Again ;
“ The utter indifference of the people is very

striking. One puts the Gospel to them with all the

earnestness and fervour one can, and yet there is but

little response.”

Other difficulties in dealing with the people by
which a young missionary is specially beset are the

universal untruthfulness and consequent suspicion, the

readiness to take offence arising from misunderstanding
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of the foreigner’s words and ways, and the inconsist-

encies of professing Christians. Yet through it all

Samuel Baker, on the whole, stood bravely by his own
motto, “ Don’t be discouraged, and don’t brood,” and
could even write at this time :

“ Hard things are made
straight and easy when we trust. I havo found much
more real pleasure than difficulty in my life as a mission-

ary.”

A little later he wrote : “I believe the Gospel is

making its way among the people round us, but it must
of necessity be slow work. We have hundreds of years

of caste and idolatry, with all their degrading in-

fluences, to contend with. But we know that He who is

with us is stronger than he that is with them, and each

journey we make through the district gives us fresh

encouragement to persevere.”

During the cool season, from the end of November
to the beginning of March, the missionaries regularly

spent as much time afS possible camping among the

villages. Their tents were pitched for a few days in

some well-chosen spot while they evangelized the

villages within easy radius, sometimes concluding with

an exhibition of lantern slides at night. This often

gave the opportunity for preaching to several hundred

people at once, and as the years went on it was no

infrequent thing for the enthusiasm of the people to

find vent in a new adaptation of the cheer they are

accustomed to give to their gods, as they shouted,

^‘Victory, victory to Jesus Christ!” In the early

mornings the missionaries went into neighbouring

villages to preach and talk to the people. When
accompanied by their wives, as they usually were,

the ladies would go to one side of the village and
gather the women, sending the men, who invariably

came too, to listen to the Sahib, thus raising the Mem-
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Sahib much in the estimation of a native audience.

The women have often been heard to whisper to

each other, ‘‘ She is like ourselves, she will not talk

before men.” In the middle of the day people came
for medicine, and on a second visit the missionaries

were often warmly welcomed because of the cures

effected a year before. The afternoons were again

spent in preaching and teaching, and a busy day was
often concluded by a native concert, when the villagers

would come round the tent bringing their musical

instruments and ask for hymns and bJiajans (native

hymns to native tunes) to be sung to them, when
they in return would sing some of their own songs

of the unobjectionable sort, keeping time with heads

and hands and bodies, and bringing even the ex-

pression of their faces into harmony. After a few
days round one centre the camp was moved to

another neighbourhood. In this way, as time went
on, and more missionaries engaged in the work,

scores and even hundreds of villages were visited

in a season. It has been said that there is no large

village in the Friends’ district where Samuel Baker’s

face was not known. But such fields necessarily take

long to plough. As the people remarked, “You can-

not expect us to learn fast if you only come to us

once in the year.” Yet so few were the missionaries,

that at first this was even more than they could do
in many cases. The need for resident native workers
in the villages soon became apparent, and on his

return from camping in 1885 Samuel Baker wrote j

“ It appears that the people in many cases are ready
for Christianity, and only want some nativd brother

or sister to settle among them to teach them daily.

If this were possible I believe we might have two
or three organized churches before our visit in next
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cold season. A European cannot do it, it must be a
native, but we have not got the man. The people here

are so ignorant that hardly any of the lower classes,

who will be our first converts apparently, can read.’^

It necessarily takes a mission some time to train its

own workers, and few Missionary Societies are so

well equipped that they can afford to spare really

competent men.

Attendance of melas or religious fairs is another

feature of the mission work. The crowds then

assembled afford opportunity for meeting some who
from distance and other causes cannot be otherwise

reached
;
and the fact of the missionary having been

seen there often ensures him a pleasanter welcome
when he afterwards meets the people in their own
villages. One of the melas visited most regularly is

that held yearly at Bandrabhan, at the junction of the

Tawa and Narbada, when many thousands come to be

cleansed from sin, as they suppose, by the holy waters.

The scene has been often described in magazines, so

that a short extract from one of Samuel Baker’s early

letters is sufficient here :
‘‘ This mela was originated by

the father of two notable Brahmans who used to live in

the village of Raipur. At the mela they sit on a kind

of throne, decorated with green leaves under a large

awning, where they read a passage from the Bhagavat

in Sanskrit, and then explain its meaning. Here they

receive the homage of the poor deluded people and

make a great deal of money from their offerings. The
place itself is very beautiful. The Narbada runs close

by the foot of the Vindhya hills, which are thickly

covered with brushwood, and some rocks jutting out

into the middle of the stream just above the junction of

the two rivers form a considerable rapid, which adds

much to the scenery. It was a bright moonlit night.
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and when I reached Bandrabhan, the crowds of carts

and people streaming in caused a regular block at the

head of the road leading to the sands. The river looked

very pretty with numbers of tiny lights floating down it.

The women make little saucers of flour and water and
fill them with ghi, or clarified butter. In this they put a

wick, which they light, and then send them down the

river as an oblation to Mother Narbada. One of the

most noticeable features of a gathering like this is the

numbers of ignorant village people whom one sees

under the influence of hhuts or evil spirits. Close to

the river we saw a company of six or eight men sitting

on the sand, some of them beating a little drum. As I

stood to look. Jugal Kishore said :
‘ There’s a bhut

coming !
’ In a short time one of the number began to

tremble, and this increased till by his violent swaying

his turban fell off. Then jugal stepped forward and

began to show them the folly of what they were doing,

reminding them that it was simply to get money that

such things were done, to which they assented
;
and

while he was speaking and pointing them to Christ, the

man on whom the evil spirit w'as, gradually ceased to

shake and bound on his turban. Going a little further

we found a Brahman sitting inside a small enclosure

and behind a little stone decorated with leaves, reading

what he called a story of the true God. When he had
finished he blew a shell, for whenever the sound of the

shell is heard they believe that evil spirits will flee.

Many afterwards stood to listen as we preached Christ.

Crossing the Tawa to preach on the other side also, we
met with less success, for the crowds were too much
taken up with hlmts to pay much attention to us. When
the spirit possesses a man he is supposed to be able to

prophesy, and people come asking about themselves

and their families, and giving opium, spirits, tobacco,

or money when they get their answer.”

5
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While on the subject of Bandrabhan it may be

interesting to mention that Pandit Govind Rao, one of

the founders of the mela, in later years became a

personal friend of Samuel BakePs. He often came to

see him at Hoshangabad, and they had long and
interesting conversations on religious subjects. At the

Bandrabhan mela in 1898 Samuel and Anna Baker

went to call on the Pandit. He was then engaged at

his devotions and could not see them, but his cousin,

the Patel (or Headman) of Raipur, took them into the

Zenana tent where all the ladies of the family were
assembled. It was the highest mark of confidence

that could possibly have been paid, and at the door

Samuel Baker said, in surprise : But am I to come
in here?^’ The Patel replied : Yes, they are your

mother and sisters,” and brought forward one or two
who were ailing to have their pulses felt and be pre-

scribed for. On leaving, Samuel Baker promised to call

again later in the day to see the Pandit. In the evening,

as Samuel and Anna Baker went to pay the promised

visit, they met the Pandit driving home in his bullock

cart, with his only daughter and her little child who
were both ill. The former was unconscious, and had

been so since mid-day. It was then 5 p.m. He stopped

the cart and begged Samuel Baker to give her some
medicine. Fortunately the medicine box was not far

off, and a man was sent running for it. Repeated doses

of a stimulant mixture were given to the poor woman,
while cotton wool soaked in strong ammonia did duty

for smelling salts. In a little while she began to revive,

and in the course of an hour she was conscious and

able to proceed on her journey. Her father gave her

the medicine out of Samuel Baker’s medicine glass, and

when milk was brought he gave it also from the glass,

in spite of the remonstrances of some of his caste
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fellows who stood by. Medicine was also given to the

child who was in high fever. Next day Samuel Baker

went a mile out of his way to inquire for the invalids,

and found both much better. The Pandit afterwards

told Nathu Lai of this incident with tears in his eyes,

and said his own brother would not have done so much
for him. After Samuel Baker’s death the Pandit called

to see Anna Baker, and sat at first, like Job’s friends,

without speaking, before offering his condolence.

Early in 1880 Samuel Baker wrote :
‘‘ Some people

imagine that a missionary’s life is an easy one, but if

they were to come and try it, they would feel as I have

often done, there’s no use in going on any longer
;

I’ll

just pitch it up and go home. The discouragements,

the castings down, the wrestlings, the temptations

coming with tenfold power, the responsibilities, the

feeling that men are going headlong to hell and will not

listen to the voice of love or warning, the falls and

consequent miseries—these are enough to overpower

any human being
;
but blessed be God, He has said, ‘ My

grace is sufficient for thee,’ and so it is
;
so that at times

when all the tithes are brought into the store-house

there is such a blessing poured out that there is not room
to receive it. Paul was able to say, ‘ We glory in

tribulation also, knowing that tribulation worketh

patience, and patience experience, and experience hope,

and hope maketh not ashamed.’ If the people who
think we have little to do would come into my shoes for

one week, they would soon know. But it is grand

work. " Yes, indeed, although he wrote again in July :

How am I to write to everybody ? . . . Aching
teeth, aching back, weary head, aching limbs, eyes stiff

with sleep, responsibility towards our flock and towards

the heathen, fear of offending, preparing spiritual food,

preaching, teaching, talking, balancing accounts, keep-
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ing this one busy and that one busy, looking after their

work, till like Tom Hood’s heroine, I may say, ‘ Work,
work, work ! morning, noon and night.’ Sometimes it

is very hard to keep up
;
one feels the frailties of the

body in this climate if one has much to do.” And
there were schools to be looked after, a new meeting-

house in course of erection, and his colleague being

invalided a certain amount of the extra work that illness

causes fell to his share, so it was no wonder that Samuel
Baker was busy. He did not enjoy what he spoke of as

“ the monthly penance of making up the accounts,” nor

yet the business details and secretarial work
;
he always

said his main business was to preach the Gospel. He
believed in his call, and he believed in his message, and
in that belief lay his endurance and success. Neverthe-

less he knew how to meet the drudgery in the right

spirit, for we find him remarking to a young worker,
“ Never make a distinction between secular and re-

ligious
;

all must be done for our King.”

In June, 1880, little Effie Williams came to gladden

the missionaries’ home. It was a swiftly passing visit,

for the same Committee recorded both her birth and
her death. Samuel Baker had always been fond of John
and Effie Williams’s children. He usually spent with

them the hour or two of holiday that he took on Satur-

day afternoons. To please them he devised some
delightful bricks with which they built model houses,

etc.,^ that proved useful objects of interest to native

callers. It was touching to see his grief for the baby.

He wrote to his sister : “ July 28th, 1880. I have sadder

news to tell you in this letter than I ever wrote to you

before. Our Father has taken His little lamb to Him-
self. She was such a little sunbeam shining on the

seething mass of misery and affliction, and spreading

light and joy just where she shone.
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. . .

“ ’Tvvas on Saturday evening, about 7.30, that

the angel came, and while we were mourning over the

little body she was enjoying rest with Jesus. It was
about twenty-four hours after the pain first came on
that she left us, and out of that Effie tells me I had her

in my arms about fourteen
;
for poor John could do

nothing, being confined to his couch with a swelled

knee after sciatica. She seemed easiest while I was walk-

ing about with her. Poor little thing ! I can fancy still

I feel her drawing up her little knees, and hear her cry-

ing, and it was so hard not to be able to help her more.

Oh, how I loved that child ! She went so quietly home,
lying in her mother’s arms, that we did not know at first

when she was gone. I closed her eyes, and taking her

out of her mother’s arms laid her in her bassinette, and

next morning (Sunday) I laid her in her coffin, and put

in some white flowers and green leaves as the emblems
of purity and new life. We took the coffin in our own
tonga (carriage), beside ourselves, having succeeded in

making a place comfortable for John. It is the third

time it has done similar duty—for Devi Dyal’s child,

Mr. De Lange’s, and now our little Effie. It was with

great difficulty I offered a few words of prayer at the

grave
;
my voice fairly gave way.”

So many missionary babies have followed little Effie,

friends will forgive a young man’s weary hand letting

fall the veil that usually hides such sorrows from all but

the nearest of kin. But the cup of sorrow was not yet

full. In September he writes again : “You will be very

sorry to hear that Tommy Williams died last Saturday.

He was about four years and two months old. Poor
little boy ! He had a hard struggle, but the hardest

part was to see his poor mother’s grief. Poor Effie !

She was almost broken-hearted. Though so young
Tommy trusted in Jesus with the implicit faith of a
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little child. . .
. John seems very much broken

down by it
;
you know he has been laid aside a long

time with his knee, and is still going about with a crutch

and stick. ‘ God moves in a mysterious way.^ We
don’t know the full meaning of these afflictions now,

but we shall hereafter.”

The unusually heavy floods that season affected the

health of the city; 150 houses were thrown down, in-

cluding that of David the colporteur. The Mission

bungalow was quite surrounded by the flood, but stood

high enough to prevent the water from reaching it.

Samuel Baker sallied forth in a boat, and found that

Rachel Metcalfe and the new Meeting-house were quite

safe. Several of the native Christians suffered from

illness, which added to the missionaries’ care and work.

Samuel Baker’s general dispensary work was increasing,

for his treatment was usually successful. “ I often have

quite a levee in the verandah of a morning,” he says
;

people with sore heads, sore legs, fever, rheumatism,

and sometimes I think a little imagination ! It is

wonderful the confidence the poor sick people have in

me. But oh, how I wish I could reach their hearts

with the Gospel !
” A year or two later he wrote again :

‘‘ I do not often mention the giving away of medicine in

connection with our mission work, but it goes on steadily

every day, except Sunday. The day before yesterday

William (a native helper) read to a company of thirty-

five who had come for it. I keep the medicines now in

a little room at the back of the carriage shed, the shed

itself serving as a shade for the people to sit in while

they wait. About two hours every day are occupied in

attending to them. I am frequently told there is luck in

my hand. There are generally two or three poor people

living in the shed. At present there are three
;
two of

these we feed
;

it costs very little, and they are very
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grateful. I feel with regard to them that we are sur-

rounded with so many blessings that it would be really

wrong to refuse them the food, shelter and medical help

they need, and which we can so easily give.” The
people were very simple and ignorant, and he had much
ado at times to keep them from falling at his feet in the

eagerness of their prayers that he would make them
well, or the warmth of their gratitude at the good results

of his treatment. ‘‘ God make you Lord Sahib ” (i.e.

viceroy), was one form of thanks. One of the catechists

was always present to read and talk to the people

while Samuel Baker attended to their bodily needs.

As the work grew, a new dispensary had to be built.

Hundreds of people heard the Gospel preached in the

comfortable verandah, many of whom it would have

been difficult, if not impossible, to reach in any other

way. Many patients came long distances for help, and

as a rule whenever Samuel Baker or any of his col-

leagues went to any place they met someone who had
become their friend through this simple medical work.

Practically, till the time of the famine of 1896-7, most

of the converts won through Samuel Baker’s personal

work were the fruit of the medical mission. Later on

he wrote : ‘‘We propose to turn the carriage-house,

which is in the same block of buildings as the dis-

pensary, into a little hospital, making arrangements for

cooking and bathing, and build a house for our gari

(carriage) separately. We shall, I expect, get about half-

a-dozen native bedsteads, and make the poor people as

comfortable as v/e can. We shall probably get the

place properly plastered and whitewashed, and hang
up some texts and pictures.” And so they found them-
selves, as they said, launched into a little hospital

without ever having thought of such a thing
;
and all

added to the missionary’s work.
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The old Meeting-house in the Jumerati Bazaar held

but fifty people. A new one was built to accommodate
from 250 to 300. It was opened on November 7th,

1880. It was the first time that J. H. Williams had
ventured to preach in Hindi, and his text was Psalm

cv. I

—

5. His wife wrote a few days later : This has

been a week of blessing in connection with the opening

of the new Meeting-house. You will be delighted to

hear that it was crowded. We had nearly all the

educated and most intelligent men in the city present.

They were as attentive as any English audience. It

did our hearts good to see it, and we felt it to be a most

blessed time, and a time of heart searching. I wish you
could have seen the beaming face of dear Miss Metcalfe

at the close of the meeting as she said, ‘ O Effie, to

think that I have lived to see this !
’ Such an audience

was far beyond our expectations. At the beginning

I felt a little discouraged until I remembered I was in

the East, and the people have to be called to the feast.

When we began, then they came. After a little while

I noticed several go out, and felt grieved; but they soon

returned, bringing others with them. It seems to me
that God is indeed breaking up the fallow ground.’’

Though all was new to many there, perfect order was
maintained. The whole of Solomon’s Prayer at the

Dedication of the Temple was read, also a letter

written for the occasion by the F.F.M.A. Secretary,

and Samuel Baker preached from John vii. 37. Three
Brahman converts publicly confessed their faith in

Christ, Ram Prasad, his wife Tulsi, and their son Debi,

better known as Timothy,—a name he chose for himself,

for, Now I am a Christian,” he said, ‘‘ I cannot be

called after a heathen goddess.”

Church organization had already so far advanced that

a Monthly Meeting (Friends’ primary organization for
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conducting church affairs) was formed in 1879, coi^-

posed of native and European members. It was directed

to be regularly held for fellowship and prayer, for the

reception of converts, for the pastoral care of the mem-
bers and attenders of the various meetings and schools,

for the exercise of Christian discipline, and for the con-

sideration of the means to be adopted for the procla-

mation of the Gospel, and the winning of souls to

Christ.” From time to time Samuel Baker translated

parts of the Christian Discipline of the Society of Friends

for use in the Indian Mission.

A missionary remarks : You will not give an ade-

quate idea of Samuel Baker unless you can show a

little what his sermons in the Jumerati Meeting-house

were to fellow missionaries and native converts. But

this is no easy matter, for while there are several manu-
script books full of notes showing careful Bible study,

they give but a bare outline and cannot indicate the

power with which he spoke. The following, however,

is a fair sample :
—

Luke viii. 43—48.

The circumstances.—A poor woman pushing through a
crowd, touching His garment, healed, sent away rejoicing.

Can learn something from all Christ’s miracles.

(i) This poor woman knew herself ill, longed to be well.

Every physician she thought could help her she went to, but

got no better.

But when she came to Jesus she was healed.

Do you know yourself a sinner ?

Jesus came to save shiners.

Many think themselves righteous, and do not care about

a Saviour
;
they do not come.

A wound covered over with skin or scab.

We want to show them their sins.

The Pharisees—many in this country—do not feel personal
sin.

Jesus said Publicans and harlots go into Kingdom before

Pharisees
;
they know themselves to be sinners.
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The drunkard, thief, murderer, liar.

But there are those who have not been in these greater sins,,

who think themselves good.

Selfishness, pride, anger, jealousy, hatred,—that lie con-

cealed in the hearts of those who think themselves good and

keep them out of Kingdom. May God show us all our hearts

right through and through, that like this poor woman, we
may come to Jesus.

(2) What people try.

Gurus (teachers), idols, penances, good works.

Anything but the right thing.

There was only One who could heal the woman.
There is only One who can heal the sinner.

(3) His power—the sickness cured AT ONCE.
She went away rejoicing

;

she knew the difference.

You know the relief that comes when the fever leaves you.

Whole, healed, rejoicing.

Jesus does that for the sinner who comes for cleansing.

Have you known it ?

If not, you may know it to-day.

Are you only hoping to come to Jesus some day ?

(4) Being healed, she went away to live a 7iew life.

No longer seeking for medicines, no longer treating herself

as an invalid, but healed, well, strong.

So when our sins are taken away, it is a new life, new
creation, new birth.

People appear different to us—lovable, etc.

The world is different.

In Christ we view things as He views them.
Oh, come to Jesus, and be saved.

The true missionary will never forget the resolve of a
great predecessor in the foreign field, ‘‘As we have
opportunity let us do good unto all men.” With the

motive of thus bringing himself in touch with European
residents, even more than for the sake of healthful

exercise, Samuel Baker joined the Hoshangabad Tennis
Club. “ Though the natives are your chief object in

coming here,” Colonel Campbell remarked to him one
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day, ^‘you must remember you have a duty to us as well

as to them/’ It was the same thought of the influence

which he might thus bring to bear on all sorts and

conditions of matters and men, that led him, in 1892,

to accept a place on the Hoshangabad Municipality

for the Balaganj Ward. His services thereon were

highly valued, and through it he already found him-

self in a position of trust and usefulness, when the

awful famine of 1896-7 taxed all men’s capabilities to

the utmost.

The next event of importance was the visit of Henry
Stanley Newman, Honorary Secretary of the Friends’

Foreign Mission Association. It is always a help to the

Home Committee when any of its members, and the

Secretary especially, have visited a foreign field. It was
felt both in India and at home that the time had nearly

come when Sohagpur should be re-opened as a mission

station, and there were other matters also that could be

best adjusted by personal conference. H. S. Newman
reached India December ist, 1880, and left in March,

1881. During this time he spent three or four weeks
in Hoshangabad acquiring as much knowledge as he

could of the district, and several weeks in tours in

north and south India, visiting the stations of other

Missionary Societies. In both these tours he was
accompanied by Samuel Baker. They visited together

many stations of the Church Missionary Society, the

Free Church of Scotland, the American Board and other

Societies, both in north and south India. They were
everywhere received with the greatest kindness, and
both gained much for future use from the experience

of veteran predecessors in the field. From them they

learnt all they could concerning missionary education,

both elementary and collegiate, literature and printing-

presses, medical and industrial missions, leper hospitals
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and orphanages, Christian village settlements and native

churches, and how each may best subserve the one

grand purpose of saving men and advancing the King-

dom of God. Such a journey was a liberal education

in itself, and it was no wonder that Samuel Baker

wrote of it :
“ This journey is quite an epoch in my

life. My heart has been thoroughly stirred, and I feel

ashamed of my coldness and half-heartedness. How
often in spirit I prostrate myself before God, and pray

for forgiveness and help. How I long that I may be

able to bring this renewed zeal into full work at Ho-
shangabad, and have it sanctified and continued ! For

after all he had seen he returned home with the feeling,

Well, Fve been pretty well all over India, and haven’t

seen a spot I’d choose to live in in preference to

Hoshangabad.”

Details of this journey have been already published

in H. S. Newman’s Days of Grace in India (London :

S. W. Partridge and Co., Paternoster Row), but one

incident must be mentioned here from its influence

on Samuel Baker’s life. They had been attending a

gathering of over a thousand Christians in Tinnevelly,

when Bishop Caldwell, who had then been in India

over forty years, laid his hand on Samuel Baker’s

shoulder, and said : “You are a young man
;
see what

the Lord has done during the life of one man.” Samuel
Baker often referred to it afterwards, and it proved a

strong incentive to pray and strive for like result in his

own life. In the Christian mela^ held only a few weeks
before his death, the holy ambition was fulfilled.

On December 12th, 1881, Samuel Baker was married

at Bombay to Anna, daughter of George and Rebecca
O’Brien of Belfast. Shortly after this John and Effie

Williams removed to Sohagpur, where they lived in

tents while their bungalow was being built. Generally
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speaking, if a missionary wishes mission buildings well

built he must oversee the work himself. It is apt to be

tedious work. You cannot build during the wet season.

The family system is dominant, and you may have

to summon a whole clan to agree to the transfer

of a tiny bit of land, and some may be absent and

some unwilling. Native contractors are unpunctual,

and tradesmen and artificers seldom trustworthy. Still

schoolrooms, etc., must be built, and in India repairs

are often needed. Hence much of a missionary’s time

is frequently taken up with these very mundane matters.

The Boys’ School at Balaganj, Hoshangabad, was held

for years in a dilapidated shed, so low that tall people

were forced to bow politely at the entrance. So the

erection of the new Meeting-house in the Jumerati

Bazaar was followed by the building of a new school-

room in Balaganj, in which mission meetings also were
regularly held. After that a house for Rachel Metcalfe

became imperative, and was put up adjoining the

Meeting-house. Then a well was needed on the

Mission compound, and should have been finished be-

fore the rains, but not being so, became a tiresome job.

Just before Christmas, 1883, Rachel Metcalfe was
joined in her new home by Ellen Nainby of Gloucester.

The Missionary Helpers’ Union had been started by

Ellen Barclay in April, 1883, and Ellen Nainby was the

first of its members to go out to a foreign field. Samuel
Baker had written in April of that year : As to woman’s
work, there is as much work for women as for men.

The only way men can reach the women is that some-

times when we show the magic lantern the women come
together at one side of the crowd, or listen occasionally

when we are preaching from inside the door or behind

us
;
while in the town the upper class women cannot

even avail themselves of this liberty. A woman mission-
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ary could get crowds of women and children as we
do of men and children, only there would be a larger

proportion of girls in the former crowd than in the

latter, and she could sit or stand and preach to them
with as much freedom as we can to men

;
the difference

being that men stand in the open bazaars, and a woman
would go to quieter quarters where the homes of the

labouring classes are. Then she could visit the homes of

the better classes as is done by lady missionaries in other

large towns, and, if she was a woman of the right sort,

she could soon have her mothers’ meetings very similar

to those at home amongst the labourers’ wives and
daughters, and God only knows how this leaven hid by

a woman might spread
;
perhaps till all Hoshangabad

was leavened. There is a splendid opportunity and a

great opening for women missionaries in Hoshangabad.

Send us women with good health, buoyant spirits,

pleasant, kindly manner, with an extra supply of grace

and of the Holy Spirit, and I believe you and many
mothers and daughters will have cause to bless the day
they came. But oh, do send us men as well.” “ Oh,

when will Friends awake ? ” he wrote again the follow-

ing week. “There is vice to contend with at home I

know, but there is ignorance, and idolatry, and sin, to

be contended with here. There are thousands of sheep

without shepherds being entrapped in all kinds of snares

of the devil, while young men and women, who might

be the means of winning them to Christ, are sitting at

home by their own firesides, thanking God for His good-

ness to them, and sentimentally thinking of the hardships

and difficulties and trials of missionary life, and that they

are not good enough to be missionaries, that it is a fine

thing to be one and all the rest. Away with such sen-

timentality. One of our greatest hardships and difficulties

is the fewness of our numbers. We don’t want people
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who feel themselves good enough to be missionaries, but

those who feel bad enough to come to Christ for forgive-

ness of sins that are past, and trust Him to keep them

for the future. We want them to come and tell the

people, ‘ I am a fellow-sinner. I was in danger of hell

as you are
;
but God had mercy on me, and showed me

Jesus Christ as my Saviour, and He’ll save you if you’ll

come !
’ We want people who will give up their carpet-

ed floors and cosy firesides, their papered walls and

mirrored mantelpieces for Christ
;
who will give up their

mothers and fathers and sisters and brothers and friends

for Christ, and He will reward them, and the promise

will be theirs :
‘ He that goeth forth and weepeth, bear-

ing precious seed, shall doubtless come again with

rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him.’ ”

Meanwhile there had been progress also at Sohagpur.

A school for boys was re-opened under the care of Elisha

John Levi, formerly Elkanah Beard’s pandit (teacher),

and was soon followed by another for girls. The schools

presently led to the erection of a new building to serve

as a meeting-house also, and besides the work carried

on there, English meetings were held every Sunday
evening at the railway station for railway employees and
other English speaking people, for whose benefit a

lending library was also established through the kind

help of Isaac Brown of Kendal. The neighbouring

towns of Semri and Sobhapur were both visited weekly,

and daily dispensary work afforded a means for con-

veying the Gospel to hundreds of people in Sohagpur
and the neighbourhood.

Pleasant visits were paid to the mission by Hannah
Hall from Ohio, and James Cotton from Tasmania, in

1882, and John Henry Lloyd of Birmingham in 1883.

In January, 1883, Samuel and Anna Baker attended the

Missionary Conference at Calcutta. Missionaries need
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the refreshment that such seasons give. Samuel Baker
had lately had the sorrow of seeing AH Bakhsh go back

to Mohammedanism, and even preach it in the bazaar

within earshot of the old colleagues who were preaching

Christ. Samuel Baker entered deeply into the tempta-

tions and difficulties of both converts and inquirers, more
deeply than those who sometimes saw him giving full

play to his fun at all realised. “ One’s natural tendency

in this dead place,” he said, is to get blunt. Satan is

very, very powerful. I never knew his strength before

I came here. When he comes in full force, knocking

you down, and holding you tight in his clutches, I can

tell you it is awful work. I can sympathize with the

tempted ones more than I ever could before. I feel

better able to get down under the burden with them. . . .

I do so long that I may be brought into harmony with

the Lord, and hlled with His Holy Spirit.”

In 1885 Anna Baker became so ill that the doctors or

dered her home. It was a great grief to the Bakers to

leave their work. As Bal Mukand said, ‘‘ Everybody was
very sorry,” and he wrote in English to the F.F.M.A. Sec-

retary that Friends in England might know how people

in India felt about it :
‘‘ Everybody, even the children,

were weeping from sorrow. All our Christian people

did not enjoy their food properly. Mrs. Baker was not

able to walk, therefore several of our native brethren and

Mr. Williams carried her in a dooli (palanquin) to the

railway line in front of the Mission bungalow, and

women and men and children were standing round the

dooli weeping. I am not able to tell you what sorrow

we had on leaving these good missionaries, who did so

much for the Gospel of Jesus. . . . Both Hindus

and Mohammedans are very sorry, and I think the poor

medicine people will all weep for them. . . . And
about the Lord’s work I can say it is prospering, and by

the help of God will continue to prosper.”



CHAPTER IV.

Orphans. i88i— 1894.

My work—to be a plank on which others can walk over and
set to work. Rachel Metcalfe.

HE beginning of Friends’ Indian Orphanage Work
1 is best told by Rachel Metcalfe in the Sketch of

the Orphan Homes, Hoshangabad, which she publisheci

in 1888. “This orphan work,**’ she writes, “was
commenced in 1881, in much weakness, and not

knowing what it would lead to. I was but in feeble

health, unable to walk, and with hands crippled with

rheumatism, so that when the subject was first mooted,

it was thought unwise for me to take such a charge.

But the importunity of Bal Mukand’s father who
brought the first girl was so strong, and his desire

so great that she should be under Christian care,

that it seemed wrong to hold back
;

and Samuel
Baker promising to obtain the needful supplies if

I would undertake the charge, in great weakness,

and looking to the Lord for help, I consented. It

was really a hard day’s work for me to get the girl

settled in. She refused to be comforted. Neither

food, sweetmeats, toys, or new clothes would satisfy

her. At last when fairly worn out and really hungry,

she quieted down, and finding herself quite safe after

a good night’s rest, we had little further trouble.

No other child ever took so long to settle in, for

others found companions ready to play with them.

65
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and comfort them by telling them of the good

things they enjoyed, so that they very soon got

over their trouble. Two years later this first girl was
admitted into membership with us on the confession

of her faith in Christ, and shortly after she was married

to a young Christian connected with the Mission.

‘‘The next little girl, Topsy, was truly the most

repulsive child I ever saw. No wonder many even

of the native Christians said, ‘ Why take such a

child ? She will never be any good !
’ She had

scarcely a rag on her
;

festering sores on her head

and feet
;

only one eye, and the other a running

sore. The poor thing was only half-witted, and in

many of her habits was more like an animal than

a child. She would get into violent passions, tear

all her clothing off, and fairly foam at the mouth.

It took much time and patient love to overcome
these passions, but we now have the reward in a

steady, quiet, affectionate girl. Another poor little

starveling of five years old was wandering about

and picking up whatever she could find to eat

on the roads or in the hedges, until one day she

was found and brought to us by one of our old

servants. Though suffering from dropsy from the

first, she was a bright little thing, and soon endeared

herself to all by her merry prattling ways. She was
the first taken from our little band, but she had
loved to hear me sing ‘ Happy Land,’ and would
often call me to sit beside her and talk to her.

“ With thankfulness I can look back to the great

improvement manifest in all the girls that have been
under my care. Besides the usual branches of a

plain education they are taught to do their own
household work, to cook, grind corn, and clean.

No servants are kept for them, our object being not
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to take these poor little waifs out of their natural

sphere, but to train them to fill that sphere usefully.

Therefore English ways and customs in food and

clothing are discountenanced as tending to lead them
into habits of extravagance and debt.’’

Rachel Metcalfe wrote elsewhere : My former

solitary quiet lot is entirely broken up. The sound

of the grinding early morning and evening, and

of the children at their play, is constantly heard.

They are in and out continually, my premises being

too confined to admit of great restrictions, and I want
to make them useful. They dust the rooms, carry

and store the wood, and wait upon me as far as

they are able. ... I enjoy the work provided

for me in this stay-at-home way
;
but some one else

must follow it up, and I should be glad if some young
friend would give herself to mission work here. What
is wanted is a clever, common-sense woman, who will

see that the girls do their house-work well and
thoroughly, and who can also superintend the school.”

In Ellen Nainby Rachel Metcalfe found just the helper

she needed. When Ellen Nainby reached India in

1883 she wrote :
“ Miss Metcalfe has twelve orphans

and five other children belonging to some of the

servants, so we seem quite a large family altogether.

I find little dark children are as fond of being nursed

as white ones. Miss Metcalfe is just like a mother

to them. The care she bestows on them is wonder-

ful. Two or three of the little delicate ones sleep

in her room.”

Rachel Metcalfe loved to write about her children,

and some of them soon became very real characters

to the Missionary Helpers and others who supported

them. Topsy heads the list of those now with me,”

she wrote in 1883. “ She will never make much at
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reading, but she shows loving thoughtfulness for others,

preparing their beds at night, and running to bring in

clothes when rain comes on—homely work to which the

others give little heed. Maggie and Rahiman are two
little sisters, the one is about four and a half years old,

and the other two. Their father was hung for murder-

ing their mother when he was drunk, and when under

sentence of death he requested the magistrate to give

his children to the Mission that they might be properly

cared for. They came in a very miserable condition,

and we hardly expected them to live. The eldest is

now running about happy enough. The younger,

though much stronger, still has a fancy for picking up
grains of wheat to eat, or rice, or dirt, or anything else

she can find. This keeps her very thin and weak, but

she improves, and I begin to hope she may live.

Soniya lived just five weeks after she came, long

enough to win the love of those around her, and to

express her happiness in the comforts she enjoyed.

She often talked of what she would do for her kind

young helpers when she should be able to get up and
run about. She often asked me to come and sing to

her. Her death was a touching lesson to the other

dear children, as they looked upon her peaceful face,

and whispered to each other, ‘ How gently she sleeps

Champi lost her parents when she was about six

years old, and was afterwards kidnapped by gipsies,

who tried to teach her walking on stilts and other

tricks. As she did not please them they abandoned
her in Harda, where she was picked up by a woman of

the town, rescued from her sad life, and sent on to me
by the chief magistrate. She is certainly the most un-

ruly girl I have had
;
yet even she has her good points,

and as she learns about Jesus and His great love, I

trust she will yield her heart to Him and become a
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bright example to others. The last comers are two
sisters of six and eight years old, the children of Roman
Catholics in Madras, but they know no more than the

heathen do. . . . My little folks would not think

the list of my family complete without mention of

Mitthu. One or other of them often pleads, ‘ Do let

Mitthu come to school,’ but as it would be another case

of ‘ Mary and the Lamb,’

—

‘ It made the children laugh and play

To see a lamb at school,’

—

I say, ‘ No !
’ Mitthu is a green parrot who calls the

children by their names, asks for bread, scolds to per-

fection, sings, laughs, and cries so naturally that I have

often asked, ‘What is Janab crying for?’ and been

answered with a merry laugh, ‘ It’s Mitthu !

’ ”

Christmas boxes from the Missionary Helpers’ Union
soon formed an annual interest in the orphanage life.

In those early days it was still possible to put the

Christmas presents on a tree, not a small one standing

in a tub indoors, but a real live orange tree growing in

the Mission compound.
An old Hindu woman named Appamaniya used to

help Rachel Metcalfe in taking care of the children-

She had come to the Dispensary very ill and almost

starving, and had been well cared for and taught by
Samuel and Anna Baker. When they returned to

England in 1885, because of Anna Baker’s illness,

Appamaniya fretted so much about it that she got fever.

Although Ellen Nainby nursed her so devotedly that

she became almost ill herself, she died in a few days,

and was buried just a week after bidding Anna Baker

farewell. Rachel Metcalfe wrote :
“ The children miss

Appamaniya much, especially the little ones. She was
very kind to them, and tried to do her duty to them in
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all things. She had been received as a member in our

little church. From the first she always took great

interest in our evening Bible readings with the chil-

dren, and tried to remember what she heard, yet I was
rather surprised when she came to me one day, and
asked to be admitted into membership. She said, ‘ I

cannot learn to read and write, but I want to be with

you, and shall never leave you. I do not want to have

anything to do with my people or idols again.’ Though
saying this, she was very kind to those who came to see

her, and wanted them to come and learn about Jesus.

She gave very good answers to the questions on the

day of her admission, showing how thoroughly she

understood the step she was taking. Though she knew
but little we believe she endeavoured to live up to her

light. She had entirely ceased trusting in her idols,

often saying, ‘ Only Jesus can save.’
”

For some months Rachel Metcalfe and Ellen Nainby
had the sole charge of the work in Hoshangabad. The
latter removed to the Mission bungalow that she might

the better care for the native Christians living on the

compound there. She always believed her special call

was to heathen women, and it was a trial to her that in

the press of other duties they had now to be so much
neglected. About Christmas the missionaries at both

stations were cheered by a visit from Rufus P. King,

from America, and William Creeth, from Australia.

Early in 1886, Dr. Gayford, having taken his degree,

returned to India with his wife, and they took up their

abode in the Mission bungalow. In October, Robert J.

and Mary J. Davidson stayed for a short time at

Hoshangabad on their way to China.

Rachel Metcalfe soon found that there were boys as

well as girls who needed care. In 1883, an orphan boy

was provided with food, and another received a little
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help till one of the native Christians found him so useful

that he provided for him. As the number of orphan

girls increased the need for another house and another

helper became more and more urgent. The first was met,

through the generosity of the late George Sturge, by the

erection of the Girls’ Orphanage on the Mission com-
pound in 1886, and the second by Anna Louisa Evens,

a teacher from Anna Bastin’s school in Stoke Newing-
ton, going out in the autumn of the same year with

Samuel and Anna Baker on their return from furlough.

Albert J. Crosfield, of Reigate, and Dr. John Dixon, of

the Mildmay Mission to the Jews, went out at the same
time on a visit to the Friends’ Indian Mission. The
new premises were designed to accommodate fifty girls.

There were only eleven when A. L. Evens first began

her work there, but the number soon increased. The
Deputy Commissioner was so pleased with a visit he

paid to the new Orphanage buildings and the care

taken of the children, that he continued to send little

waifs whose friends could not be found by the police to

the missionaries. Two or three girls still remained
with Rachel Metcalfe to wait on her and be trained

as ayahs (Hindustani w'omen servants). It v/as not

very hopeful work, for ‘‘ Tittori,” she said, “ is very

dull, and Topsy cannot remember her duties from
day to day, but the little one improves greatly

;

she is a sharp little thing, and I believe will be

a clever girl.” The native Christians at Hoshangabad
with their families all gathered for the Orphanage
house-warming. Alfred S. Dyer, who went out to

edit the Bombay Guardian in 1887, with his wife, and
their fellow worker, Emma A. Collins (afterwards Mrs.

Maurice Gregory), were also there, so that in all, fifty-

five people sat down in the large schoolroom, and
formed the largest company of Christians that had yet

met in Floshangabad.
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The first orphan boy adopted by the Mission was
Thomas George, the son of a widow whose two
daughters were taken into the Girls’ Orphanage.

Other arrangements were made for his board and

lodging. He was sent to Balaganj School, and when
he became old enough he helped in the Dispensary,

and lived in one of the little houses occupied by Chris-

tians on the Mission compound. Of the next boy Anna
Baker writes : August 13th, 1887 : The Deputy Com-
missioner sent us an orphan boy the other day. We
have been rather puzzled what to do with him. We
can’t put him in with the girls, nor did we feel we
could refuse to take him, as that would have been

leaving him to be brought up a Hindu or a Moham-
medan. At present he is staying with Thomas George.

He goes to school in the morning and works at the

building in the afternoon, and our cook cooks for him.

He is a bright little fellow about ten years old. The
evening he arrived, when Timothy was taking him
down to his lodging place, he asked if he was going to

be hanged ! He put the same question again next

morning, so the policeman who brought him must

have been frightening him. He seems to have got

over his fear now, and is greatly delighted with his

new clothes, provided out of the Missionary Helpers’

Union box, and with himself in general. He has been

given a piece of soap, which he ties up in the corner of

his turban for safety. He lathers himself profusely

once a day at the tank in the garden He has got

a book and slate, and when he sees me he produces

both to show how he can read the first four letters

of the alphabet. He is a most amusing little fellow.

I hope he will turn out well and not run away. If he

does we can claim him, as Samuel is now his legal

guardian. His name is Khuva.”
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The following month another orphan boy came
begging to the Meeting-house one Sunday evening.

Samuel Baker took him to the Court House next day,

when it was ascertained that he had no relatives able to

take care of him, and he was legally made over to the

missionary. He had been half starved, and was ill with

fever when he came, and continued very delicate. His

brother, who was a shepherd, came to see him, and the

little lad cried his eyes sore because he would not take

him away with him. One of the next boys was a Gond,

who looked only four years old. All three went to the

Balaganj School in the morning and had further Scrip-

ture lessons with Samuel or Anna Baker every evening.

In the afternoon they weeded or did other work on the

premises. They slept at Thomas George’s house on

the Mission compound, cooked for themselves in the

Bakers’ kitchen, and had their meals in the back

verandah. At first Khuva, who was a wild, mis-

chievous, little fellow, was a constant worry to the

servants and native Christians living on the compound,
yet they could not help liking him and being amused
with his merry ways. The boys were very fond of

A. L. Evens and used to be constantly asking to go

to her, when she would teach them various little Kin-

dergarten arts.

Samuel and Anna Baker’s eldest child, Margaret

Rebecca, was born in February, 1887. On August i6th,

1888, Samuel Baker’s diary contains the touching entry ;

^‘Little Margaret went to be with Jesus.” It was no

lime for many words. On Sunday, August 19th, he is

equally brief :
“ God comforted us by Heb. v. 7, 8, and

xii. 7-12.” To his mother he writes more fully : “God
has taken His little one to Himself. We wanted to

lead her to Jesus, but Jesus took her. Her little life

was one long sermon, teaching us a parent’s love, and
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teaching us lessons that could never have been learned

in any other way. I never knew what it was like to be

a father till God lent us little Margaret, but now I know.

I thought I liked children, and so I did. I liked to have

them about me, but it was not with a father’s love.

Thou may remember I wrote when she was born that

we had dedicated her to God. We told Him she was
His, and He has claimed His own. . . . The three

bigger orphan boys and David’s little son, Charles,

carried her to the grave weeping. We had a very

solemn time at the grave. After a pause I was
enabled to offer prayer, which I did in Hindi,

then David prayed, and Mr. St. Dalmas [at that time

residing at Sohagpur] quoted some appropriate pas-

sages from the Bible in English, followed by prayer,

and then Colonel Campbell spoke very touchingly,

concluding with prayer, and we sang ' Safe in the arms
of Jesus !

’ It sounded very sweet, but the orphan girls

were too much overcome for their voices to be heard

much. . . . For ourselves we are realising the

faithfulness of God
;
promise after promise, consolation

after consolation comes, and not least often the beautiful

text, ‘ As one whom his mother comforteth so will I

comfort thee ’
;
and He is doing it. There are many

lessons for us to learn. Perhaps one reason she was
taken was that the orphan boys might find a larger

place in our hearts. Another, perhaps, is to leave us

freer for service
;
and another to soften us and give us

more sympathetic hearts. . . . Our little orphan
boys will help to keep the house lively for us, I expect.

Two of them are nice, affectionate little fellows
;
but

they can never fill our little one’s place. Indeed, it would
be a positive unkindness to attempt in any way to adopt

them, as they would be lifted above their sphere in life

and be made miserable.”
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In November Anna Baker wrote :
“ Our orphan boys

continue to occupy a good deal of time and attention.

We have hve of them now, bright, interesting little

fellows, their ages varying from seven to twelve. It is

surprising how quickly they settle down and get into

regular ways. As well as going to school morning and

afternoon they do all their own housework, draw the

water, cook and sweep, polish their eating vessels, and

plaster their mud floor weekly. They take all the

different offlces in turn, and are as merry as crickets

over it. They also have to do some weeding or

watering in the evenings. They are all of different

castes. We have not yet decided what we shall do

with them. We think of training one for a teacher
;
the

others probably will be put to trades.”

In 1889 the number of orphan boys reached eleven,

but of these two died. A second house on the com-
pound had to be given up to them. They continued to

attend Balaganj School. Anna Baker says :
“ Going to

school in the city makes them more independent, we
think, than if they were shut up and did not mix with

other boys. It is months since any boy has had to be

reproved for going out of bounds. Being on their

honour and expected to confess if they transgress has

had a salutary effect. Altogether we are much cheered

by their progress and good conduct, and trust some of

them have really given their hearts to the Lord, which
we feel is the great end and object of their training.”

By this time the two one-roomed houses out of the

row of five, that had been built for native Christians on

the Mission compound, did not afford the orphan boys

requisite accommodation. It was found, too, to be

undesirable that any and everyone should have such

easy access to their houses. So the whole block w^as

devoted to their benefit. The three middle houses
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were thrown into one for a dormitory, one end house

was made into a kitchen and a bath-room, and the other

was given to their caretaker, Thomas George, to live in.

In course of time he married one of the older orphan

girls, Champi, or Rachel Brown, as she was named,

at her own request, after Rachel Metcalfe and her kind

supporter, Isaac Brown. She at once began to help

him by washing and attending to the little ones, and

caring for them while the others were at school. In

front of the dormitory and kitchen was a long verandah

where the boys took their meals and played when it

was too hot or rainy to be outside. Round all a wall

was built enclosing a good playground. Anna Baker

wrote in 1890 : “As regards the moral tone of the boys

we feel encouraged. We seldom hear of any quarrelling

among them, the elder take a kind interest in the little

ones, bad language seems to have died a natural death,

and it is some time since anyone has been punished for

the national sin of untruthfulness. Several profess to have

given their hearts to the Lord. They have daily Scrip-

ture instruction at school, besides which my husband

and I give them a Bible lesson in the evening, he taking

the older boys and I the little ones. If we are prevented

having them, Thomas does it instead. They also attend

First-day School and other meetings. Those who
have been with us some time have a good knowledge of

Scripture. They have enjoyed good health, except that

within the last three months they have had whooping-
cough, mumps, and chicken-pox, which were prevalent

in the city. Just lately we have had a case of small-pox,

of which there is always an epidemic in the spring
;

the people are so careless about infection it spreads

greatly. Mattra probably caught it at school. He was
- isolated at once, and put out in a tent almost a quarter

of a mile from the compound, under the care of one
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of the native Christians who had had the complaint.

Their food was taken them by another man who had
had it, and the case was well attended to by the native

doctor in charge of the Government Dispensary and
Hospital.”

Meanwhile A. L. Evens’s family had grown to twenty^

and she wrote : “You will be interested in hearing of

the examination wdiich the children had in October.

The examiner is a Hindu, and very kind in his manner,

so the children were not frightened. The two top girls

passed the third standard, which takes as high as multi-

plication and division of fractions, a good knowledge of

the Central Provinces of India, reading, writing, and
reciting. In the second class they did not do so well,

but in the first or lowest class four girls passed in read-

ing, wTiting, counting, etc., and were moved into the

higher class. While the girls are in school every day,

the babies play around me and get their morning nap

as I sit at one end of the schoolroom preparing work^

etc. I am hoping if I can get a matron to help me with

some of the work, to give these little ones some Kinder-

garten lessons every day. The Inspector has given us

a fair report, but is very anxious Kindergarten lessons

should be given both here and in Miss Metcalfe’s school.

The new girls have come so quickly, and as each re-

quired new suits of clothes, and my cupboard was bare,

we had to work very hard and make garments as fast as

we could. Then Evalina’s marriage was arranged, and

we had her trousseau to prepare. Most inconveniently

I fell ill, and Ellen Nainby gave up her work among the

women, and nursed me and took care of the children.

I have now a matron to relieve me of some of the

running about, and Rachel Metcalfe is always ready to

help in time of need.”

Rachel Metcalfe had often felt the need of a small
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Hindi Text-book when teaching the orphan girls, so in

1889 she compiled and brought out Daily Bread, The
first edition of 500 copies was soon sold or given

away, and another 1,000 copies were printed. She

next prepared a Hindi translation of Scripture Re-

ferences^ a book well known to Ackworth scholars.

The difficulties through which Rachel Metcalfe con-

tinued working are touchingly referred to in one of

her last letters :
“ It is so seldom that I say any-

thing about my ailments that I do not suppose anyone

realises how utterly helpless I am
;
and of late my

arms and shoulders have been worse. I cannot dress

myself. It is with the greatest difficulty I wash my face

and hands. Nevertheless I contrive to keep myself

pretty fully occupied looking after the sewing school,

fixing work, writing, etc. But everything must be

brought to me and put within my reach. I am often

left in difficulties because an article I need is just an inch

beyond, and I cannot stretch forward for it. I have to

be lifted from my chair to my bed, and I have to pay
higher wages to my ayah because she must stay with me
at night. But I take my needs to the Lord. How we
can trust Him ! And here I would raise a note of praise

for all His loving care.’'

Though she herself was conscious of increasing weak-

ness, no danger was feared, and Samuel and Anna
Baker and Ellen Nainby all left home for needed rest

and change during the hot season of 1889. During their

absence Rachel Metcalfe removed to the Girls’ Orphan-

age. Of her stay there A. L. Evens wrote :
“ I am so

glad that she was here with me all those last weeks
instead of being alone. We had many talks together

over the children and their future, and over present

matters connected with the Mission, which have been a

great help to me since her death. We shall feel very
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much lost without her. We were always running to her

for advice and help, and she was always ready to attend

to all sorts of little things. She said one day when we
were talking about the Mission, ‘ I have not been able to

do all I hoped, but I have gone on as the way was made
plain, and others have followed, which was one of my
desires.’ . . . When Ellen Nainby returned she noticed

more change in Rachel Metcalfe than I had. It was so

much her habit to endeavour not to show it if she was
poorly. The thought for others was present to the very

end of her consciousness. ‘You’re so tired, do goto
bed,’ was one of the last things she said that we could

understand. On June 9th she grew rapidly worse and
soon became unconscious. The doctor said it was heat

apoplexy.” She died on June 12th, 1889. The funeral

was next day. Samuel and Anna Baker were unable to

get back in time, bnt Henry G. E. and Susan de St.

Dalmas, who had care of the Sohagpur work while John
and Efhe Williams were on furlough, kindly came over

at once to help in all arrangements. A meeting in Hindi

was first held at the Orphanage, attended by all the chil-

dren and native Christians. Most of the Europeans in the

station were at the cemetery, where she was laid beside

the orphan children she had loved so well. On Rachel

Metcalfe’s death the girls who lived with her were of

course removed to the Girls’ Orphanage.

The reinforcements of 1889 brought another devoted

helper to the orphan girls in Elizabeth E. Jackson of

London. She had been a pupil teacher in a National

School, and heard the call to India through H. S. New-
man’s address at the F.F.M.A. Annual Meeting in 1884.

At that time she belonged to C. H. Spurgeon’s congre-

gation, and naturally applied to the Baptist Zenana
Mission, but the way did not then open for her to go to

India, and for the next few years she turned to Y.W.C.A.
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and Rescue Work, and worked with all her might wherever

she could. In 1889 she joined Friends. On reaching;

India she at once put herself heart and soul into the

Girls’ Orphanage work, where her former training and
ready helpfulness made her an invaluable assistant, while

her musical abilities and love of fun were a constant

cheer to her fellow-workers.

When cholera visited Hoshangabad in 1890, Samuel
Baker preached one of his very practical sermons about

it. He began by reading Psalm xci., and then went on

to describe the ways in which God had shown men
pestilence might be avoided. “ They must be scru-

pulously clean, not only in all personal habits, but in

everything in and around their houses, and liberal in

their use of whitewash. It is wise to keep camphor
handy to smell or eat in little bits. They must not eat

unripe or over-ripe fruit, nor eat it on an empty stomach,

nor, like so many, eat a great quantity of melon or cu-

cumber, and drink a great quantity of water, and then

go out in the sun. Such things are to invite cholera.

We are to do all we can to avoid it, and then trust in

God and not be afraid, for fear is one of the predisposing

causes.” Notwithstanding all precautions there was a

case in the Girls’ Orphanage, and Samuel Baker wrote :

^‘June 12th, 1890. The cholera in Hoshangabad has

been gradually decreasing until now it may almost be

said to be at an end
;
but it has pleased God to send us

a visit of the fell disease. One of the bonniest little girls

in the Orphanage, a little Gond named Dasri, was
suddenly smitten on Tuesday. On Monday evening she

was well and playing about, and on Tuesday morning

she was taken ill and died about 1.30 p.m. As soon as

it was discovered what was the matter she was care-

fully attended to, and one of the native doctors sent for.

Miss Evens and Miss Murphy (who was staying with her
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while Miss Jackson was away for change) were very

brave, and did all they could for the little sufferer. We
had the funeral arrangements made as soon as possible,

and about eleven o’clock that night we laid the little

body in the grave. We only asked three of the native

Christians to comxe, as we did not wish those who had
children to run any risk of taking the disease to

them. We had prayers offered, and then Miss

Evens went home, while I stayed to see the grave

banked up. It was only to return next morning, for

already another grave had been made beside Dasri’s,

as another little body lay in the Orphanage waiting

interment. This was a poor little girl named Bunniya,

who wasted away. She was a new comer, and
apparently not able to recover from the effects of

former neglect. So next morning we laid her worn-out

tabernacle in the grave. The boys and girls and some
of the native Christians were present this time. So
already there are three graves in our new cemetery.”

A. L. Evens wrote ;
“ In November four of the elder

girls stood up after meeting and made their confession

of faith in Jesus as their Saviour. It means a great

deal for such girls as these to make this confession.

They were asked why they believed in Jesus and
wished to become Christians. Then they drew their

head coverings over them and stood up and said they

felt themselves sinners before God, and now wished to

worship Jesus alone. What they. said was simple and
short, but we felt it meant a good deal, because we
did not allow them to come thus before a meeting

until in the Orphanage they had shown signs of a

change in their lives. During the last half year

especially there has been a much more earnest spirit

in the house, and several we believe are yielding them-

selves to Christ Jesus. One of the girls who confessed

7
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Christ used to be very quarrelsome, and it was encour-

aging to hear from a native of her village who saw her

afterwards, that the expression of her face had so altered

he wished his wife to live at the Mission to be made a

Christian, for ‘ Puniya used to be so ugly, and she looked

quite different now.’ ”

About this time a change was made in the arrange-

ments at both Orphanages, and henceforth girls and
little boys were taught together, that the latter might

share in the Kindergarten training. There were found

to be advantages on both sides, and the Government
Inspector was much pleased with the change. Rachel

Metcalfe’s great desire had been that her girls should

stand first in needlework. It was therefore a pleasure

to her successors when the Inspector said that no school

in the Central Provinces could compete with them in

that respect. The following year they carried off a

satisfactory number of prizes at the School Exhibition

at Jabalpur.

The older orphan boys continued to attend the Boys’

School in Balaganj. The schoolroom there again needed

enlargement. Sometimes Mohammedan boys there were
taken away on account of Christian teaching. One day

a man came and said he wished his son’s name taken

off the roil because he was always talking about Jesus

Christ. The teacher asked him to sit down while he

read him the Sermon on the Mount, remarking at the

end, ‘‘That is what I teach your boy
;

is there any harm
in that?” The man said, “No

;
if that is what you

teach I will certainly let him stay.”

Other events may be briefly recorded. Samuel and
Anna Baker’s son George was born in February, 1890,

and his sister Alice in November, 1891. A. L. Evens
returned to England on furlough in 1892, and Ellen

Nainby again had to give up much of her work among
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the women to undertake the care of the Girls’ Orphanage,

as it was too much for Elizabeth E. Jackson to manage
alone. It was a great grief to the Mission when Eliza-

beth Jackson died after a few days’ illness, July 4th,

1892. Her place in the Orphanage was taken by

Fanny Bruin, who had gone out from Leighton Buzzard

the previous year, having already proved her powers

for work among young women and lads.

Separate chapters must be devoted to the Industrial

Works and High School started in 1892. Orphan boys

were at once sent to the former to learn carpentry,

blacksmithing, and painting, and to the latter to be

trained as teachers. It must not be supposed that all

the boys turned out satisfactorily. Some ran away

—

several repeatedly—and there was much care and dis-

appointment with many of the others. Of one of the

earliest Samuel Baker remarked : “I think I may say

that all the other boys together have not given us so

much trouble and cause for thought as he. It is such

a tremendous pity for he is a fine, capable youth and

could be a great help in the work if he would. But it

is not to be wondered at that he is what he is when
one remembers that his forefather’s profession was
‘ cattle lifting ’ and kindred things.”

In 1893 Samuel and Anna Baker were again on
furlough, leaving their large family of boys to the

care of George O’Brien, the Principal of the High
School, who had married Fann}^ Bruin the day before

they left. The boys fared well under their new
superintendents, and on his return Samuel Baker
wrote : “I need hardly say we found the Orphanage
working like a well-lubricated engine, for that goes

without saying, seeing that schoolmastering is George’s

profession
;
the boys are very fond of them both.”

Clara Hooper of London, who had lived for nine
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years in Sydney, New South Wales, had gone to India

in 1892, and, like others before her, began to help with

the orphan girls before she had acquired the language.

For several months of that year Ellen Nainby was
seriously ill from typhoid fever, and as it was more
possible to drop zenana work temporarily than the

care of an orphanage, Sarah R. Pike had to leave

her work among the women, and help with the orphan

girls till A. L. Evens’s return in the autumn. A. L.

Evens was accompanied by Katharine Dixon, an

experienced teacher from Ackworth and Weston-
super-Mare, who was teaching in school five weeks
after her arrival. When A. L. Evens’s health failed

in the following year K. Dixon succeeded her as super-

intendent of the Girls’ Orphanage, and thus left A. L.

Evens at liberty afterwards for other much needed
work among the women. From this time the number
of girls increased rapidly, partly through distress con-

sequent on the approaching famine, and partly from
several boarders, the daughters of Christians in the

surrounding villages, being sent to Hoshangabad for

education. It was nice to see how the girls im-

proved. One girl, who was only in the Orphanage
nine months, taught all the Scripture she knew to the

people in her village when she went back, and became
quite a little missionary there. Others who have left

are helping to teach, and are being useful among the

people with whom they live.

While Mary Anne Marriage Allen was at Hoshangabad
in the cool season of 1893-4, had special meetings

with the orphan children, and some of the girls and

boys were stirred up to greater earnestness. In the

steady growth in both orphanages there was already

much to bear out Frederick Sessions’s words during

his visit to India :
‘‘ I have often and often been
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thankful to God for putting it into the hearts of Friends

to establish these orphanages. I believe they are going

to prove among the very best things in the whole

Mission for lifting the children themselves out of the

horrors of heathenism and the evil associations of

Hindu society, and for the training of Christian

teachers, tradesmen, and wives.”



CHAPTER V.

Extension. 1886—1894.

If there is one place in the world, and one people in the

world, whose interests we are bound to consider, it appears to

me that that country is India, and that people is the popula-

tion of India. JOHN BRIGHT.

WHEN John and Effie Williams came home
on furlough in 1888, there were no Friends

ready to take their place in Sohagpur. Under the

circumstances, the Committee gladly welcomed an

offer of temporary help from Henry G. E. and

Susan de St. Dalmas, who had already spent many
years as missionaries in India, and were willing to

occupy Sohagpur during J. H. and E. Williams’s

absence. Henry St. Dalmas had worked with the

Baptists in Agra, and later with the Anglo- Evangeli-

zation Society. His wife is a niece of the famous

Viceroy Lord Lawrence, and as Miss Bernard bore a

name well-known in India, both in political and mission

circles. Their helpful co-operation with the Friends’

Mission for a year at this time of special need, and
again since 1895, has been highly valued.

They reached Sohagpur just as the first native con-

verts were ready to make public confession of their

faith. The schools were increasing, a good English

meeting had been established at the railway station,

and work among the women was opening out steadily^
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while the regular bazaar preaching in Sohagpur and

the neighbouring towns, and the itinerant work among
the villages, were giving promise of future fruit.

A catechist named Nathu Lai, who had come from

the Presbyterian Mission in Ajmere, had been working

with John H. Williams in Sohagpur since 1884, and his

wife, Indoo, was doing good work as Bible woman.
As long ago as 1880, Samuel Baker had written after

one of his camping tours :
“ The more I go about in

the district the more I see that what w^e want to do is

to settle earnest Christian married natives in the central

villages, give them a supply of tracts and books to sell

or distribute at discretion, and where the Government

has not established schools to have a school for boys

or girls, or, better still, for both.” For a long while the

project was prevented by the lack of suitable workers,

but in 1888 it became possible to station Nathu Lai and

Indoo in Sobhapur, a town about the same size as

Sohagpur, and only six miles from it. The following

year, the still greater needs of Sioni Malwa led to the

removal there of Nathu Lai and Indoo.

Much of Samuel Baker’s time throughout his life in

India was taken up with teaching, training, examining,

helping, and overseeing native helpers. He writes in

1892 :
“ My classes with our helpers keep up with only

two or three intermissions. That on Wednesday in the

middle of the day is devoted to doctrinal matters. We
have gone through William White’s tract on Friends,

and Friends’ General Advices, and have now begun their

Queries. Then we shall be likely to take up some
Church History, and if I can prepare papers for them
about Quaker worthies and history we shall, I hope, in

course of time, have them too. On Saturday, in the

middle of the day, I receive the reports of their work,

and we look through the Sunday School lesson for the
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following day. In the Wednesday evening Bible Class

we are now going through Isaiah.’’ These classes

were very practical. Talking of Sunday Schools on

Saturday,” he says again, ‘‘ we discovered that there

were at least three new places in and around Hos-

hangabad where we might begin new schools. Volun-

teers were ready, so on Sunday they were all started in

the verandahs of private houses.”

The workers among the native Christians were liable

to considerable variation in their religious life. Of one

Samuel Baker writes : Our colporteur plods along

happy and contented. A short time ago he gave me
a little of his experience. One day in meeting he was

feeling very low about himself, thinking he had gained

nothing by being a Christian. Someone gave out a

hymn, and he took up his book, but could not join in

the singing, so put it down and took up his Testament,

and opened on the verse, ‘ Be thou faithful unto death,

and I will give thee a crown of life.’ This brought him

peace.” One of Samuel Baker’s Hindustani helpers

wrote after his death; “Our courteous and kind

brother was a very good counsellor to us all. When
anyone fell into any difficulty he at once ran to him.,

who very politely and kindly counselled him what to

do and how to go on.”

Russell Jeffrey had pressed upon Friends the needs

of the aboriginal races. Henry S. Newman, in his

Days of Grace in India

,

had emphasized the responsi-

bility of Friends towards the Gonds who live among
the Satpura Hills to the south of Hoshangabad

;
and

the little band of missionaries were constantly pleading

for more men to evangelize the whole district. It was,

therefore, cause for much rejoicing that when John H.

and Effie Williams returned from furlough in 1889,

they were accompanied by Charles D. Terrell, of
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Bristol, an evangelist of proved ability, and his bride,

A. Mabel Wallis, of Basingstoke
;
Joseph Taylor, of

Sunderland, well known in connection with the Pottery

Buildings Mission there
;
Sarah R. Pike, of Dublin

;

Katharine Murphy, of Bolton
;

and Elizabeth E.

Jackson, to whom reference has already been made
in the preceding chapter. The development of

women’s work in Friends’ Missions had lately been

aided by the addition of ladies to the F.F.M.A. Com-
mittee in 1888.

The following letter from Samuel Baker to Joseph

Taylor, written shortty before they went out, has

already been useful to many : Hoshangabad, 25, viii.

1889.— It is very encouraging to know that many young
men have India on their minds. There is plenty of

room for expanding the work out here. You will be

very glad of all the medical and surgical knowledge
you can get. It will be a great help to you in going

amongst the people. I should recommend you to

accustom yourself as much as you can to any dis-

agreeable sights and smells at the hospital if you
have any further opportunity, as both your optic and
olfactory nerves will be considerably shocked at times

out here.

I am very glad your attention has been called to

the great diversity of opinion which exists as regards

missionary matters and methods. With reference to

India, system after system has been tried, and theory

after theory exploded. No special theory or system

has proved superior to all others, but the longer we are

at work here, the more we find that just to ‘preach the

word
;
be instant in season, out of season

;
reprove,

rebuke, exhort, with all long-suffering and teaching,’ is

the best way, and the way to succeed in missionary

work. It does not do to form pet theories and come to
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work them out here. It is far better to come with an

unbiased mind, and as circumstances arise grace will be

given to meet them. In this way branch after branch

of work is opened, and the Gospel finds its way into

many formerly unlikely places. We laid out no scheme
for either our boys’ or girls’ orphanages, nor for the

zenana work, but just as the openings were made we
stepped in, and the work has grown.

“ God keeps His promise very literally, ‘ As thy day^

so thy strength !
’ Another necessity has now arisen^

which will have to be met, that is the preparing of

native workers. We have some good material to work
on, and want to work on it in the proper way. I have

no doubt way will be opened, but it is very hard to

keep pace with all the necessities of the work without

sufficient help. Do not fear that your time will hang

heavily on your hands. A faithful missionary’s life is a

very busy one, and the difficulty is to know what to

leave undone.

I have noticed that all useful missionaries, or almost

all, have to pass through two stages, and reach a third,

before they begin to be able to do much good. The
first I describe in the unparliamentary term of Gush,

The fresh missionary comes out full of warmth, energy

and zeal. Everything strikes him or her in its brightest

colours, the native Christians are, so to speak, angels,

the other natives only a few stages lower, and every-

thing is just first-rate. Then comes stage number two,

a most dangerous one, but it comes to us all, and that is

Disilliisionnient. We get utterly disgusted
;
the native

Christians become-— what shall I say?— hypocrites,

inconsistent, disgusting
;
the other natives stupid and

dirty, and their company, though disagreeable, is

perhaps pleasanter than that of the native Christians
;

and everything looks very black. Unfortunately some
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stick a long time in this miserable stage, and are

consequently sometimes worse than useless in many
ways. Spiritual life is at a low ebb. Perhaps the best

well-known simile I can use is that of Christian’s

passage through the Valley of the Shadow of Death in

Pilgrim^s Progress. It is a stage to be struggled against, and
fought and prayed against, but cannot be wholly avoided.

The disillusionment must come. The third stage is the

one in which the missionary comes to see that both

native Christians and other natives are after all human
beings, very human like the rest of us, with many good
points, and some bad ones also, like all the rest of man-

kind. And one begins to feel the bond of brotherhood in

a settled practical sense, and an earnest longing to do

them good, to improve their minds, to lead those who
know not Christ to the foot of the Cross, and those who
know Him to closer communion. When this stage is

reached one begins to be of use. It is not always easy to

reach it quickly, and it requires watchfulness and prayer-

fulness to avoid the pitfalls of stage number two, and get

into stage number three. May you quickly reach it !

When one learns to love the people, I mean after getting

to know them as they are with their faults and failings,

and tries to enter into sympathy with them, and notices

their little points of etiquette, and seeks to make oneself

agreeable, one finds them very responsive. Disappoint-

ments will come sometimes in quarters one does not

anticipate, but God gives grace to bear up and work on.”

It was not with fellow missionaries only that Samuel

Baker was ready to share his experience. Some
extracts from a letter to a young man, bound for India

as a tea-planter, may well find a place here : There
are special temptations in Indian life, which as a Chris-

tian you would have to guard against : imperiousness is

one, bad temper another, impatience another, worldliness.
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another. The restraints of a Christian country are re-

moved, and unless one lives very close to the Lord one’s

religious life gets sadly impaired. I quite agree with you
in thinking, if your prospects warranted it, it would be a

help to you if you were engaged to be married, but let

me warn you not to be in a hurry in this respect, and
be very sure you have the mind of the Lord before

taking such an important step. ... In all these

things the great point is to keep looking to Jesus. I

hold that a married man in this country is twice a single

one. At the same time it might be wiser and kinder, it

generally is, for the man to go a-head by himself, say

for a year or two, and get into the ways of the place

and language, so as to make it easy for his partner in

life. Think well about it, ask God for guidance, and
He will give it.”

In 1889, Frederick Sessions of Gloucester paid a short

visit to India, accompanying the outgoing missionaries.

Besides acquiring an intimate knowledge of the Friends’

district, he also visited, with John H. Williams, stations

of many other missions in North India. Temporarily

Charles D. and A. Mabel Terrell went to Sohagpur, and
the rest of the new missionaries to Hoshangabad. But

Joseph Taylor soon thought that it would be quite pos-

sible for him to live in a native house at Sioni Malwa, and
proceeded to put the theory to the test. So long as the

cool weather lasted he managed pretty well, but when
the hot season came, a native house did not supply the

accommodation that an Englishman needed. The ardent

missionary was working hard and also trying to feed

himself too much like the natives, so that it was not long

before fever taught him that prudence must go hand in

hand with zeal. Thus Friends learnt the lesson that it

is the truest economy for missionaries to allow them-

selves whatever will keep body and mind and soul in the
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best condition for service, which is a very different

matter from enervating any of these with needless luxury.

This native house stood on the bazaar
;

its large front

room was used for schoolroom and meeting-house,

while the missionary lived in two little rooms above, and
his catechist Timothy at the back. The market place

itself is planted with trees, and under the old pipal tree

in the centre, on a stone platform, stood an ugly idol

daubed with red paint. There are many mango trees

close to the town, and beyond these cornhelds in all

directions stretch to the Satpura Hills seven miles

south, and the Vindhya Hills forty miles north of Sioni.

The town is two miles from the railway station. A
little river runs close by, where the people wash and
bathe. After they have washed themselves and their

clothes they turn round and drink it, so it is little won-
der they get fever and cholera. The roads are mostly

too bad for an ordinary carriage, so a bullock cart with-

out springs affords means of locomotion. Nathu Lai had
already begun two Sunday Schools and a Men’s Bible

Class. A small dispensary was soon commenced. The
little Meeting-house soon became crowded, and building

became imperative in the form of enlargement to

the Meeting-house, and a new bungalow for the

missionary. The latter was built on rising ground just

outside the town in order to be away from its smells and
malaria, and was large enough to accommodate also two
young men who were coming out to help in the village

work.

Until their arrival it was impossible to do much among
the Satpura villages, and meanwhile Joseph Taylor thus

describes his district :
“ Our TaJisil (collectorate) is about

twenty miles across in every part, or in other words con-

tains about 500 square miles. Its northern boundary is

the river Narbada, with the Bhopal native State on the
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other side
;
on the west is the Ganjah, a river about the

size of the Tees
;
on the east other tributaries of the

Narbada
;
and on the south the Government Reserve

Forest, a wild jungle among the Satpura Hills. The Tahsil

contains about i8o villages, and a population of nearly

60,000. Sioni itself is in the centre of the Tahsil^ with

three weekly markets, and all roads diverge from it to the

different large villages round. At four of these, almost

exactly north, south, east and west of Sioni Malwa,

weekly markets are held. The only bit of macadamized
road in the Tahsil is that from Sioni to the station, and

during the rainy season the village roads are quite

impassable from water and mud. Since coming here

my great desire has been to have a thorough look round

my Tahsil, and this I am hoping to accomplish this

season, though it means little or no book study. Until

more native workers can be obtained I am doing my best

to secure the preliminary sowing of some information

about Christianity by arranging for each of the four

large bazaars from nine to twelve miles distant to be

visited at least every fortnight by my workers, and by
myself at least once a month. Within a live mile radius

of Sioni are nearly forty villages, one or two containing

about 1,000 inhabitants, others with only eight or nine

houses. I am now very busy visiting these in the early

morning daily, with my two catechists
;
and by the time

the roads are sufficiently repaired for our gari to run far,

I hope to know most of my home circle of villages and
headmen. The village bazaar preaching is not an easy

matter. The greater number of our hearers at many
places are totally unacquainted with even the name of

Jesus, and quite unable to read. The noise of buying and

selling is 'going on all round, and thus to constantly

changing crowds, some of whom speak a barbarous and

scarcely intelligible dialect and hardly understand what
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IS said, our preachers have to condense the great news of

salvation into a short address. The village visiting is, I

think, more likely to be profitable. Our custom on going

to a fresh village is to inquire for the headman’s house,

inviting any men we see on the road there to accom-

pany us. The house of an ordinary patel or head-

man is built round four sides of a courtyard, no

windows outside but one large entrance gate, on either

side of which are two raised mud platforms. We sit

down on these, our native men removing their shoes be-

fore doing so. Then we ask the patel as to his village,

how many people, what workmen and castes, how crops

are getting on, etc., and then ask if he knows anything

about Jesus. Perhaps he does not care to listen to any-

thing, so we ask if we may be allowed to sing a hymn,
and from the hymn comes explanation of its meaning,

and so the Gospel message. I generally manage to leave

one or two Gospel portions or some tracts for any who
can read, but very few are able to read in the villages.

As a result of a fortnight’s work I have cordial invitations

to come again from three or four villages, and an invita-

tion to open a school in another
;

but I fear it will be

difficult to find a suitable Christian teacher.”

It was very rough work itinerating among the villages.

Joseph Taylor tells how the gari was broken near

Banara for the fifth time, and the only three nails in the

village used to mend it. At the same place there was
nothing for dinner, but a wild peacock flying by at the

time was brought down by a shot from Joseph Taylor’s

rifle, to the great delight of the cook.

The missionaries at Hoshangabad often turned their

thoughts northwards across the Narbada to the native

State of Bhopal. Dr. Gayford had itinerated through the

State as early as 1874, and the native colporteurs often

visited its numerous villages on the northern bank of the
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river. Charles D. Terrell thus describes the beginning

of the work in Sihore ;
‘‘ Bhopal is a Mohammedan

State, and in that lies the root of our difficulty in working
there. Though only one-fifteenth of the people in the

State are Mohammedans, yet the fact that it is ruled over

by a Mohammedan princess, called the Begum, renders

it exceedingly difficult for us to make headway there.

In the spring of 1890 we first went to Sihore through

the invitation of Colonel Wylie, who was at that time

Political Agent. The reason he asked the Friends’

Mission to take up work in that part was because he was
just starting a leper asylum in connection with the State,

and he wanted to have Christian teaching given there.

He had been struck by seeing the numbers of lepers who
congregated in Sihore and Bhopal City, and one day
while riding out he found a dead leper lying by the

roadside. He asked the people of the next village why
they had let the man die. The answer was, ‘ Oh, he is

only a leper
;
we cannot do anything for him ’

;
and

there and then he had to get some people of the very

lowest caste to bury the body. So he made up his mind
to start a leper asylum. The Begum made him a grant of

land for a site, gave money, and promised to support it.

Colonel Wylie then invited us to come up and work
there, but he told us at the same time that we should

have to stay in Sihore, within the boundary of the

territory given to the English by the Begum. And we
soon found that this was true.

“ Soon after we arrived a Mohammedan came up to me,

a son of one of the chiefs, and told me that he wanted a

little business conversation. He said, ‘ I believe you

have come up here to make people Christians.’ I

replied, ‘ I have come up here to teach them abou

Jesus.’
‘ Well,’ he said, ‘ I want you to make a bargain

with me, and then I’ll come with lyou, and if you’ll only
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promise me one thing Pll help you. You tell the Hindus
that they are to become Christians, and I’ll take my gun,

and then if they say they won’t become Christians I’ll

tell them I’ll shoot them.’ ‘ What is the other side of the

bargain ? ’ I asked. ‘ Oh, that you are not to make any

Mohammedans Christians.’ ‘ I am afraid,’ I said, ‘ you
have come to the wrong person. In the first place, I

have come to preach the gospel to every creature—
Christ has told me to do so

;
and, in the second place,

it is not I or you who can make any man a Christian, but

the Spirit of God. That is the difference between the

Christian and the Mohammedan religion. You make
people converts by force

;
we lead them by the help of

the Holy Spirit to Christ.’ He went away very dis-

appointed.” 1

Another step forward made at this time was the pur-

chase of a Sanatorium at Pachmari, a beautiful park-

like plateau among the Satpura hills. Although not

possessing all the advantages of a hill station on the

Himalayas, Pachmari has the great recommendation

of being comparatively easy of access for people in

the Central Provinces. From the railway station at

Pipariya, twelve miles east of Sohagpur, there is a

drive of thirty-two miles, the last twenty of these being

a zig-zag ascent among the deep gorges and high cliffs

of the Satpuras. During the ascent the horses in the

public conveyances are changed every six miles
;
about

five hours after leaving Pipariya, the Pachmari plateau,

3,500 feet above the sea, is reached. During the hot

summer, being about ten degrees cooler than the plains

of the Narbada, this place is a favourite resort, not only

of missionaries, but of Government officials and regi-

ments of British soldiers.

The F.F.M.A. Sanatorium is a capacious thatched

1 Friends' Foreign Missions

;

Darlington Conference, 1896. West, Newman & Co.
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bungalow. Tents are often erected under the banyan

trees on either side, and so a party of twelve or four-

teen missionaries and children may be accommodated.

Samuel Baker used to speak of the Pachmari bun-

galow as “ a great boon.” “ My wife and I will thank

you all our days for the Sanatorium,” he wrote to the

Committee, “for we believe it saved our child’s life.”

Some mission work is carried on in Pachmari, both

among English soldiers and natives, and there are

frequent opportunities of helpful intercourse with

missionaries of other societies.

While fresh work was thus opening, progress was

being made in the old stations also. The schools in

Sohagpur had grown to four, one for boys and one for

girls on each side of the river. Henry and Susan de

St. Dalmas spent four months in camp during the one

cold season they lived in that neighbourhood, and

visited altogether ninety towns and villages. “ Our
stay in Sohagpur,” he wrote, “ has impressed us with

the importance of the district occupied by the Friends’

Foreign Mission Association. The valley of the Nar-

bada is favoured beyond many parts of India in regard

to climate, fertility and population, and the Narbada,

being one of the sacred rivers, draws many pilgrims to

the melas held annually along its banks. These melas

give splendid opportunities of attacking Hinduism in

some of the strongholds, and of scattering the good
seed of the Gospel far and wide.”

Samuel and Anna Baker, while reaching sixty-seven

towns and villages in their district that season, pointed

out that of the 353 such in the tahsil of Hoshangabad,

250 had never yet been visited by Christian mission-

aries. At one of these villages Samuel Baker says :

“ We had some fifty or sixty men as audience, besides

a few women of the household, who stayed in the
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verandah. It was a company of eager listeners who
seemed to be drinking in the words of life. At the end

a Brahman among the hearers remarked aside, ‘ If the

Raniayan [a Hindu sacred book] were being read,

there would not be a company like that
;
one might

think there were sweetmeats being distributed !
’

. . .

A few villages are ready for a native teacher to be put

to live there
;
but where is the teacher ? We hope

some of our orphan boys will eventually become such
;

but in the meantime what is to be done ?
’’

Since the opening of the Indian Midland Railway,

Itarsi has become the junction of two important rail-

ways, and has been fast rising in importance. Mission-

aries and native catechists had visited it with more or

less regularity for twenty years. As no missionary

could be spared for its permanent occupation, two
native evangelists were placed there in 1890, one of

these having lately married one of the orphan girls.

Sunday Schools, both for boys and girls, were soon

opened at Itarsi and the neighbouring village of Sonasa-

wari
;
and besides the Hindi preaching, an English

meeting, by the request of the stationmaster, was held

in the waiting-room at the station for the two or three

resident European families, to attend which Joseph

Taylor used to come over from Sioni, a distance of

about twenty miles.

With so many inviting openings for work, it was a

great pleasure to Joseph Taylor in the autumn of 1890

to welcome two young evangelists, George Swan of

Gloucester, and C. Ernest Munnings of Ipswich.

George Swan’s violin was at once a successful means
of drawing an audience for other speakers. Ernest

Munnings took the English meeting at Itarsi under his

special care. The medical work doubled, an additional

Sunday School was started, and over one hundred
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villages in the Sioni tahsil were visited, as against

thirty the previous year. In 1891 Joseph Taylor

married Katharine Murphy
;

his wife frequently ac-

companied him in his camping tours, and found that

in many of the villages no white woman had ever been

seen before. In some, which Ellen Nainby and Sarah

R. Pike visited, the women were so frightened they ran

away. “ Curiosity, however,” the latter remarks, “ stood

them in good stead, for from a safe distance they would

watch till fully assured we were not such awful crea-

tures as Sahibs. Ellen Nainby did most of the talking,

for these village people understood her so much better

than me, whilst the medical part fell to my lot. Such

a number of men, women and children came to our tent

for medicine. Simple ailments—and they were many

—

we could treat, but when it came to old men and
women, over whom the three score years and ten had
passed, and who wanted sight or hearing restored, we
were powerless to give them any bodily help. Yet
very often they could not understand that we were
unable to heal them. With few exceptions, we found

the people very willing to hear the Gospel, and I think

there are not a few hidden ones amongst these villages

who are trusting in Christ.” There is much superstition

as well as ignorance and bad handling in the native

treatment of disease. For instance, a lock of the

fathers hair tied in a rag and bound on the neck,

arm, or body of the patient was supposed to avert the

power of the disease from which he suffered.

The work in Hoshangabad was growing steadily.

There were usually about 150 at meeting on Sunday
morning, and Samuel Baker wrote :

“ It is a great treat

to preach to a well-filled Meeting-house, instead of to a

handful of people and a fair amount of bench space,

and we who have seen both in our Meeting-house
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cannot but thank God, and take courage.’’ A Society

was formed to encourage total abstinence from opium,

spirits, and all other intoxicants. In India the abuse

of intoxicants is specially demoralising, so that total

abstinence in this respect has been made a condition of

church membership in the Friends’ Mission there.

Literary work was now beginning to occupy Samuel
Baker’s time. In consequence of his excellent know-
ledge of Hindi, he was asked to join the Committee for

the Revision of the Hindi New Testament. He felt

that he could not spare the time from his other

work to go backwards and forwards to Allahabad,

where the Committee met, so instead the printed proofs

of each book were sent to him for his revision. He
compiled a Hindi Hymn-book, and a Catechism for

use in the Mission, and wrote a short life of George

Fox. This was followed by a History of the Society of

Friends, embodying the Discipline in use in India,

which is based with slight modification upon the Book

of Christian Discipline of the Society of Friends. In the

latter especially he received valuable help from Joseph

Taylor and other of his colleagues. Samuel Baker says

of it :
“ I believe it will be a great help to have such a

book. We find that great stress is laid on water bap-

tism in many of the tracts published by the North

India Tract Society, so if we can increase our literature

it will be a great help to the work. The more ex-

perience one gains the more one feels the necessity for

inward and spiritual work in contra-distinction to the

outward and ceremonial, and the more one prizes the

Christian doctrine of the priesthood of all believers so

firmly held by the Society of Friends, Jesus Christ

Himself being our High Priest and only Mediator.”

Church organization was developing. Hitherto a

Quarterly Conference of missionaries and native church
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members had exercised the functions of a Friends^

Monthly Meeting in England. In October, 1890, their

Seventh Minute runs :
“ We have found it impossible

to carry on the work of the Church, holding our busi-

ness meetings only once a quarter. We, therefore,

decide that a Preparative Meeting be held monthly
in each station with disciplinary powers, subject to

revision in the case of members by the Quarterly

Conference, which retains to itself the right of ad-

mitting new members at present. When necessary,

separate sessions of men and women can be held to

receive reports which are unsuitable to be brought

before a joint meeting.’’

Samuel Baker might well write : “I find it needs

constant pegging away to keep anything like abreast of

the various details of work which have to be attended

to.” And sometimes, despite his care, certain details

got a little behindhand. When patients were numerous
and cases urgent it was difficult to be punctual in

making up the accounts. He loved the evangelistic

side of his work, the secretarial part of it was often

irksome. The former seemed so much the more im-

portant, the latter was sometimes crowded into a

corner, and then came late hours and over fatigue in

order that work should be duly prepared for Committees.

From the point of view of the Church’s progress, it was
not making the most of her gifts that a man with excep-

tional power for preaching the Gospel, like Samuel
Baker, should have to take so much time from it, and
half wear himself out over business matters. One
understands his frequent cry :

“ We should accomplish

so much more if there were only more men !
” But

from the point of view of his own character, the varied

work made him a stronger because a more all-round

man
;

it gave him much wider sympathy, as well as
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points of contact with all sorts and conditions of men,

and it is often in the daily bearing of such crosses as

these that the disciple unconsciously grows as his

Master. If he often longed for more time and more

help, he longed still more for more power from the

Lord in the work. He sought for it in his own life.

Often “a great while before day” the light might be

seen in his study. “There is no time like the early

morning for devotional reading,” he wrote
;

“ the quiet

of the house before people are about is helpful, for

when once the stir and bustle of the day have begun, it

is difficult to get oneself sufficiently quiet and con-

centrated and away from interruptions for devotional

reading.” But prayer in England was also needed, and

this he felt was sometimes lacking. “ Here is a subject

for prayer if you want something definite to pray for as

regards the work,” he wrote in 1891, “namely, that God
will give the spirit of prayer to the native Christian

community. We missionaries cannot get at the people

as our native brethren can, . . . though we do wield

an immense influence throughout the sphere of labour

entrusted to us by God. It is an aivfiil thing to be a

missionary. The immense issues which rest on our

being faithful cannot be realised by those who have

not actually taken part in the work. I wonder if the

F.F.M.A. Committee realises it, or if the petty

earthly things (which are of very great importance,

I admit, and which have to be attended to) absorb

attention to the forgetting or the smothering of the

thought of the immense responsibility God has placed

upon us.”

Letters like this gave the first impulse to the appoint-

ment of special Days of Prayer for Friends’ Foreign

Missions, like those arranged by the F.F.M.A. in 1890
and 1894 ;

to the establishment of the Missionary
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Helpers’ Prayer Union in 1890
;
and later still, to the

Missionary Prayer Meetings now arranged in London
monthly by the F.F.M.A.

Medical work increased in ,Hoshangabad as else-

where. Dr. John Dixon again visited the Mission in

1891, this time in company with the late Isaac Sharp.

Of the progress since his visit five years before he re-

marked :
“ I was glad to see improvement all along the

line. At Hoshangabad the Meeting was almost doubled.

At Balaganj the school was more than doubled. The
children in the Orphanages had trebled. At four

different stations the Medical Mission is working well.

The missionaries have to be doctors, and be able to go

to the people, whilst some come thirty or forty miles to

see them, and obtain their medicine and advice, which
is preferred to those of the Government dispensaries.

They say they receive greater kindness, and the medicine

does them more good. I was sorry to see Samuel Baker

in a weak state of health, and yet three days a week he

was seeing forty to sixty patients. It was too much for

him with his other work. I felt many times that we
need to help him by sending out a medical missionary

to relieve him for other and more important work. At

Sihore it is just the same. There they are very anxious

to have a lady doctor, because she would have access to

the native women.” It was a sorrowful disappointment

when in 1891 Susanna R. Beck, who was preparing

for service there, died suddenly, before her medical

course was completed, from the effects of influenza.

Samuel Baker would have liked to devote his second

furlough to acquiring full medical qualification, and

several letters passed between him and Dr. Dixon

on the subject. It was, however, felt by members of

the India Sub-Committee that in his case the years

needful for such preparation could be ill spared, when
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his experience and mastery of the language enabled him
to render special service in preaching, superintending

schools and otherwise guiding the Mission. While thus

reviewing the medical part of Friends’ Indian work
in 1899, Dr. Dixon truly says :

“ There is still great

need for a fully qualified medical missionary in the

Mission.”

The need for industrial work for the support of

converts, the testing of inquirers, and the training of

the orphan boys, had year by year been becoming more
urgent. In 1891 Alfred Taylor of Sunderland, a half-

brother of Joseph Taylor of Sioni Malwa, a young man
of varied business and technical abilities, went out to

initiate and superintend this department.

A letter from Maurice Gregory adds some interesting

touches to the picture of Samuel Baker’s life in India

about this time :

‘‘ My impression of Samuel Baker

may be summarised as follows
:

(i) His great tact in

dealing with the native Christians. On our way to

Meeting during my last visit, a Christian, new to the

district, came up and began making some complaint

about another Christian. Samuel Baker, in a very nice

way, held up his hand and said :
‘ Stop ! The rule in

this Mission is that no complaint is heard about a

brother or sister without that brother or sister being

present. Bring the brother here, and then say what you
have to say.’ In a shamefaced way the complaining

brother very soon altered his tale of what had happened.

(2) The very kindly terms he was on with all classes and
castes of the native community. He would converse in

the same sweet earnest way with Brahman or Coolie,

with municipal commissioner or railway porter. (3) His

Avonderful grasp of the language. He was the best in-

terpreter I ever had. It was interesting to watch the

faces of the audience and see how they caught the points.
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Some missionaries are wonderful scholars from a classi-

cal point of view, but soar over the heads of the

uneducated. Not so, Samuel Baker, He was able to

charm the ears of the refined as well as make himself

instantly understood by the poor. This is a great

gift in missionary work, the greatest after spiritual

blessings.’’

The itineracy in the Gwalior State soon became an
interesting feature in the Sihore work. Of this C. D.

Terrell writes early in 1893 : ‘^As there is an under-

standing with Government that our work in the Bhopal
State shall be entirely confined to Sihore, according to

the Begum’s order that no Christian doctrines shall be

taught in her realm, I have tried for and succeeded in

obtaining official sanction to our extending our work
into the neighbouring state of Gwalior, separated from
this by the small river Parbatti, and distant only six

miles from Sihore at its nearest point. This sanction

has opened up for our Mission here a magnificent field

for village camp work, as the Gwalior State is the

largest of all the native states in the Central India

Agency, containing not less than 2,000 villages and
small towns with a population of nearly three millions.”

In order to push on the work in Gwalior, C. D. Terrell

engaged a colporteur to spend the greater part of

his time in this district, and followed up his work
by himself camping among the villages. In this

way he visited over seventy towns and villages the

next cold season. He was welcomed everywhere,

the people begging him to come and open schools

and dispensaries. In 1894 he wrote : “I am more
and more impressed with the golden opportunities

for work in the Gwalior State. Why don’t the people

at home offer themselves for the work ? It is perfectly

appalling to think of our responsibilities. In this new
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district hundreds are dying every year without ever

hearing of God’s love. All I can do at the outside is to

dip into forty or fifty villages, and out again. Native

Christians can do the work, but they must have

European oversight. We have to pray the Lord of

the harvest, I know, but He won’t drive out labourers
;

it must be a voluntary and glad offer of service.”

Meanwhile the work of the Sioni missionaries had
been extending among the Gonds. While Joseph and

Katharine Taylor with their two native helpers were

preaching the Gospel in 130 villages on the plains,

George Swan and Ernest Munnings had visited over

80 more while camping among the Satpura hills.

Some of the villages are inhabited by Gonds and
some by Kurkus, both aboriginal tribes, each using

their own language, but both also speaking more or

less Hindi. Neither of them are troubled with caste

prejudice. The Gonds are fond of tattooing, the

Kurkus do not practise it. The Gonds are demon
worshippers

;
the Kurkus’ chief object of worship is

the Sun, to which they offer white fowls and goats as

sacrifices. The missionaries were always invited to

come again soon, but the villages are so many that

they often could not get to them more than once in

the year. Many of these people said they would forsake

their idols and worship the Lord Jesus Christ, but on a

second visit the evangelists would find they had for-

gotten the very name of Jesus. In some malarious

places it was not wise to stay for long at a time, and in

spite of all the precautions taken many an attack of

fever was contracted among those hills. In 1894 the

whole party engaged in the hill work staggered into Sioni

Malwa so ill with jungle fever that two servants had to

be carried immediately to the Government hospital, and
the remainder had only strength to throw themselves
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on their beds, and be thankful that Joseph Taylor was
at hand to care for them. The previous year Ernest

Mannings came in so ill that his life was despaired of,

and their faithful Christian servant Raghu died of pneu-

monia from exposure to cold and wet in the jungle.

The Gonds and Kurkus are very fond of drink. George
Swan says :

“ I have not found them given up much
to opium

;
but drink made from the flower of the

mohwa tree they certainly like. On this account they

are despised by their Hindu neighbours, yet the worst

part of the business is done by Hindus. If a patel has

any villages in the hills he has one of the houses made
into a wine shop very soon. People from other villages

come to buy till they have spent their all. They do not

stop here, but continue to go on drinking the pateVs

wine, for which they have no money to pay till they

wake up some fine morning to find the patel has taken

over their village and land in exchange for the wine he

has let them have on credit. I believe this to be the

main reason why the people are kept so poor, and re-

duced to the distress in which we sometimes find them.’’

The villages on the plains had already been partially

prepared through Samuel Baker’s itinerant work. One
man said before all the people that since he had heard

the Gospel from Samuel Baker he had left off wor-

shipping idols. “Yet this man,” Joseph Taylor says,

“ does not figure on our list of adherents, and there

may be a great many more like him.” Joseph Taylor

was much surprised on first reaching India to see how
far the published statistics of the F.F.M.A. came below
the actual reality, not to mention the vast amount of

helpful influence that never can be tabulated. But
things had now begun to grow so rapidly that pub-

lished accounts and present condition could not long

tally.
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A frequent visitor from a neighbouring mission, John
Lampard of Balaghat, thus describes one of the Sunday
classes at Sioni :

“ What to do with beggars is one of

the problems of missionary life in India. In this sunny

land there are simply millions of beggars and the mis-

sionary generally comes in for a good share of them.

The Friends at Sioni deal with the difficulties of how to

avoid giving to the undeserving, and how to deal out

spiritual as well as temporal things, in a very sensible

manner. They give to beggars once a week only, on

Sunday. On arriving home after the morning service,

a crowd of halt and maimed and blind folks, princi-

pally women, and mostly old, are found sitting on the

ground, patiently awaiting the arrival of the Mem-Sahib,

who speedily gets them all arranged on the verandah

of the house, where she talks and sings to them of Jesus

and His love for half or three-quarters of an hour, after

which she distributes her alms. As only a fixed sum is

given each month, and as this is known to the recipients,

they themselves voluntarily arrange the matter of keep-

ing out the undeserving. I pity the man who being

able to work for his living sought a share of the weekly

gifts
;
to raise the ire and start the tongues of the fifty

old women I saw would be no trifling ordeal.”

Dr. Dixon, when in India, remarked on the improve-

ment in the Sunday scholars at Sioni :
“ When the

children first came they were nearly naked, and very

untidy, wild, and disorderly. Now, after only six

months, they are all clothed, tidy in their appearance,

and orderly.” And if we ask where many of the tidy

little garments came from that Dr. Dixon so much
admired, we shall be told they were from the Christmas

parcels of those Missionary Helpers’ Union branches at

home, who were undeterred alike by the intricacy or the

monotony of kurtas (Indian shirts). By 1894 there were
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thirty- four Sunday Schools in the district. Interest in the

work had been stimulated by a visit paid to the Mission

in 1893 by Dr.
J.

L. Phillips, of the Sunday School

Union, who had met Friends at the Sunday School Con-

vention at Allahabad a year before. He was so pleased

with what he saw of their work during his visit that

he wrote in the Sunday School Chronicle : “ This Mission

has made a capital start, especially in work for the

young. I found Sunday Schools well established and

conducted, orphanages for both boys and girls, and
industrial schools for training them to useful work.

In each of its five stations the children are being

well cared for and intelligently trained. The British

Quakers may well be proud of their young and thriving

Mission in India. I was very glad too, to find these

good Friends interested for their own countrymen

out here, for some of these poor Englishmen, Irish-

men, and Scotchmen are the chief heathen of the

place, and the greatest block in the way of missionary

work.’^

There are apt to be frequent changes in an Indian

Mission. A. M. Terrell’s health broke down in 1893,

and she and her children were obliged to return to

England. C. D. Terrell accompanied them, leaving all

the Sihore work under the care of Ada Bewley and
A. Priscilla Fowler, who were also stationed there, but

when he found that no one else could go to their

help he went back to Sihore till Henry G. E. and

Susan de St. Dalmas were at liberty to rejoin the

Mission in 1895. Samuel and Anna Baker had also

to return to England on furlough, with weakened health,

in 1893.

A letter written by Samuel Baker shortly before his

return to England, gives a bright summary of the pro-

gress made in the Mission between his two furloughs :
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If you had been in my place and could look back and

see all that the Lord has wrought here during the last

thirteen and a half years, you would with me know all

things to be possible to God. One branch after another

has been springing into existence
;

a full Meeting-

house, Orphanages, zenana visiting, new converts, new
stations, technical work. High School, etc., all these

bear witness to the power of God, and may I not say,

to what He is going to do in the future. I have one

plan more in my head, one of my oldest, and one I

hope to have opportunity to work for soon again, viz.,

village churches. We ought to have groups of con-

verts in the villages from amongst the villagers them-

selves. I want to be permitted to see that. I have

worked hard with that in view, but health failed and
necessary station work hindered. God, who has

brought so much into existence can do this also,

and if He does not permit me to consummate this

desire also, I can still thank Him from my heart for

what He has allowed me to see and to help to build

up.”

The subject of village congregations was one which
Samuel Baker felt strongly. He wrote again in refer-

ence to a letter which Bishop Thoburn had sent to the

Christian on baptising converts immediately on the pro-

fession of their faith in Christ :
‘‘ Although we do not

use the outward sign, I believe that some years ago if we
had had suitable men to place in some of the villages

among the people, whose hearts seemed touched and
who acknowledged belief in Christ, we might now
have had village congregations. The great need of the

mission work in India is consecrated native workers
;

given these, then conversions may be expected to

follow. What is wanted is an outpouring of the Holy
Spirit on the whole church in India, and then you may
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expect revivals, or rather a’wakenings, as they had in

the Telugu country at the time of the last great famine.

Even now, if we had suitable men filled with love to

souls, and a clear comprehension of sin and its conse-

quences, we might have our congregations. People
sometimes blame me for working too hard and doing

what they call ‘ foolish things.’ I have to do it. 1

must work if I expect the native Christians to do so. I

must go with them, work with them, set them to work,

and show them how, as well as talk to them and give

them instruction. I must take a watchful interest in all

the branches of the work under my care or there is

flagging, and if I get ill I can’t help it. But work I

must with head, and hands, and eyes, and feet, and
tongue as long as I am a missionary.”

Just a week after landing in England, Samuel and
Anna Baker had the sorrow of losing their little

daughter Alice. During their furlough they resided

with his mother and sister at Willesden, and it was
here that their youngest child, Samuel, was born in

1893. On account of the impaired health of himself

and his wife, Samuel Baker did not do much deputa-

tion work except during visits to Ireland. He was,

however, diligent in the attendance of meetings both

for worship and business, in his own Monthly Meeting

and helpful in service. It was during his residence in

Willesden that he was recorded a minister by West-
minster and Longford Monthly Meeting. In addition to

other work, he gave lessons in Hindi to three candidates

who were preparing for missionary work in India, and his

life was enriched by the friendship formed at this time

with the late John T. Borland, who was also residing

at Willesden.



CHAPTER VI.

Industrial Work. 1891—1896.

Another link in that chain of strenuous effort and earnest

desire for the true education of youth which has from the

earliest days of its existence been characteristic of Quakerism,

whether in individuals or as a Church.

James Hack Tuke.

I
N the excellent paper read at Friends’ Missionary

Conference at Darlington in 1896, T. P. Newman
says : “The experience of the Friends’ Foreign Mission

Association in Industrial Mission Work began with

the Printing Press established in Madagascar in 1872,

which has since done good service in providing leaflets,

pamphlets, school books, hymn books, magazines,

religious and medical works of various kinds,” and
lately the Franco-Malagasy dictionary.

For some time previous to 1889, Samuel Baker had

been feeling the increasing need for industrial work in

connection with Friends’ Indian Mission. Neverthe-

less, as regards the action of the Home Committee,

T. P. Newman is correct as he continues :
“ Friends’

Industrial Work in India sprang from the visit of

Frederick Sessions. He was impressed with the need

for employment for the boys at the Hoshangabad
Orphanage as they grew up. There were also con-

verts and inquirers, who by breaking caste must needs
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suffer the bitter prejudices and persecutions of the

caste system, and who would be starved and left to die

unless maintained by the Mission, or put into the way
of honourably maintaining themselves. It was unde-

sirable to maintain them without honest work. The
orphan boys would have the same difficulties to face,

and there was grave risk of their relapsing into

heathenism if means of self support were not found.''

Only a few of the orphan boys had the capacity for

teachers, and the experiment of apprenticing them to

local tradesmen, either Moslem or Hindu, proved ex-

pensive and unsatisfactory.

“ The F.F.M.A. Committee sanctioned a commence-
ment on condition that a suitable superintendent should

offer, who must possess business training, industrial

knowledge, and missionary sympathies
;
and also on

condition that the necessary capital should be raised

apart from the funds of the Association. Both the

man, Alfred Taylor, and the capital, about ;^i,5oo,

were forthcoming. Alfred Taylor is brother of Joseph

Taylor of Sioni Malwa, and had been employed by
Sessions and Sons at Gloucester, and afterwards re-

ceived special handicraft training. In the meantime
Shio Dyal, the native proprietor of a business at

Hoshangabad, which comprised all manufactures be-

tween blacksmith's work and watchmaking, had offered

the goodwill to the Mission without payment, and

himself as foreman, on condition of permanent em-

ployment, though at a very small salary. This was
accepted, and thus we began in the year 1892, with

a nucleus of business, and a practical foreman accus-

tomed to carry it on. Additional plant and tools were

afterwards added."

The previous year Samuel Baker had received a pro-

posal from the Government Engineer at Hoshangabad,
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that Friends should undertake a brick and tile manu-
factory, the Government giving the land, and becoming
chief purchasers. The buildings and plant required

would cost 4,000 rupees, and it would require an output

of 100,000 tiles yearly to make it pay
;
but for various

reasons the India Sub-Committee did not see their way
to accept the proposal. In connection with this, it may
be interesting to add that since this proposal was made
Government itself has attempted to start a factory for

the manufacture of bricks and tiles, but after going to

great expense has had to abandon the enterprise owing

to the clay of the neighbourhood being found unsuit-

able, so that only second-rate bricks and tiles could be

made.

It was a disadvantage both to himself and the work
that Alfred Taylor had to begin business within a very

few months of his arrival. Samuel Baker did all that

he could to lessen his difficulties, and remained to the

end a willing and helpful colleague on the Industrial

Sub-Committee. I remember particularly,’’ Alfred

Taylor says, “how anxious he was only to give advice

on subjects in which he felt he could give the best

counsel, and he refrained from advising at all on most

business details. He and I, however, often consulted

together about these, and, of course, I liked him to

know all. He frequently translated for me until I got

an interpreter, and when he was in Hoshangabad he

was always ready to help. He used often to come to

the Works, which at first were put up temporarily near

his bungalow, and he took considerable interest in all

that went on. Shio Dyal had worked for him for a

long time, and had a high regard for him. Samuel
Baker thought, of course, first of all, of the best

interests of the boys in the workshops, who had
passed through the Orphanage, and been with him.
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some of them, for years. He was always most anxious

for their benefit and progress.’’

Alfred Taylor thus describes his work in July, 1892 :

Situated in a corner of the Mission compound at

Hoshangabad are the sheds and mud-built huts, that

despite the rough and ready appearance of the whole,

are called the Mission Workshops. Here for as many
hours in the day as daylight will allow, work is carried

on
;

carpentry, cabinet-making, carriage-building, and

blacksmithing, besides other sorts of manual work, and

repairs of all kinds, such as putting the town fire-engines

into order, or the repairing of clocks and watches, for

in an up-country concern such as this we may be called

upon to do anything and everything. Work begins at

6 a.m., before which time the Hindu workman has had

his breakfast, and goes on without a break until 11.45,

when tools are laid aside, and a chapter from the Bible

is read, followed by an explanation. Then follows an

interval of two hours for the usual mid-day meal and

sleep until 2 p.m., when work is resumed, and carried on

without intermission till 6.30. At present about eighteen

men and youths are regularly employed, not including

the three or four boys from the Orphanage who are old

enough to begin work. These boys still go to school in

the mornings and have the latter half of the day at the

workshop. The majority of our employees are Hindus,

and there are two or three Mohammedans, and one

Christian boy, who though not a carpenter by caste,

and therefore not inheriting the manual skill that is

handed down from father to son, is nevertheless rapidly

learning to make himself useful.

‘‘ Hitherto I have generally found the native skilled

workmen to be industrious, sober and respectable, and
they are most handy men

;
for should it happen that

one of the smiths is taken ill with fever, one of the
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carpenters will be quite able to step in and take his

place. Their adaptability to any ordinary branch of

manual work is hereditary, and my foreman and right-

hand man, Shio Dyal, is a notable example, for he is

quite as capable of wielding a blacksmith’s hammer as

of fixing the hair spring of a watch, or even making a

set of artificial teeth. Just in proportion as the skilled

workmen are industrious, so the labouring and coolie

castes are lazy. This is soon found out if any building

operations are going on.

“The starting of daily Bible reading began without a

sign of opposition and is continued regularly. The men
seem quite to enjoy it, and listen attentively both to

the reading of the chapter and to the exposition that

follows. Many of the Gospel narratives and teachings

are familiar to some of them, having been heard at the

preaching in the bazaar. So we, members of three

distinct creeds, sit down together once every day to

hear the good news read. We need to start carefully
;

but who knows what good seed may not in these first

days be sown on ground that is capable of receiving it

and seems ready to do so. From the date of our

commencement up to the present time we have not

wanted work. Our difficulty has rather been in not

having sufficient space and hands to cope with all there

is to be done. It is particularly so now that the rainy

season has commenced, and work cannot go on without

shelter. Our present quarters are not by any means
waterproof, being temporary, and we very m uch hope that

by the time another wet season has come round, new,

adequate, and permanent workshops will be in use.”

Besides the gain of employment for inquirers and
orphan boys, it was no light matter to have heathen

and Moslem workmen brought daily within sound of

the Gospel. At the end of the first year, swearing,
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which was at first very prevalent, was seldom heard
;

and one man, convinced that his idol could do him no
good, dropped it secretly into the river. So much in-

convenience had been connected with the temporary

sheds, that there was great rejoicing when a suitable

site for the work of an industrial mission was purchased

at Rasulia, about a mile from the town on the Itarsi

road. Alfred Taylor wrote again :
“ In our third year

the building of permanent workshops, as well as a

missionary bungalow and houses for Christian work-

people and orphan boys (now too old for the Orphanage),

took up much attention. To facilitate building opera-

tions, and make the spare land useful as a garden, a
good supply of water was one of the first considera-

tions. The sinking of a well was, therefore, at once

proceeded with. In the particular district of the

Central Provinces in which most of our work goes

on, wells are usually built of considerable width, from
six to twelve feet, which increases the chance o£

tapping a spring. The soil, too, is deep and easily

excavated, and little rock is encountered in the alluvial

plains of the Narbada Valley, water being found with-

out difficulty at a depth of from thirty to sixty feet. In

our case all went well until the excavation was fifty

feet deep, when, owing to an unseasonable fall of rain,

a mass of earth was loosened and fell in. This occurred

five minutes after the masons had ascended for the

night. It was a most anxious time, and I was thankful

when the fallen earth having been taken out, the

masonry could be quietly run up, and further possi-

bility of such an accident averted. The excavators had
now come to a stratum of shale, and very soon we had
plenty of water. Meanwhile the foundations of the

workshop buildings were laid, and their walls were

beginning to show, and before the rainy season com-
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menced in June, work was going on in the new pre-

mises. About 150 people were engaged in the erection

of these different buildings, and others had been put

to making bricks and tiles for them. As many of these

as possible were got together for the daily Bible lesson,

when men and women, boys and girls, of various castes

and religions—-Hindus, Mohammedans, and Christians

—sat down to listen to the Gospel message. After the

Bible reading I often gave out a few simple medicines,

which were much appreciated, and many opportunities

were thus afforded of further explaining the Gospel.’^

After Alfred Taylor’s marriage with Florence D. P.

Lakeman, who went out in 1894, the medical part of

the work fell to her share. Later on she started a

Savings Bank for the Christian boys employed in the

workshops.

Alfred Taylor thus explains the accompanying picture,

which shows the blacksmith’s half of the interior of the

main workshop. “In it Shio Dyal, the works’ foreman,

may be seen standing at his table. A casual walk

through will give the clearest idea of the nature of the

work done. Two of the best workmen are attaching

the iron fittings to a newly-made bullock tonga, before

sending it out to the painting-shop. One of the neatest

hands is a young Hindu, barely out of his teens, who is

continually employed in making picture-frames, and in

other light work. Next to him is a Christian workman
making teachers’ tables for our village schools. Here
some drawing-room chairs are nearing completion, the

order of a Government official. Several men and boys

are at work making Meeting-house benches, and among
other articles in course of construction are a bookcase

and dining-room table. Some of the Christian boys are

preparing moulds for the casting of locks and door-

handles in brass
;
while others are filing up brass cast-
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ings of the same, and are making iron hinges and other

fittings. At his table the foreman is usually busy with

watch and clock repairs, and frequently he has to leave

this to oversee the different pieces of work going on

under his charge. The machinery in use—which
includes a circular and band saw, a mortising machine,

and lathes—does not show in the picture. Outside the

main workshop is the sawpit, and opposite are the sheds

in which the timber is stored for drying, and where
newly-finished carriages and furniture go to be painted

and polished.’’ It was not long before Alfred Taylor

spoke of his work as “ perfectly fascinatir^^.”

For the first three or four years the Industrial Works
were carried on with some financial loss. This is not

to be wondered at, when we remember that it takes

time to establish a business, and also for a young man
to gain business experience anywhere. Alfred Taylor

was further handicapped in this instance by having to

establish a business in a strange land, among people of

strange manners and customs, with whose ordinary

tools and manner of working he was unfamiliar, while

he knew but little of their language. Besides this,

many of tlie workmen were selected, not because of

their fitness and knowledge of the trade, but because

employment had to be found for them. “ Some of

them,” their master remarked, “take to the work,

others do not, for it will be easily understood that men
who are brought in from out-of-the-way villages, and

have some of them hardly seen such a thing as a chair

or a table before, find it difficult to handle tools, and

make some curious mistakes, although placing a chair

upside down is to our minds rather inexcusable.” It

must be borne in mind too, that there is much more
spoiling of material and tools with young and inex-

perienced workmen
;
that they had at first poor places
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for storing material, which led to pilfering as well as

damage, and that the capital available did not allow of

laying in stores to the best advantage. When all these

circumstances are considered it is pleasant to add that

the annual profits have for some time covered, or

nearly so, all wear and tear and depreciation, though

they do not yet cover the superintendent’s main-

tenance.

From the first the character of the work was very

varied. House building, carriage building, joinery, and

furniture making formed the larger branches, and it

was a great gain that George E. Clark of Stockton,

who went out in 1896 to join Alfred Taylor, was a man
skilled in wood,” and with considerable architectural

and building experience. With the famine of 1897

came the need to find employment for increasing

numbers. For this reason,” Alfred Taylor writes,

we endeavour to make ourselves what we should

otherwise buy.” Brass casting and lock-making were
started, and later on, an oil mill of primitive construc-

tion, worked by a blindfolded bullock in charge of two
of the new adherents who were oil extractors by caste.

Thus the necessary linseed oil for the manufacture of

paints and varnish was produced at mucli less expense

than it had previously been obtained from a distance.

Some of the orphan boys were taught tailoring, and
are kept fully employed in making the ordinary garments

worn by the natives from materials produced by the

hand-looms of the Christian weaving community.

A new departure in Industrial Work had been very

simply made by Ernest Munnings at Itarsi. Early in

1895, a weaver family from an outlying village, where
the father had heard him preach, came into Itarsi.

They became Christians and were prevented working
with Hindu weavers. The man asked to be taken as a
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servant, or to have a living found for him and his

family. This was firmly refused. He had his trade, he
could work

;
he should be helped to find a market for

his goods, but no other assistance would be forth-

coming. After some delay he set to work, and Ernest

Munnings sold his goods in Hoshangabad. Others

followed his example, till by the end of 1896 there were
twenty-six hand-looms at Itarsi worked by Christian

weavers and employing about sixty men and women.
When Ernest and Sarah R. Munnings returned ta

England on furlough, George Swan removed to Itarsi,

and managed the weaving business with signal success,,

without the outlay of a single pice from Mission funds.

Isolated weavers had come out as Christians at Sihore

and Sioni Malwa, and had been helped to continue

their work, but the result was not satisfactory, so at

Itarsi the missionaries determined to keep the finances

in their own hands, and appointed two of their

number as trustees. At the beginning, George Swan
himself advanced the small amount of necessary

capital, and, when more was needed to keep
pace with the growth of the concern, further

help was given from other private sources. In

the long low tiled building where the looms were
placed a great variety of weaving was carried on

—

bright red or yellow sariSj or dress-pieces, delightful

to the eyes of Hindu women, strong white and red

striped cloth for kurtas, turban cloths, and other

materials frequently used by lady missionaries for their

own attire or household purposes. The famine of

1896-7, while interfering with local trade, was the cause

of many large orders being sent from various Mission

Orphanages, and it was interesting to note how the

orders came just in proportion to the number of Chris-

tian weavers ready for the work. At night all gathered
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for public worship in the Mission-house verandah, the

men coming in from their evening meal in white loin

cloths and with bare brawny chest and arms, and the

women in their gaily coloured garments, when it was

inspiring to hear their lusty singing of ‘‘ Jesus has saved

my soul,” and other Hindustani Christian hymns.

A. L. Evens came to Itarsi once a week to teach the

women, and there was soon a friendly rivalry between

them and the men as to who should know the most of

Bible truth.

The work grew fast, and soon a little street of

wooden frame houses with grass roofs was built on

the Mission compound for the Christian weavers. In

1897 George Swan wrote :
“ We have now forty looms^

giving employment to about eighty labourers, all of

whom are professed Christians. These looms, which

are, of course, entirely worked by hand, and are of

somewhat primitive construction, are capable of turning

out daily about four yards of cloth twenty-eight inches

wide, which can be sold for about threepence a yard,

and is used for the kurtas and other garments of the

majority of the people of the district. Among other

customers to whom we have sold cloth during the year

have been Pandita Ramabai [a converted Brahman
lady, well known in India as a scholar and Christian

philanthropist], the Presbyterian Mission in Rajputana,

the Church Mission at Jabalpur, the Swedish Mission

at Saugor, and others. The Government also ordered

1,000 yards for clothing the destitute in the Famine
poor-houses. The weavers live in simple style.

Six rupees a month will support a family of five, and
we are careful to encourage them to continue their

native habits of life, where these are not actually

evil or of bad tendency. A panchayat (council of

five) governs the affairs of the Christian community
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at Itarsi in accordance with native custom. Many of

the people are throwing themselves heartily into Chris-

tian work, taking part in the meetings in the bazaar and
the Meeting-house, and visiting their Hindu neighbours

with the glad tidings of the Gospel of Christ.”

Weaving as a missionary agency was also taken up
in Hoshangabad. Samuel Baker reports : In 1897 a

number of weavers joined us and we have set them to

work at their looms. Thomas George, formerly master

of the Boys' Orphanage, and later headmaster of the

Balaganj School, has been placed in charge of this

department, and is working most diligently to make it a

financial success.” Between twenty and thirty families

were thus employed. A durri (striped cotton carpet)

2ind purdah (curtain) factory was afterwards begun in a

small way to train some of the older orphan boys. In

Sioni and Sohagpur there are now little communities

of Christian weavers living in the towns, quite apart

from the Mission compounds, and supporting them-

selves by their own industry.

Hindus are mainly agricultural people, and the next

development of Industrial Mission Work was farming.

In 1896 Joseph Taylor wrote: “Over 200 Hindus,

mostly unable to read or write, have formally signified

their desire to receive Christian teaching, and in many
cases have advanced much further, showing a real

growth in grace and Christian character since the year

began. Perhaps the most interesting of these are the

Ojhas [a class of wandering musicians and beggars],

whose headquarters were at Sankhera near Itarsi, and
amongst whom Samuel Baker worked for many years

without obtaining more than a tardy assent to the truth

of his teaching. But the teaching and time thus spent

had not been in vain, for the spirit of God at length

laid hold on Jug Raj, the most influential man of the
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caste, and led him openly to confess the Lord Jesus

Christ. Under his influence, first a few close relations,,

then others of his caste followed his example, until at last,

like a second Moses on a small scale, he had to lead his

hungry following away from the fleshpots of a question-

able livelihood gained by begging and fortune-telling, into

the jungle at Bhantna [a deserted Gondi village among
the Satpura hills, where leave had been obtained from

the Government Forest Department for them to occupy

a certain quantity of land under the regular conditions

for such tenancy]. Here the same difficulties as to food

and water that worried the life of Moses, and the

murmurings of the less resolute of the people, are a

severe trial to his faith. We would greatly deplore the

loss of their crops the first year of their start on the

Christian’s pathway, did we not believe that our All-

wise Father in Heaven has His own purposes in thus

trying their faith and ours. They are a hardy and

capable race, and with Christian education and heart

experience will probably make grand workers for the

Lord, when they have shaken off the impure heathen

habits of their caste. One of our difficulties with them

lies in the looseness of their marriage arrangements.

As Ojhas a plurality of wives was allowed
;
a man was

allowed to marry or barter his wife away about as often

as he pleased
;
and now to these Christians, the Chris-

tian idea of the marriage tie is quite a new idea. I

have presided as marriage registrar at two or three

weddings among them, and felt it incumbent at such

times to address them with a plainness of speech which

would startle an English audience. It has been our

aim in the Christian Weavers’ Company at Itarsi, and

the Christian Village Settlements at Bhantna, and now
also at Sali, to keep our Christians self-supporting and

self-respecting, and not looking to the Mission as a sort
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of ever-smiling Providence that will condone all their

mistakes, or faults, or laziness, and end up with a square

meal after all. This thought is continually present

with our new and ignorant converts, and is difficult

to eradicate.”

Joseph Taylor further describes Bhantna :
“ The

road was mostly a track following the course of a river

and constantly crossing and re-crossing it, and was
most rough and difficult for the bullocks to get over.

We did not envy the Hindustani brother who, not

feeling very well with the heat, was riding on the

cart, and banged and jolted over the rocks, sometimes

dropping a foot or more at a time, whilst we walked

beside it and occasionally shouted, so that no tiger

should think he had a chance of obtaining one of our

bullocks. At last we left the river course and struck up

a small valley eastward, which led into a larger valley

of an oval shape, some five miles long by one and a half

broad, in the middle of which is Bhantna. There was
a fairly good road here, which we followed till our

guide said the village must be near by, and then began

to shout, till about 9.30 p.m. we heard answering shouts,

and soon over the steep bank on our left came bounding

five or six men headed by Jug Raj. He is a tall, thin,

wiry man of about forty years of age, much respected

for his good sense and honesty. The village was
inhabited till about two or three years ago, when tigers

carried off some of the people, and it was deserted.

Some portions of the old cottages still remained. Our
converts have taken possession of them, re-thatched

them and slightly repaired them, but nearly all were

living in the larger one at this time, about forty men,

women and children being sheltered, with just small

bamboo partitions between the different families. The
house itself formed the further side of a square, two
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other sides were occupied by cowsheds, and the front

by a bamboo fence with entrance gate. We gathered

round a light in the courtyard and sang hymns till

nearly midnight, the small naked children being laid

down on the ground beside their mothers
;
occasionally

one would wake up and sing for a short time, then get

sleepy again and drop off. Some of the men played

with the cylindrical drum, hollowed out of a piece of

wood, which is the favourite instrument of the country,

whilst the women kept time with little wooden clappers,

reminding one of the ^ bones ' which amuse more
cultured audiences in England. I don’t know how
long our Bhantna friends would have been content to

go on singing the praises of Jesus, but we could not

keep awake any longer, we were so tired, and so we
retired to our cart, where we stretched out as best we
could, whilst the audience stowed themselves away in a

marvellous manner in every corner of the house and
sheds. By five o’clock next morning everyone was astir,

taking the cattle out to graze, going to cut wood, or

bamboo, or grass for the horses, or bringing water from
the spring, which is a good one, only four minutes from
the village. We walked round the village lands, which
seem well adapted for wheat, rice, Indian corn, sugar-

cane, and the different millets
;
and then paid a visit to

a neighbouring village to see an under forest officer

who had taken away some of the wild mohwa fruit

collected by our people, and give him an order from
his superior officer to restore it at once. Then we
fixed with the villagers the best site for the Meeting-

house, and had a long consultation on religious and
business matters with the men.”

“ Will you come with me for my first visit to the

women at the Christian village settlement at Bhantna?”
A. L. Evens asks a few months later. Starting from
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Hoshangabad by the 6 a.m. train for Itarsi, we are

there joined by Francis Kilbey. Then we ride six miles
in a jolting vehicle behind two ponies going at full

gallop. After this a horse and a pony are harnessed^

and the shaking is rather more pronounced for another

six miles. After a halt we proceed slowly
;

several

streams had to be crossed, the way became rougher,

and evening began to close in around us while yet a

good way from our destination. As we neared Bhantna
it was quite dark, and, on hearing the sound of wheels,

the men of the village started out waving fire-brands.

We could recognise no one, and it looked very weird.

We were hungry and tired after our last ten miles, and
our kind little hostess soon found this out. In about

forty minutes some nice hot chapattis [thin cakes] and
dal [lentils] were brought to us, and we had an amusing
meal, as only one brass plate was given us. F. Kilbey

sat on one side and I on the other, dipping our bread

in the one dish. As we sat on charpoys or native beds,

hearing about the work, a call from outside announced
a number of wild pigs, and all those appointed started

off to their posts in the fields to protect the crops.

From time to time during the night warning cries

resounded, and the noise of shouting, and slinging stones

at the pigs, which came in the darkness to feed on the

juar [a kind of maize] which they injure greatly by

trampling down as well as eating. By day the crops

have to be protected from the birds. It is a hard and

busy life, and hardly one of the people obtains a full

night’s sleep. On Sunday morning we were awakened
early. Cocks began to crow at 3.30, and the people see

after their animals, etc., at 4 a.m. The Meeting-house

has a thatched roof on stout poles. We had a meeting

at eleven o’clock, when farm work was in a measure

finished, though some still had to guard the crops
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against the depreciations of the birds. Fifty-four as-

sembled
;

F. Kilbey gave an address, Jug Raj spoke

briefly, and our Sioni workers and one or two of these

people took part in prayer. After meeting the women
gathered round me, but soon they had to go and
prepare the men’s food. In the evening we gathered

after dark round the open lire in the courtyard, and

sang hymns, one and another encouraging our people in

their life and work to show forth the praise of Him who
had called them out of darkness into His marvellous

light. Several of the women say they know nothing at

all, except that Jesus Christ is their Lord. They have

learnt a few hymns, but they did not know what they

meant, except that they were about their Lord, and
therefore good, so our work is indeed beginning at

the very beginning. These women knew as little of

their own Hindu teaching. They say they are only

women, and no one ever felt it worth while to teach

them anything until now. As you tell them of Christ’s

death, the exclamations of grief or surprise or gladness

make the telling quite a new experience.”

Sarah Elizabeth Rowntree, who visited Friends’

Indian Mission in 1896-98, adds some further details

to the picture of A. L. Evens’s village work : When
we arrived on Friday afternoon, had been welcomed by
the people, and dispensed medicine to some, made up
our beds and settled our house. Miss Evens, whose
energy is admirable, went oft' to try and shoot a

peacock in the fields. Peacocks are very abundant,

and do much damage to the crops, and the people
would have been delighted if she could have shot one.

Miss Evens’s gun has been used hitherto in the destruc-

tion of dangerous dogs. I had not known before

coming out that this was a part of a lady missionary’s

duty in India ! Next day, after breakfast. Miss Evens

10
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had the usual Bible reading with her servants, and gave

them reading lessons and then dispensed medicine to

many in the village, who had fever, bad coughs or bad

eyes. It is wonderful what a change is made in some
of these people by even one dose of Miss Evens’s

medicine. Jug Raj was not in the village, and these

people are like children, and need to be set to work,

else they are likely to sit still and do nothing. The
previous Sunday she had to sit for hours with the men,

helping them to dig a grave for one who had died.

If she had not been there they would only have just

covered the body with earth, and the jackals would
have eaten it

;
but Miss Evens made them dig and did

so herself, and without a spade too, with only an axe !

Some of the people she sent to work in the fields
;
the

women she stirred up to clean their houses
;
one man

was told to make the space round which the houses are

built tidy
;
and another to put stones or wood over a

dirty place between our house and the Meeting-house.

Various troubles were poured out to her. She made a

garment for a little motherless child, and filled up the

day in service for the people, warning, encouraging,

reproving, and instructing, till the darkness fell again,

and we had the evening singing with explanation of the

hymns and prayer. ... It was hard to believe

that it was not safe to walk far from the village. The
jungle is nothing but the most innocent looking woods,

such as, if they were in England, one would expect to

find primroses and violets in
;
yet it is a fact that

cheetahs and tigers are there. Not many weeks since,

one of Miss Evens’s servants, rashly leaving the beaten

way to make a short cut, fell in with a tiger and had a

tremendous fright. He climbed a tree (as tigers cannot

do this) and shouted, and Jug Raj, who was passing

along the road, heard the cry, went to see what was
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the matter, saw the man up the tree and the tiger

watching him, and sent his companion back to the

village to bring out the other men, while he himself

stayed near, but out of sight of the tiger. When the

men arrived they made such a noise as soon frightened

away the tiger, and poor Kasi Ram descended.
“ A Rajah of the Kurku tribe has sent word to Joseph

Taylor that he wants to become a Christian. This

probably means that times are very bad with him, and
he thinks it would be to his advantage to be helped, as

Jug Raj’s tribe has been, by loans, gifts of seed-corn,

etc., from the Sahib. I wonder how this sounds in

England. I keep trying to remember how I felt about

things before I came out, for I have an impression that

I look at things of this sort very differently now. I

think it will be a splendid thing if the Kurku Rajah is

willing to turn from whatever idols or demons he at

present worships, and to learn how to serve God, for

he is sure to bring many of his people too. When once
one has got rid of the idea that making confession of

desire to serve Christ means what we at home under-

stand by being ‘ converted,’ I think one is no longer

frightened by the numbers coming, or shocked by the

motives which lead some of the people to come
;
and

one rejoices exceedingly that by hunger or any means
the seemingly impregnable fortress of caste is being

broken down, and a chance is being given for the

Gospel message to find an entrance. It is not much
use sowing seed, however good, on soil which only just

covers a hard slab of rock. Caste is like that rock.

The people listen and listen to preaching, and say,

^Yes, these are good words,’ but they go on just the

same in their own ways. When, however, they are

willing to break caste, it is like the removal of the rock

from the soil. Then there is a chance for the seed to
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take root. And after all it is conversion of a real sort^

for the people do turn from idols to serve the true and
living God, and it makes them turn from begging to

real work, and they are diligent in learning day by day

the words of Scripture and the commands of the Lord
;

and they no longer sing their horrible songs, but con-

stantly the sweet and plaintive melodies of the Christian

hymns are heard. And they are so affectionate
;

it is

beautiful to see how love opens their hearts and trans-

figures their faces. The women hail Miss Evens with

exuberant joy, and hang about her at parting so that it

is difficult to get away. The little ones learn to laugh

as it seems to me heathen children rarely do, and they

delight in the loving teaching and care they receive.

That the people are often lazy is no wonder, when we
consider their past life

;
that they grumble and are dis-

contented with their wages or food is also no wonder,

when we study the history of the Israelites. It will

take much teaching before they thoroughly understand

that they serve the Lord by doing their work well

;

but they are learning.”

The number of Ojhas who renounced heathenism

rapidly increased. They were joined by neighbouring

Gonds and Kurkus, and two further settlements followed

at Sali, six miles from Bhantna, and at Lalpani. The
times were against them, for with succeeding years of

scanty rains and scantier crops, famine became more
and more imminent in the whole district. Yet George
Swan could write :

“ In spite of this rude shock to their

faith and the attendant trials of the famine, the Chris-

tian spirit among the people is very encouraging.

They know that Jesus Christ has come to take away
their sins, and to enable them to live a new life. They
are earnest in spreading the knowledge of Christ, going

out into the surrounding villages in order to proclaim
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His Gospel. The effect of the testimony of these men
who have left Hinchiism and their old idol and demon
worship, and who have accepted Christ as their Saviour,

and bear constant public testimony to Him both in

their words and in their changed lives, is creating an

undoubted impression upon many of those who know
them.”



CHAPTER VII.

The High School. 1888—1899.

May our life be full of gladness from making it a true life,

and may it be full of lofty hopes. Isaac Broavn.

I
N February, 1888, Samuel Baker received a letter

from Rai Bahadur Kalidas ChoAvdhery, a High
Court Pleader in Hoshangabad, who w^as formerly a

pupil in a missionary school in Calcutta, in which he

stated the great need felt by Hindustani gentlemen in

that district for a High School for their sons, and

requested : “As the European missionaries have done

a great deal of good to India by educating her people

both spiritually and temporally, I beg to suggest that

you will kindly move your Committee to take up the

matter into their hands as early as possible, and estab-

lish a High School at Hoshangabad, teaching up to the

matriculation standard of the Calcutta Universit}", and

at the same time giving the boys spiritual education.’^

Though the establishment of a High School at Ho-
shangabad had already been one of the ways proposed

for celebrating the Queen’s Jubilee in 1887, there was
still no school’ of the kind nearer than Jabalpur or

Nagpur, each some two hundred miles distant. It was
an unusual request to be made by non-Christians to a

Missionary Committee, and it was warmly seconded by
Samuel Baker when he forwarded it to England, as

he recognised the greatness of the opportunity, and

believed that such a school “would be a great help to

134
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our Mission by giving us an influence among the upper

classes similar to that which the distribution of medicine

gives us with the common people. ’’

The saddest thing in missionary history is not the

trials of the missionaries, which are usually in the long

run over-ruled for good, nor even the disappointments

of converts swept back into heathenism by temptations

whose strength English Christians can never gauge, but

the failure on the Church’s part to be “ alert to the

opportunity,” which is often the true cause both of the

trials and disappointments. Committees, despite their

efforts, are sometimes scarcely awake to these oppor-

tunities themselves, and oftener still they are held back

by the indifference of the Church and the consequent

lack of means and men.// It was so in the present

instance. Instead of joyfully striking while the iron

was hot the India Committee did not see its way to

establish tlie High School, and the gentlemen of

Hoshangabad, feeling that their sons could not wait,

subscribed for a new building, and two higher classes

were added to the existing Government School, under

the care of Hindustani teachers. The presence of a

European master is universally recognised as an advan-

tage to any Indian School. In many places Government
and Missionary High Schools work side by side with

little disadvantage to the latter. Seeing therefore that

there was still scope for Friends’ w^ork in higher as well

as elementary education, the importance of establishing

a Mission High School in Hoshangabad was strongly

urged on them by Frederick Sessions on his return

from India in 1890.

In 1891, George O’Brien, B.A., offered himself as an

educational missionary for the work of a High School

in India. He was the son of Thomas and Elizabeth

O’Brien, and a first cousin of Samuel Baker’s, and was
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born in Holywood, County Down, in i860. He was
head boy at Ackworth School in 1876, and after-

wards studied at the Flounders Training Institute for

Teachers, University College, Liverpool, and Owen’s
College, Manchester, leaving the latter city with the

character of a “ really good all-round man.” He had
had several years experience in teaching at Lisburn,

Kendal, Ilkley, and Penketh. He was accepted by the

Committee in March, 1891, and at the same time they

recorded their decision to establish a High School at

Hoshangabad. It was proposed in the first instance

only to rent a house, and it was reasonably expected

that school fees, and eventually Government grants,

would materially aid the expenses. At least an hour

daily was always to be devoted to Biblical instruction.

Sir Alexander Mackenzie, the Chief Commissioner of

the Central Provinces, had already assured the mission-

aries privately of his hearty encouragement of the

scheme.

Samuel Baker naturally regretted the delay that had
occurred. He felt that while there was still room for

the higher educational work, the best opportunity for it

had been missed. He wrote in 1891 : “We appear to

be just the year too late, but it may not be so, God may
have ordered it all. If the Committee decides to open

a High School, the fact of a European headmaster

would greatly help to keep up the school. I should be

sorry personally to see the project fall through, for our

object is to Christianize the better classes
;
that of the

Government, only to educate. And we might work our

schools in all our stations as a system, classifying them

so as to work up to the High School. Scholarships of

five rupees a month would have to be founded as is

done in connection with the Government Schools. Let

George O’Brien come out all the same as the educa-
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tional missionary, let him study the language, take all

our schools somewhat under his charge, and if we
cannot at once start a High School, let us work up to

it. Don’t let us go back. I hate going back. Scripture

says not even look hack when the hand has been put to

the plough. George will be able to be a most valuable

missionary by means of the educational work, and will

be all the better missionary if he has to build up the

school for himself brick by brick. Let us remember
that we want to use education only as a means to

Christianize, and go straight on.”

Samuel Baker wrote at the same time to George

O’Brien :
“ I sincerely hope you will not be discouraged.

I have written, urging the Committee not to go back,

but to send you out all the same as an educational

missionary to work up and up to a High School of our

own conducted on distinctively Christian principles.

It is a common thing for a Government and a Mission

High School and College to exist in the same place,

and the Mission Schools are always well attended where
efficiently conducted. I have suggested to them to

systematise our schools so as to work them up as

feeders to the High School, placing all the schools in

all the stations under your inspection, and those belong-

ing to Hoshangabad station under your control as well.

You would have to learn the vernacular to be able to

do this, but I hope in any case you would do that.

If you see your way to come out under any circum-

stances, and work up your branch of the Mission as we
all have had to do who have been at work some time,

you will find plenty to do, and more as time goes on.

There are immense opportunities in this great land, and
you will likely soon get fascinated with your work as

we have become. You see Government object is

education, and ours Christianization, and if our school
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resulted in conversions, as we hope it will, the non-

Christian help might be stopped, or be turned ta

enmity. . . . Life in a heathen land has a wonderful

effect in two ways. First in rubbing off one’s sectarian

corners, and consequently in broadening one’s sym-

pathies
;
and secondly in making one firm in the faith

of the Lord Jesus Christ, and a profound admirer of

Christianity in its theological and moral aspects. One
sees here how utterly powerless man is when left to

himself to form anything but gross conceptions of God,,

and to raise himself
;
and such texts as, ‘Ye must be

born again,’ ‘ Dead and risen with Christ,’ ‘ Old things

are passed away, and all things become new,’ stand out

with glittering meaning, to give hope and confidence to

the Christian worker, and help him to realise how much
we owe to the Lord Jesus for all He has done for us.

In fact, the whole Bible, both Old and New Testa-

ments, becomes a new book, rich with gems of teaching

and preaching, and illustration, suited to the circum-

stances with which we are surrounded. I have often

been struck with the. special applicability of our Lord’s

parables in speaking to the people here. They are just

splendid, if you will excuse a schoolboy expression.

A missionary life is one never to be repented of, and if

I had to choose over again I should make the choice I

have made, for though there are many drawbacks God
makes up to one. ‘ No man hath left father or mother,’

etc., is not a mere empty promise.”

Another letter shows Samuel Baker’s views on the

subject of language study :
“ And now with regard to

another matter, experience in which has completely

changed my theoretical view, viz., study of the lan-

guage. I want to urge on the Committee very strongly

that in future all the missionaries coming out for the

first time shall have a grounding in the rudiments of
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Hindi before leaving home. There are pretty sure to be

missionaries at home on furlough or retired who would
be willing to help in this, and defects in pronunciation

can be rectified out here if there exists the determina-

tion to rectify them. The teachers out here are, as a

rule, the servants of the pupils, and teach as the pupils

direct, which means, so to speak, anything or nothing

according to the ability of the pupil to know what to

learn and how to learn it. Further, there is a great

impatience to be able to speak, which shows that there

is not always a clear perception of the necessity there is

to creep before walking, and a consequent unintentional

setting aside of the steady grind at the rudiments^ which

is the foundation of grammatical speaking and writing.

These defects would be avoided if a competent European

teacher were to give the grounding, for he would be

master, and the pupil would feel bound to obey him
instead of vice versa, as it is out here. I continue to

object, as a rule, to English speaking teachers, which

the majority of the new missionaries prefer
;
while they

may have gained in some ways, I believe they have lost

decidedly in others. There is no royal road to Hindi.

First, master the rudiments, and then the building up of

the language will be easy. There is nothing for it but

a patient grind if one wants to know the language as a

missionary should. We must try more and more to

remove the necessity to engage in work in the case

of new missionaries, and give them the opportunity of

making the language their occupation.”

George O’Brien went out in the autumn of 1891, and
after spending a few months at the language, he opened
the High School in July, 1892. Samuel Baker writes :

It was a small beginning, as the classes in the Govern-

ment school had already been formed. We found

ourselves pretty much compelled to start the lower
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English classes, and one by one these have been
formed, so that we now have a Middle and High
School. The school has already begun to be what I

hoped it would, viz., a means of reaching the better

classes, as the dispensary is of reaching the lower

classes. There seems every reason to anticipate that

it will do well, and let us hope it will be the means
of the conversion of many. Miss Bruin has begun a

Bible Class in English at the Meeting-house on Sunday
morning for any of the students who care to come.

Very few have availed themselves of the opportunity

yet, perhaps partly on account of its being held in a

Christian place of worship. Very likely it may be

moved to the school premises.’’ This was done, and
in a few months the attendance increased to thirty.

The standard of education in Indian schools is clearly

stated in Samuel Baker’s paper on “ Educational Mission

Work in India,” read at Friends’ Missionary Conference

at Darlington in 1896 :
‘‘ Following in the wake of

missions the Government of India set itself diligently

to the task of educating the people, and an elaborate

but excellent system has been worked out, beginning

with the alphabet of the vernacular of any given district

and ending with University degrees. The following is

the course in the Central Provinces. No child may be

enrolled in a school till he or she is five years old.

Four years are allowed for the primary school. This

ensures a good groundwork in the vernacular and

arithmetic
;

also a beginning in grammar, geography,

and a few extra subjects. On passing their standard,

which is called the Upper Primary, the child receives

a certificate from the Education Department to that

effect. Without this none may enter the next stage,

i.e., the Middle School. Middle Schools are of two

classes, vernacular and Anglo - vernacular. In the
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former a thoroughly sound education is given, in-

cluding nearly the whole of arithmetic and some
mensuration, geometry, and algebra. This is a two
years' course, and is the highest vernacular education

given. The Anglo-vernacular course takes four years,,

and then comes what is called the Middle School

examination, which is the highest standard the Edu-
cation Department examines in. A youth who has

passed this standard should be able to read English

well, and write it fairly, but is not able to engage in

conversation in English. Then comes the preparation

for the Universities. Two years more are required to

fit a student for the matriculation examination. As this

is the highest which our Mission has yet undertaken we
need not particularize further. A matriculate should

know English well, and be able to converse in it with

considerable ease
;
he has had a good mathematical

training, and must have studied some second language
;

the usual ones in this part of the country are Sanskrit

or Persian. In order to have our schools recognised

by the Education Department, it is necessary to teach

up to the Government standards
;

it is good for the

teachers and schools generally, as it is an object to

attain to.

“We regard education as an important branch of our

Mission work, but only a branch. It can never take the

place of the public preaching of the Gospel. As a

branch it is a tangible advantage which the Mission

brings within the reach of the poor and downtrodden

as well as the rich
;

it thus gains for us the confidence

of the people amongst whom the school is located, and

gives us a certain influence over them. It enables us to

give the children attending school regular daily Scrip-

ture instruction, and in most cases proves the nucleus

of a Sunday School. The lessons taught in childhood
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are never wholly forgotten, and so a permanent know-
ledge, more or less intelligent of Gospel truth, is widely

spread. We have had to establish Sunday Schools

where we have no Day Schools, but the result has

not always been encouraging. As the chief means of

reaching the children of India, and through them of

spreading the knowledge of Christian truth, we regard

the Primary Schools as most important. Similar argu-

ments apply to the High School. The youth of India

thirsts for an English education
;
we long to take the

knowledge of Christ to these, and believing educational

establishments to be the best (in many cases the only)

way of bringing the better class of youth within the

sound of the Gospel, so as to understand what they

hear, we have established the High School at Ho-
shangabad.”

At first the attendance at the High School averaged

about fifty
;
but before the end of the first year there

were seventy-five on the roll, and George O’Brien wrote :

‘‘ In our school, boys prepare for two examinations : one,

the Middle School examination, corresponding to the

College of Preceptors and University Local Examina-
tions

;
the other, the University Entrance examination,

which is very similar to the London Matriculation

examination. If we prepare successfully for these

examinations we shall have pupils
;

if not, our school

will not be full. The boys of the two upper classes

listen very attentively to my English Scripture lesson.

In the lower classes Christian masters teach Scripture in

the vernacular. Many of the boys regularly come to a

Bible Class on Sunday, and a few come occasionally to

our meetings for worship. But we must not make too

much of these signs. They may only arise from the

desire to hear English spoken more frequently, or from

the curiosity to hear an Englishman give a fluent Hindi
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address. On the other hand we have good reason to

believe that there is reality in the inquiries of some, and

we pray that what is only superficial may take deep

root, and that the Lord of the harvest will, in His own
time, give the increase. . . . Other work has fallen

to my lot. In the early days I had a time of preparation

rather for mission wmrk in general than for my High
School work. First came study of the language, then a

couple of months of general superintendence during

Samuel Baker’s absence. At this time four cases of

cholera on the Mission compound, one of which was
fatal, gave us some anxiety, but brought us into a some-

what closer relation to some of the native Christians.

The constant speaking in English at school prevents

fluency of thought or speech in Hindi, yet I feel that I

have been able to do pretty well.”

It was interesting to onlookers to see how soon

George O’Brien endeared himself to the scholars and
native masters by his gentle Christian spirit and firm

discipline. Further details of the High School are given

by George O’Brien in an interesting article in the

Friend^ of October 21st, 1892 : “We have the names of

just a hundred boys on the register. This number may
be analysed as follows : Hindus, 69 ;

Mohammedans,
26

;
Christians, 4 ;

Parsi, i. Of the Hindus, 26 are

Brahmans, and 22 belong to other high castes. Some
of the Brahmans are very poor, the poorest seeming
quite as highly honoured as the richer and having as

much influence. The other 21 Hindus are from 13 of

the merchant or artizan castes. Of the Christians two
are from the Orphanage, and one is a Goanese Roman
Catholic. Our course of subjects being mapped out for

us—so much each 3^ear, as under School Boards at home,
—and finding a place as we do for Scripture among our

regular subjects, we have to neglect no means of making
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our other teaching effective. The school hours are from
lo to 12.30 and i to 4, divided into eight lesson periods..

The daily routine of lessons is the same, except for

Saturday. The hours are then 10 to i o’clock, and in

the upper classes the time is spent in a written examina-

tion, on the model of the University examination, in one
of the class subjects. We have as Headmaster an

English-speaking Christian
;

so far we have found

him a good teacher. A Christian teacher commands
a higher salary than a similar non-Christian. One of

the entrance subjects is a classical language, which
reduces itself to Sanskrit or Persian. We must teach

both, and require a special master for each, as for

French and German at home.
‘‘ There is no such thing as a water-rate here

;
instead

we have to keep a water-bearer. He is not a Brahman,
but of the fisher caste, from whom they will accept

water. He draws water from the public well, and
keeps it in a large vessel by the door. For those

requiring to drink or to wash he pours the water into

their hands. No one else may touch the water or vessel

for fear of defilement, and there is very little other work
that the man can do for us lest he should be defiled.

“ Government assistance is now given in two forms

—

payments on results and grants in aid. The former are

paid only on Vernacular Primary Education, and are

not to be earned before the school has been twelve

months in existence. These we may obtain for the

lower three classes. Result payments for English and
for Higher Education have ceased. The chance of

obtaining grants in aid has been lessened by the

opening of the Government School. The question of

scholarships came up very early. In all High Schools,

and especially in Mission Schools, there is not only a

certain proportion up to ten per cent, of free scholars,
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but there are also a number of boys provided with

scholarships or maintenance allowances of three to six

rupees a month. Such scholarships are simply free

scholarships to industrious boys who are capable and

necessitous. They can in no way be given - as an

inducement for a boy to become a Christian. One boy
for whom one would like to do something is a Brahman,

whose brother can no longer support him, and tells him
to turn fakir. He walks in to school five miles every

day. Another is a hackney coach driver, if you can call

the vehicles plying for hire here coaches. He is of

high caste, though poor, and is intelligent and studious.

By coming to school he loses the chance of employ-

ment at one of the busy times of the day, when people

are going to the Court House and Government Offices,

and the ten o’clock train comes in from I tarsi.

“ So long as I am studying the language (and teaching

in English is against me) I shall be able to give little or

no help in the other branches of the work here. Six

hours at school and two hours with the Pandit, leaves

very little time, as the day is divided here, for exercise,

preparation of lessons, for correction of the weekly

examination papers, and for keeping the station

accounts. Then there is the week-day meeting (ver-

nacular) and our own English Bible reading meeting,

each once a week, which, whilst most enjoyable

occasions, do fill up time.” The latter was an im-

portant feature in the social as well as the religious

life of the Mission, and “ it would be hard,” wrote

another missionary, “to say how much we all appreciate

it.”

On his marriage with Fanny Bruin, and on the return

of Samuel and Anna Baker to England on their second

furlough in 1893, George O’Brien took over the care of

the orphan boys with the general superintendence of

11
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the Mission. It is interesting to note the quiet strength

with which he took up the new work. He writes : “To
keep solely and entirely to High School work is im-

possible, not merely in the nature of things as they are

here, but for the sake of the High School itself. To
centre oneself in the one thing, I have found already,

even here, to be cramping spiritually. Once or twice a

week we have football or cricket with the orphan

boys and native Christians. This is true educational

missionary work. There are opportunities for exercising

Christian patience which tell in forming character.’’

It was impossible, however, to keep pace with all

that he would have liked to do. He writes again :
“ I

believe that there is a large field for evangelistic work
open before us among our boys, and I hope among their

families. The boys of the upper classes give evidence

of a desire to learn from us. Some of them have got

past the stage spoken of last year, when they simply

listened in the Scripture class as practice in English,

and my wife’s Sunday morning class show as much
interest in Bible study as a class in England. At the

close of last summer holidays I had occasion to change

my Headmaster, and my new master has opened a

debating class—as dear to the Indian as to the English

schoolboy. His object was to use it as a means of

drawing the boys towards Christianity and Christ. The
subjects chosen have covered a wide range, and have

been somewhat ambitious. The following are a few of

them :—Health, the Perfect Man, Education, the Light

of the Vedas, Revelation, Early Marriages. We who
have watched closely the current of thought in these

meetings to find a clue to the inner workings of the

heart of the cultured Hindus, were not a little astonished

as well as rejoiced at the last meeting of the session to

note how several of the boys based their appeals to
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their fellow-students on distinctly Christian foundations.

They themselves were not aware of what they were
doing. At the same time it was ground for encourage-

ment.”

In September, 1894, the High School boys shared in

the benefits of a week’s mission held by John Lampard,

formerly a Salvation Army officer in India, and now
working as an independent missionary among the

Gonds and Baigas in the hills to the south-east of

Friends’ district. Of this mission George O’Brien wrote :

We had been feeling our need of a good rousing up
of some sort here in Hoshangabad, as much amongst us

Europeans as amongst our Indian workers. There was
much prayer, not only in our meetings but in private,

that we ourselves should be stirred up into more living

work, and that there should be a great willingness on

the part of the people round to listen. We began with

meetings for all our church members and workers, in

which we were urged and roused to feel our responsi-

bility towards our neighbours, and told of the pleasure

and joy that there is in telling others of Christ. At the

same time we were forcibly reminded that we needed
to be whole-hearted servants of Christ, to speak or sing

in His name.” Other meetings followed in the bazaar

and Meeting-house, the schoolrooms and Town-hall.

In the latter place four or five hundred people were
present, and as an outcome a branch of the Anglo-Indian

Temperance Association was formed. George O’Brien

thus concludes his account : To sum up the result of

our friend’s visit. In the first place we and our workers

have been roused to a knowledge that we are now to do
much more than we have been doing, more than we
had been made ready to do before. Ways and lines

have been shown clearly to us. We have seen how
powerful a man becomes when he simply puts himself
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into God’s hands for Him to use him as He will. We
have seen our own weakness, and where our strength

must come from. We have been roused to a week of

energetic hard work, and we pray that we may be able

to continue in the same spirit. There has been a week
of zealous and powerful preaching, but not what could

be called a week of excitement. We would remind our

friends at home that their share in this work is in some
respects equal to ours. We ask you for a part in your

prayers, that we may have courage and power and
guidance from above, especially where we seem most

weak or most exposed to danger or difficulty. Pray

without ceasing
;
according to your faith shall be the

answer.”

By two years of patient work through no slight

difficulties, such as unsuitable buildings, insufficient

teaching material, changes in the teaching staff, and
competition from the Municipal High School, George
O’Brien succeeded in laying the foundation of a very

promising Mission High School, where the teaching

and influence were of a definitely Christian character.

In the summer of 1894 it had outgrown its original

accommodation, and was removed to better premises.

George O’Brien’s work was lightened in some respects

by the return of Samuel and Anna Baker from fur-

lough in the autumn of that year, and all hoped that

a time of steady progress was before him. Small-pox

is always rife in India, ignorance and fatalism, both

among Moslems and Hindus, making nearly everyone

careless about infection. Unhappily George O’Brien

caught the disease from someone he met in the street.

At first it was hoped it might prove a mild attack, but

on the ninth day the dreaded secondary fever set in,

and he passed away almost before his friends realised

there was danger, on Easter Sunday, April nth, 1895.
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He must have been run down/’ the doctor said, “ or

he would have made a better fight.”

The Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner and

most of the European officials in the station attended

the funeral next day. The High School students were
well represented, and the Headmaster of the Govern-

ment High School was also there. George O’Brien’s

death was a great loss to the Mission. The memorial

notice of him in the Ackworth Old Scholars’ Report

said truly :
“ Both masters and students of the High

School, whose love and esteem he had won, and his

fellow missionaries, who found in him a wise counsellor

and an unselfish and helping friend, feel that they and
the work have sustained a loss which can never be made
up. But in the words of the Sanskrit master of the

School, ‘ We call that dead of which no sign is left, no

mention is made. He is not dead
;
he lives in our

hearts.’
”

The double work,” Samuel Baker wrote, “ now falls

on me. It is utterly impossible for me to do it all.

Something or everything must suffer from my utter

inability to do so. Our High School was about to enter

on a year full of promise
;

it will be a thousand pities if

it has to be given up. The initial difficulties have been

overcome, and the school placed on a sound basis with

every prospect of success, both as a scholastic and

evangelistic institution. There is a great field white

unto the harvest among the young men. Are they to be

sought and won for Christ, or left to other influences ?

A great calamity has overtaken us. It will take any

man three years to get up to where George was. We
have lost a good clear-headed missionary, a man fully

competent for the work he undertook, and who knew
how to manage others. He was respected and loved

by the people, and trusted b}^ them. His death leaves

a great blank, whether viewed publicly or privately.”
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Joseph Taylor pleaded the needs of the work with

equal urgency. “ When officers here are getting leave

of absence and serving as private soldiers just for the

sake of being in action in the Chitral expedition, surely

there should be plenty of volunteers for the Holy War.’'

The personal loss fell heavily on Samuel Baker. He
had written about other troubles previously :

“ Some of

us have had to be well pounded in God’s mortar before

we learnt to do our work even in the imperfect way we
are doing it.” A little later he wrote again : “It is more
and more inexplicable why God should have taken

George O’Brien. I feel at times inclined to be much
depressed about it. He was a splendid fellow, and was
turning out a grand missionary. He was gentle and
pleasant with the people, and had none of the hardness

and stand-offishness which Europeans are tempted with.

I came back to find the native Christians very happy
with him, and all ready to speak kindly of him. You
should have heard the High School boys and teachers

at their meeting trying to do him honour. Words
almost failed them as they spoke of their dear Principah

They say they looked on him as a father and a
brother

;
and we missionaries all of us looked to him

for a great deal. As Joseph Taylor remarked, it seems

to us as though any of us could have been better spared

than he. Please urge all new comers to be vaccinated

shortly before leaving for India.”

Joseph Taylor, who with his wife was already as far

as Bombay on their way to England, wrote offering to

return, but this was undesirable on Katharine Taylor’s

account. Fanny O’Brien’s health gave way and she

had to return as soon as possible. John H. and Effie

Williams were invalided home and did not again return

to India. Others were also leaving, and in less than six

months the staff of European missionaries was reduced
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from twenty-three to fourteen. ‘‘We are working at

high pressure,” Samuel Baker wrote even before the

last reduction in their forces
;
“up to the very utmost of

our power, and when any strain comes we have nothing

to fall back on. What can we do else ? We cannot let

things slide while we have any strength or energy left.

We are sadly undermanned.”

Samuel Baker as usual rose with the emergency, but

though efficiently seconded in some departments, the

general oversight fell heavily on him, and he wrote in

July: “The responsibility of the High School is a strain,

but the Headmaster is a capable man and able to

work the School well. He is most anxious to make our

Entrance class as successful as our Middle class. I

thought I could take an English class for half an hour

as well as the Scripture in the upper classes, but fear it

will be unwise to try. It would require preparation

that I have not time for ... I often have to omit

going to the bazaar preaching, but the omission is

always accompanied by a pang. In fact, having so

many irons in the fire prevents my being able to give

as much attention as I should like to any one branch,

and yet I feel to be in the place God has put me, and

to be doing the work He has given me.” Katharine

Dixon, ever a popular and competent teacher, con-

trived to find time from her growing duties at the Girls'

Orphanage, for a daily English lesson in the matricula-

tion class. Through her English literature and Scrip-

ture classes she obtained an influence with the young
men in the High School which has since been steadily

maintained.

The High School practically remained under Samuel
Baker’s care till the summer of 1897, as George
O’Brien’s successor, James Douglas Maynard, B.A.,

did not go out till the autumn of 1896, and it was
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desirable he should get at least a few months free

for studying the language before entering on his

educational work. At the time of his application he

had graduated at London University and was taking

a theological course at Mansfield College, Oxford. On
his arrival in India,

J.
D. Maynard found a kind friend

in Samuel Baker. Remarking one day on his unusual

helpfulness, he said, “You never find Mr. Baker saying,

^ Excuse me, I’m really too busy to attend to you.’

What he says is, Wou know it is one of my privileges

to help my fellow-missionaries.’ ”

But while the strain of the work was heavy it was not

this that Samuel Baker felt the most, and the following

extracts from a letter written in October, 1895, show in

what way his thoughts often ran :
“ With the thought

of the High School and Sihore comes the thought of

the lack of foreign mission zeal among those suited for

the work at home. Perhaps the leaders in the Society

at home are not sufficiently fired with foreign mission

zeal. They approve of foreign missions and subscribe

towards them, but one does not often hear of their

being led to make a stirring appeal in meetings for

worship or elsewhere, from such passages as, ‘Whom
shall I send, and who will go for us ? ’ or ‘ Go ye into

all the world and preach the Gospel to the whole

creation.’ Whatever theory may be adopted as regards

rewards and punishments in the future, the punishment

consequent on sin is very apparent in this world, and

we are led to ask the question, ‘ What will it be in the

next?’—when the time comes for him ‘that doeth

unrighteousness to do it yet more, and for him that

is filthy to be made filthy yet more.’ The blessings

and happiness to be found through following righteous-

ness in this world lead us in the same way to anticipate

manifold more in the world to come. It seems incom-
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prehensible that a religious Society like ours, knowing

these things, and knowing that we have this knowledge

and this deliverance in Christ Jesus, and in Him alone,

should so selfishly spend its energy and vigour regard-

less of the millions who are perishing in sin in this

world as well as being ruined for the future through

lack of the knowledge of Jesus Christ in heathen lands.

One greatly desires that the cry might be taken up

throughout the Society of Friends :

‘ Shall we whose souls are lighted

With wisdom from on high,

Shall we to man benighted

The lamp of life deny ?
’

I believe that if this question went home in the minds

of Friends, the response would come not only from the

lips, but in lives consecrated to the service :

‘ Salvation, oh, salvation !

The joyful sound proclaim.

Till each remotest nation

Has learnt Messiah’s Name.’

I know the Committee is alive to our stripped and

undermanned condition, but could you not individually

seek to press home the claims of the heathen on

Friends ? Some stirring appeals about the state of

things in East London, or other of our large cities set

people’s hearts aglow
;
and if some such appeals were

put before Friends on behalf of the heathen it might

have a similar result. We are ashamed to put into

words the vileness around. One of the favourite deities

(so-called) of the Hindus amused himself by committing

gross sins freely. The people worship him with the

necessary result that purity of life might be said to

be the exception, not the rule. The first chapter of

the Epistle to the Romans is an accurate description

of heathendom. The sins and vices which we are
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taught to shun in Christian lands are part of the

religion here. To describe the things one sees in the

temples would defile the paper one writes on. The
thought of idolatry itself being rebellion against God,
the degradation of woman, all these and more added to

the sins and crimes you have to deal with at home,
surely offer a field for enterprising, earnest Christians.

The effect of the surrounding heathendom on Europeans
who are not decidedly out and out Christian is deaden-

ing
;
but to those who look to Him the Lord gives a

large measure of His felt presence. If we had more
workers we feel that we could make more headway,

but we have not sufficient native Christians to do the

aggressive work. It takes three years for. a new
missionary to properly grasp the language. It takes

an apprenticeship of five years (including these three)

to be a fully equipped missionary, so it is important to

begin yoiing and give the best years to the Lord. At

the end of five years one has found out how much more
there is to be learned, and finds oneself in a position to

go on learning. But during the five years much may be

done. The Christian life and conversation will soon

be marked, the older missionaries can be helped and

cheered, and many posts may be filled and hundreds

of things done to help in the work. After the first

year’s study, intercourse with the people becomes not

only possible but necessary, to get hold of the language

conversationally.”

The Mission High School maintained its standard of

efficiency under J. D. IMaynard. Katharine Dixon con-

tinued her Sunday evening meetings for the students,

who were often joined by others from the Government
High School. Some of these students have publicly

avowed themselves Christians. More have accepted

Christ’s teaching to a certain extent in their hearts, but
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are afraid to acknowledge Him openly. The story of

some of these boys has been well told in Our Missions

for January, 1899, them has since been

doing good work round Bankheri.

The High School Library is another useful feature

of the work. Its books may be used by any of the

missionaries, and by English-speaking residents of

Hoshangabad under proper guarantees.

As we watch the faithful seed-sowing through the

High School, we are reminded of words of Isaac

Brown, ever the faithful friend of the Indian Mission ;

“ What are we to say of the fruits of all this labour ?

We know and recognise that the increase which is to

come of Paul’s planting and Apollos’s watering is only

of God, yet we have the assurance in decisive language,

‘Ye know’— not ye trust, or ye hope, or even ye

believe, but—
‘
ye know that your labour is not in vain

in the Lord.’ ”



CHAPTER VIII.

Famine. 1895—1898.

I bless God for the love that goes out to the poor and
wretched, feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, teaching

the ignorant, caring for the fatherless, the widow and the

stranger, relieving those who are afflicted in mind, body, or

estate; but let us not forget that the truest philanthropy

reaches forth to the soul of our brother, seeking to rescue

him from sin, and bring him in repentance and faith to the

Saviour’s feet. Stanley Pumphrey.

I
NDIA has always been exposed to frequent and

destructive famines. Its rainfall is dependent on

monsoon currents during certain months of the year,

which are often weak and irregular. Whenever there

is a failure of the rains, there is a corresponding failure

of the crops. If the rains only fail over a small district

the loss can be made up from other places. If they fail

over a large area famine is sure to follow. In no period

of Indian history, whether under Mogul emperors or

Hindu rulers, do we often find twenty years without a

famine. In the present century there have been fif-

teen, and in one at least, several millions of people died

in consequence. Years ago it was often difficult to get

food into a famine district because the animals to carry

it were starved as well as their masters
;
but the better

steam and railroad communication in these days makes
it more possible to cope with distress. What is known
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as the famine of 1897 is remarkable for the great extent

of the affected area. In 1896 the autumn rains ceased

over nearly the whole of India about the end of August
instead of continuing into October. The result was
failure in the crops which ripen in October, and the

impossibility of planting those which ripen in March
and April. In the Central Provinces there had already

been four bad years, and in August, 1895, a missionary

wrote: “We are face to face with starving children.

We cannot refuse the children. People are starving in

some of the districts round. A Government Relief

Fund employs nearly a thousand men and women in

road-making at two annas a day
;
but when only one

parent is alive, it is impossible for him or her to be
breadwinner and caretaker at the same time. One
man came to the Orphanage and asked to be taken

in with his two girls. ‘ The children may come to

us,’ was the answer, ‘ but you must work for your-

self.’ Then he tried to sell the children, and finally

took them away and sold one for one small cake in

the bazaar. One little family of two girls and a boy,

aged six, eight and ten, whose step-father declined

to help them after their mother’s death, set off on
pilgrimage in search of their big brother, a young
engineer at Sohagpur. He found them on the road,

and they have now ended their travels in the safe

shelter of the Orphanages. The straits to which all

these poor children have been reduced are evidenced

by the wretched things they have learned to eat—grass,
chaff, whitewash, dirt, anything they can steal or pick

up.”

With the increasing destitution came a fierce out-

break of cholera in the whole neighbourhood, and
three girls died from it in the Orphanage at Hoshanga-
bad. The number of orphans increased rapidly. In
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October, 1896, the Viceroy telegraphed to the Secretary

of State that there was “ fear of distress in Jabalpur,

Hoshangabad,” and other districts. Earlier in the

month the Quarterly Meeting of Missionaries held at

Hoshangabad appealed for help to the India Com-
mittee on behalf of the starving people round them,

and a Famine Relief Fund was immediately opened
by Friends in England.

In times of average harvests in India, the margin be-

tween the support of life and starvation is, for millions

of the people, very small. Food was now almost double

the usual price, the four bad harvests in succession had
already exhausted the scanty savings of many of the

more thrifty, while those who habitually lived from hand
to mouth were naturally helpless. Samuel Baker wrote

in October, 1896 :
“ Deaths from starvation have taken

place in this district, and at least one of our recent

admissions to the Orphanage came to us because his only

surviving parent had died from starvation. Relief works

have been started in the town by subscription, in the

form of raising the level of part of the plain in the

middle of the town for the new market-place, and num-
bers of people are toiling all day for what will hardly be

enough to satisfy their hunger. Our Committee is

anxious in consequence of the extension of our Orphan-

age work lest the strain should be too great for us.

The Lord’s work is sure to extend if we work along the

line which He has laid down for us. We have not the

heart to turn away destitute children who are brought

to our doors, and about whom it seems to us the Lord

says, ‘ Take them and train them for Me.’ ” Soon after

he wrote again, in reply to a cautionary note from

England :
“ The Committee can hardly have realised

what they were doing when they penned that

minute about limitation. Here we are confronted with
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Famine, men and women dying of starvation, orphans

being left desolate and starving
;
we cannot act the part

of the Levite and the Priest in the parable, and pass by

on the other side. How could we face those little ones

before the Throne ? How could we face our Master ?
”

In a letter in November, Samuel Baker says :
“ The

latter rains have utterly failed. We have prayed for

them, but God in His wisdom has not deemed it best to

send them. We are having great distress now. Bhopal

State, which is part of our district, has suffered greatly,

and many of the starving poor who come into Hoshang-

abad are from that side of the river. Driving slowly

up the road to the bungalow one night I saw something

like a human form lying in the ditch. I spoke and

it answered. It was a poor woman with a little

boy, who had fallen there from weakness. Our little

hospital is full, and is being blessed to the conver-

sion of its inmates. ... In consideration of

the famine through which we are now passing, we
feel that as missionaries we are bound to make some
provision for the destitute and starving children who are

sure to abound in our district. We consider that this

provision should be entirely distinct from the existing

Orphanages. We therefore decide to establish refuges

for these children as follows : one at Sohagpur for girls,

one at Sioni for boys, and one at Sihore for boys and
girls of the surrounding territory. The accommodation
should be as simple as possible, temporary sheds only

being erected. Many of these children are likely to die

from the effects of starvation
;
others will probably go

away as soon as the scarcity is over. We therefore feel

that none but exceptional cases should be received into

our regular Orphanages till the famine is over. We
decide to have receiving houses of the same nature at

Hoshangabad, from which children who come in there,
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would be sent to Sohagpur and Sioni when able to

travel. Funds contributed in response to our appeal to

the Home Committee will be primarily devoted to this

purpose. The distress is very great, and will be much
greater as time goes on. The drought has seriously

affected our Christian colonies at Bhantna, Lalpani and
Sali.”

Sarah Elizabeth Rowntree, then on a visit to Friends’

Mission stations in India, adds :
“ The Christian com-

munity at Bhantna have only got corn for twenty days

from what they sowed in the expectation it would last

them till March
;
and we hear terrible stories of suffering

from different places.”

By the beginning of 1897 there were fifty boys in the

Refuge at Sioni, and thirty girls at Sohagpur. Ellen

Nainby had been missionary in charge of the latter place

since John H and Effie Williams left in 1895, and at that

time was facing the Famine work alone. She was just

then rejoicing in the conversion of the ayah who had

been with her almost ever since she went to India four-

teen years before, and in other converts also, and wrote :

“ Our benches in the Meeting-house are getting so filled

up that we have had to order four new ones. We
believe these things are only the beginning of blessing.

Some may ask, ‘ Are not these people coming to you

because of the present distress ? ’ We cannot reply that

they are not, at least in the majority of cases. But may
not God be sending the distress to arouse people from

their sins and draw them to the Lord Jesus ? We could

receive many here, but we pray for guidance as to those

we should receive, and we cannot refuse any who really

seem in earnest. We have reason to believe that some

of them have accepted Christ, and are learning of Him-

It does one good to hear the simple original prayers of

two or three women, recent converts, in our classes, and
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to see how ready they are to help one another in any

way they can. The need for an increase of lady workers

presses upon us, as we see how much work among
women there is to do. I try and impress on all our new
converts, both men and women, that they must go and

tell others of the love of the Lord Jesus
;
but it will be a

few years yet before we get a little band of women
workers from among themselves who can be sent forth

among the village women.’'

The work in the Sohagpur district was strengthened

in November, 1896, by the arrival of Edward J. and
Elizabeth M. Butler, to take temporary charge of the

work at Bankheri. This town is about twenty-two miles

from Sohagpur, on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway,

near the eastern edge of Friends’ district. It has

between two and three thousand inhabitants, and the

country round is thickly peopled. It had often been

visited from the early days of Friends’ Mission, and for

some time Nathu Lai and Indoo had been living there

in a house that was originally designed for a temple.

Edward and Elizabeth Butler had worked for some years

in India in connection with the Salvation Army. They
have since thrown in their lot entirely with Friends,

and were accepted by the F.F.M.A. Board during a

recent visit to England. During the famine Edward
and Elizabeth Butler gave help in one way or other to

a large number of people. At one time they were able

to provide for nearly three hundred of the poorest

before the Government Relief Work commenced. At

another they distributed clothing to two hundred of

the least clad on the Government Relief Works. They
also superintended the farming and other work of a

number of inquirers.

The first appeal to Friends, issued by the Indian

Sub-Committee of the F.F.M.A. in November, 1896,
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brought in over ;^i,ooo by the end of the year. The
result was telegraphed to India, in order that the mis-

sionaries might lose no time in getting to work. A certain

sum was at once set apart for the support of 500 orphans

till September (by which time it was hoped the famine

might be over), and a further sum to supply the village

Christians with seed corn, bullocks, and agricultural

implements with which to recommence farming opera-

tions on the return of the rains. The balance was to

be drawn on by the Station Committees as need arose,

but with the understanding that where possible relief

should be given as wages for work done. At Hoshang-

abad, in addition to enlargements at the Orphanages,

it was decided to raise the road between the Mission

bungalow and the town, which was often impassable

during the rains. This work, which involved the erection

of a new bridge, was carried on under the management of

the Industrial Department of the Mission, and provided

employment for 600 to 900 people for over three months.

When this road and bridge were finished, even to an

inscription on the latter in English and Hindi, ^‘Friends’

Famine Relief Fund, 1897,” the road to the railway

station was widened for half a mile, as it was too narrow

to be safe for carriage traffic. The Industrial Works
had thus from 600 to 1,000 people in their employ-

ment daily during the worst of the distress, to all of

whom the Gospel was diligently taught.

A note from A. L. Evens says : I am quite sure you
have not an idea of what it is to pass down a street in

starvation times here, and see the poor, gaunt creatures,

with bones almost through their skin, sores forming on

their heads and matting the hair, and no heart to wash
or clean the scant rags they have, because they are so

hungry, and they might miss a bone or a root the

while
;
and to see quite respectable widows out on any
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piece of grass-land sweeping and sweeping to try to

get a handful of grass seeds to grind up and make into

bread. There are Relief Works, and if you want a

picture of a race for life, go and stand on that bridge

over the road, and see that hurrying crowd of some
hundreds with baskets of earth on their heads, while

others are returning with empty baskets, and running,

if they have the strength, for the chance of getting an

extra basket load. They have six cowries a basket

load, and twenty or twenty-five cowries go to a pice,

that is a farthing. To watch the striving for work
shows the great need there is. Fifteen boys and girls

arrived the other night by dark, with long matted hair

over their eyes and faces, and hungry, hollow eyes

gazing out. One boy had a cap and one a thread, but

beyond that there was only one rag round the loins

among them. Only three girls had any clothing, and
that was alive ! I feel pretty sure some of you would
not have been able to keep the tears back when the

little claws—they could hardly be called hands —
clutched at me with the words, ‘ I’m very hungry.’ ”

The Blue Book on Famine Relief Operations in

India, issued at the beginning of 1897, estimated the

population of the famine area at 37,000,000, where the

Relief organization already arranged under the Famine

Code was established. Besides this there was a dis-

tressed area with 44,000,000 more, which needed to be

carefully watched, for as the Chief Secretary of the

North West Provinces remarked :
“ In dealing with

Famine Relief the all-important point to bear in mind is

that the preparations must be well in advance of the

pressure.” The Blue Book states that Government
“holds itself responsible for the prevention of all avoid-

able loss of life from starvation, and to this end has

established Relief Works for the able-bodied in the
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construction of tanks and roads, where it is noticeable

that the number of women and children employed
more than trebles that of the men, while there will

probably be half as many more too old, or too young,

or too weak to work, who must be cared for in Poor
Houses or Hospitals.” And again: “With exhausted

stocks, deficient harvests, and pressure of a load of

debt, which has steadily grown during the succes-

sion of four unfavourable years, it is not surprising

that the feeling of the agricultural population should

be one of great despondency, almost of despair.”

With the work among village Christians, the weavers

at Itarsi and Hoshangabad, and the Famine Orphanages

at Sohagpur, Sioni, and Sihore, in addition to the

crowded Boys’ and Girls’ Orphanages at Hoshangabad,

the missionaries calculated that they needed ;^ioo of

E’amine Relief weekly till September. Famine prices,

too, pressed upon missionaries and Hindustani workers

alike, and increased the current mission expendi-

ture.

By this time a Mansion House Fund had also been

started, and for some time Samuel Baker served on

the Divisional Committee that undertook its judicious

disbursement, and Joseph Taylor was a member of

the local branch of the Indian Charitable Relief

Fund. During famines it is the business of Govern-

ment as far as possible to provide absolute necessities

for preventing starvation. It is the privilege of

charity to supplement Government by supplying

little comforts of food or medicine, clothing or

bedding, for the weak, aged, and infirm
;
by pro-

viding for the maintenance of orphans, of whom
many are too young to support themselves for

several years after the famine is over
;
by seeking

out and relieving the numerous poor but respectable
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persons, notably purdah women, ^ who will endure

almost any privation rather than apply to Govern-

ment for relief
;
and by giving to those who have

lost all, the means for making a fresh start in life.

It is always difficult in Indian Mission work to keep

an accurate idea of figures. In April, 1897, over 2,000

persons were being maintained by the F.F.M.A. Relief

Fund, of whom 400 were native Christians and inquirers.

Further work was found for the destitute in enlarging

the tank at Itarsi, digging wells at Sioni and in several

villages where water was scarce, and in other work
possible to unskilled labour. Two hundred people were
employed for some time in mending roads in and
around Sioni, for which the Municipality afterwards

recorded their hearty thanks. The native Christians

did what they could to help their poorer neighbours.

One little boy was adopted by Isaac, the Mission dis-

penser at Hoshangabad, who had gone through the

whole medical course prescribed for a hospital assistant

in India, and to whom Samuel Baker in these busy days

left a good deal of the dispensary work. He had found

the mother dashing the child violently on the ground to

kill him, and on remonstrating with her, she replied

with the then too common question, ‘‘ Which shall I

feed, myself or the child ?
’’

No. 3 of “ Further Papers regarding the Famine
and the Relief Operations in India, during the years

1896-97,” refers to the Friends’ Indian Mission as

“the principal institution giving private relief” in the

Hoshangabad District, and No. 7 mentions their con-

tinuing “ the employment of some 500 people on a

relief work of their own.” It is impossible to speak too

I Literally “curtain.” Purdah women are those who may never leave the

seclusion of their own homes unless they are closely veiled and screened from the

sight of men.
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highly of the devotion of many of the British officials

during the Famine. But despite all care taken by
Government, missionaries, and others, eighteen deaths

from starvation and sixty-seven from privation were
recorded in the month of March in Hoshangabad
District, excluding deaths on Relief Works and in

the Poor Houses, where the number was no. In

April the deaths due to starvation had risen to 8i.

The Official Record states that :
“ The number of

workers on Relief Works in the Hoshangabad District

seems to have reached its maximum on May 22nd,

when the total was 59,339.’^ Further statistics show
that the numbers in Poor Houses, of dependents

and non-working children relieved, and of persons

in receipt of gratuitous relief in their homes, was
also much greater in May, while the death-rate in

the Hoshangabad Districts from the prevalence of

cholera and kindred diseases rose to 93*1 per thou-

sand per annum. In June the number of inmates

in the Poor Houses had again increased, especially

in Sohagpur, though it reached its highest figure in

July. The prolonged distress was also more and

more affecting those above the very poor. Katharine

Dixon wrote : I pity those very much who in good

times just manage to make a living, and now quietly

starve and will not beg and cannot come under regular

famine relief. I know some respectable people here

who are having one meal of dry bread a day, and of

course are getting ill and run down.^’

Bhopal being a native State, official Relief Works
were not started there so soon as in the Central

Provinces, and it was difficult for the missionaries to

organize measures to meet the distress. At one time they

had thought that their work might be more effectually

applied in helping their over-worked colleagues in the
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Hoshangabad District. In F'ebriiary, however, H. G.

E. de St. Dalmas wrote ; It became evident that our

duty was to stay and help the famine-stricken people

brought to our doors, and in one month of relief

operations we have given food or money to some
thousands of people who are aimlessly wandering in

search of work and food. At first we gave money for the

purchase of food, but finding the poor fugitives in their

distress had parted with all they possessed, even their

cooking pots, and had not the means of cooking their

ordinary bread, we bought corn and employed starving

women to grind and Brahmans to cook, and gave

tickets to those in need of food, keeping a register as

a check. In this way we have given for some time to

from 300 to 400 daily. Some days as many as 500 have

come seeking relief. Our register shows the number
only of those we have allowed to come daily with

tickets, and it shows the wide range of places from
which these poor fugitives from death by starvation

have come. It is sad to think of the thousands of homes
broken up, of separated families, of long and patiently

endured sufferings, and of the destitute condition of

the districts from which these poor people have come.

Whilst the majority are cultivators, there are some of

all castes of Hindus, with a sprinkling of Mohammedans,
and some who have been accustomed to live in com-
fortable circumstances, and are now reduced to a state

of absolute destitution. The single fact that the vast

majority of those who have come to us have preferred

the cooked food to the flour which they might have had
instead, speaks volumes to those who know the prejudice

of Hindus against touching food not cooked by them-

selves. It is very affecting to see men and women
actually crying like children for bread, or appearing like

ravenous beasts from the pangs of hunger, after going
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days without food
;
and it is even more sad to see the

pathetic little faces of hungry children and of those who
seem resigned to their fate, with only a mute appeal for

pity.

“ Since writing so far, the necessity of our feeding

these hungry wanderers has been removed on account

of the opening by the local Government of a Famine
camp, in which 200 to 300 were received. We had
been giving food daily from near the beginning of

January to the middle of February, and during this time

we had the opportunity of telling those who came some-

thing about the love of God to a perishing world, and
there seems to be no doubt that the hymns sung and
the words spoken will be associated in the memory with

help received in a time of need from Christ’s servants

for His sake. Our Indian Christian brethren and sisters

gave unstinted help in organizing and distributing.

They also helped the funds by contributing the amount
we had proposed giving for their usual Christmas feast,

having spontaneously asked us to give the money to the

famine-stricken.”

Meanwhile another department of famine relief had
been growing out of the women’s sewing class which

Clara Hooper had been carrying on at Hoshangabad.

She says :

‘‘ As women have been sent from time to

time from our other stations to be instructed in this class,

it became necessary to provide a residence for them.

The native house next door to our bungalow in Jumerati

was for sale at the time, and as we were feeling the

need very greatly the Committee consented to buy

it. Scarcely had we obtained possession, and long

before the needful repairs and alterations were com-

pleted, a number of widows and forsaken wives,

brought to a state of destitution by the famine, were

sent to be cared for. There seemed to be no other
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course open but to receive them, trusting to the Lord,

who had provided the house to give means to feed and

clothe them also. So without any seeking on our part,

and almost before we knew what was happening, the

Home for Women became an established fact. . . .

Amid all the other work that crowded on him Samuel

Baker was ever ready to attend any of those who were

sick, or needed special attention, and would come and

talk to rebellious ones if I needed help in that way
;

and he rejoiced heartily in the physical, mental, and
spiritual improvement of the women.”
Between August 1896 and April 1897, 29 women and

girls were sheltered there for longer or shorter periods.

During that time nine of the women publicly confessed

their faith in Christ, and there was marked improvement
in the behaviour of others also. In December, Clara

Hooper wrote : ‘‘I have Pandita Ramabai as my guest

just now. She is in Itarsi to-day sending off some
widows and deserted wives she has been able to rescue.

She wishes to rescue as many as possible, as otherwise

they are sure to fall a prey to evil people
;
and now so

many are coming in from villages all round because

they are starving, it is a good opportunity to save

them.” Besides the homely cleaning, grinding, cooking,

and sewing, these women were taught cotton-spinning,

straw-plaiting for mats, etc., and silk embroidery to

help in earning a livelihood.

In the Magazine of the Cheltenham Ladies’ College,

where Pandita Ramabai was once a student, she describes

her impressions of her visit ;
—“The Friends’ Mission

at Itarsi, Hoshangabad, Sioni, and Sohagpur, are doing

splendid work. Miss Hooper, of Hoshangabad, has

started an Industrial Home for widows, and is teach-

ing different industries to the women she has gathered

round her. ... I was very much pleased with the
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industrial training given by the Friends’ Mission to their

converts and orphan children. I saw one hundred or

more men and women working in the weaving estab-

lishments at the Friends’ Mission at Itarsi. Under the

able management of Messrs. Swan and Kilbey, the

weavers are producing different kinds of excellent cloth

of a very good and durable quality. I have bought a

quantity of it for my famine girls. It costs a little

more than the cloth in the bazaars, but it will be
cheaper in the long run. The colours are very good
and the patterns tastefully harmonized, and the cloth

washes well.”

Some rest for weary workers during the hot season

became essential, and a large party of missionaries

gathered at Pachmari in April. The time was shadowed
for all by the death within a few days of each other^

of the twin babies of Joseph and Katharine Taylor.

Samuel Baker’s holiday was shortened by his anxiety

to get back to his work, and in July he wrote again

of the progress of the work in different directions :

“It is now nearly three weeks since I returned from
Pachmari, and got into the thick of the work again.

During my absence the Lord has been blessing

the efforts put forth, and many have joined them-

selves to our community. One of my earliest duties

was to arrange for their regular Christian instruc-

tion. . . . The people are gathered every evening

after their meal and taught by rote, as they are unable

to read, the Lord’s prayer, the Ten Commandments and

some hymns, which are ail carefully explained to them.

This we find is the best way of getting them to understand^

and of helping them intellectually also. Our Meeting-

house is full to overflowing. Numbers sit on the floor

as there is not room on the benches. We have made
up our minds that we must divide the congregation and
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form one or two others. We held a Ministry and Over-

sight meeting and determined to ask the Preparative

Meeting to establish Sunday evening meetings at the

various places where our people live
;
one in the

Meeting-house at Jumerati
;
another at the Industrial

Works at Rasulia, another in the Orphanage School-

house, and another at the Farm Colony. This has been

done. The plan has worked capitally, and the result

has been that nearly all our people—men, women and
children—attend both morning and evening meetings-

on Sunday, and everybody seems happy about it.

“ I have mentioned our Farm Colony. Some explana-

tion is needed. A number of agriculturists having joined

us in different stations, it seemed wisest to set them to

work on the land. The starting of the first batch of

Ojha converts under Jug Raj at Bhantna was the begin-

ning of the work, though that colony is more indepen-

dent of the Mission than any, and was begun before the

Famine. Many of these farmers came as labourers to

our Famine Relief Works, having lost their little all and

become homeless in consequence of the Famine. For

these we have rented land in the ordinary way from the

patels^ have purchased bullocks, seed corn, etc., and set

them to work. In this way we have started colonies in

several villages of the district, and in this immediate

neighbourhood have taken about 170 acres of land.

The bullocks and corn belong to the Village Settlement

Scheme at present, and all the produce will also for this

year
;
but we shall be glad as way opens to set going

independently any of those who show themselves

capable. This is one of the ways in which w'e are using

the F'amine Fund money, and we find it is one of the

best uses it can be put to, as if this rainy season is

good it will be productive labour. It is only those who
have definitely joined the Christian community, and
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placed themselves under Christian instruction for whom
we have done this. In cases where non-Christians have

been helped it has been in the form of loans to be re-

paid if the season is good. In our Christian Village

Settlement work we are using our native helpers freely.

They are working hard and most willingly. The help

that has been given to the Aboriginal tribe of Kurkus in

the' hills south of Sioni is showing them who their friends

are, and their timidity is being overcome.’’

The agricultural work fell largely under the care of

Joseph Taylor, who wrote a few weeks earlier : I am
slowly getting my village settlements’ arrangements

completed. I consider this the most effective form of

relief for our poor Christians. They are kept hard at

work, and if the Lord gives us an average harvest will

be fed through their own exertions, instead of our

having to keep on paying them for unproductive labour.

Many of them have been so used to an idle life that it is

very difficult to get them to work hard enough. I think,

roughly, that I am sowing about i,ooo acres in twenty

different villages. About 500 men, women and children

{professing Christians) are engaged in this work. Most
of the land sown w^ould have lain untilled if not taken

by us.” Joseph Taylor was at work in his district when
his twin boys died at Pachmari, and could give but

little time to his own sorrow, for the troubles of

others were pressing heavily upon him. “ I am
afraid there can be no doubt,” he wrote, that the

poverty and distress are growing. There is a scarcity of

fodder, and the ploughing cattle are dying for want of

grass
;
the leaves of the pipal tree are being given them

instead. I have distributed about small loans

to poor agriculturists, getting my information from the

people themselves as to the really most needy, and

from my own observation. I had three elderly men of
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middle class and very good family, who owned big

houses, and were trying to keep up appearances, and
yet were selling the tiles from the back of the houses for

food, and that just before the rains ! Another woman
who asked me for alms for her starving children, one in

a basket on her head and one she was leading by the

hand, was the owner of a good house and forty acres of

land, but was absolutely without food or the means of

sowing her land, and she too was of good family. The
larger proportion of the loans I gave to Kurkus and
Gonds from the Hill villages where there are no big

owners to help. The utter heartlessness of the ordinary

Hindu petty Government officials, and land owners, and
money-lenders is exhibited at such times. I caught one
large landowner robbing his poor Gond tenants of the

money I had just lent them, and made him disgorge, and
reported him in full to Government

;
but I cannot get the

poor fellows to screw up courage to give evidence in

cases where I have not been actually present. They say

as a proverb, ‘ Whosoever lives in the water remembers
that the crocodile lives there to.’ In other words, ‘ What
is the use of going to the English officer for redress, and
getting the native official or landowner punished, when
he lives with me all the year round, and has a hundred
ways of molesting me ? ’ ... This agricultural work
has given us a much closer intimacy with the life of our

village neighbours, and the difficulties under which they

labour. Tigers, wild pigs, monkeys, birds, locusts,

insects of different kinds, and subordinate native Govern-

ment officials, all have contrived to destroy the crops or

take away the profits, so that our agricultural work can

hardly be called remunerative.”

Francis Kilbey tells a pretty story of the Sankhera

Christians. Dismayed with the ravages of the locusts

among the grain at Itarsi, he went over to see how his
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neighbours fared at Sankhera, and found that when the

Christians saw the locusts flying above their fields, they

thought the best thing was to betake themselves to

prayer, and their crops remained untouched. These
simple Christians could give as well as pray. Another
missionary writes: ‘Mt does seem as if some of the

teachings of Christianity were taking effect. Last week
I found a recent convert had given his only pair of shoes

to a lower caste new convert who was ploughing some
new ground and got bad thorns into his feet. The same
man also gave his one extra garment away, so that

another man need not come to meeting minus clothing.

Miss Nainby also told me that in calling on one of her

people she asked where their bed was, and found they

had met Avith a man who was very ill and had given the

bed to him.’’ For six months while the Famine was
at its worst, the older orphan boys at Hoshangabad of

their own accord gave up their pocket money of one

anna (a penny) a week, to feed and clothe two Famine
orphans.

By this time Henry Isaac Robson of Huddersfield,

who had joined Joseph Taylor at Sioni Malwa in 1895,

was able to help efficiently, especially in the care

of the orphan boys. It was no light post. Joseph
Taylor had written as early as March : Up to this

date we have received 190 boys. The name of each

boy, his father’s name and caste, and village and age,

also any remarks as to state of health at time of

coming, are entered in a register. Out of the 190 boys,

39 are entered as dangerously ill. Three were blind, and

we have sent them to a Christian Blind Asylum at

Ujjain. Seventeen have died, fourteen of dysentery, two
of pneumonia, and one of dropsy. To-day’s sick register

is as follows : scurvy, twenty-four
;

dysentery and
diarrhoea, eight (it has been as high as fifty-two)

;
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measles, seven
;

fever, eleven. The fever cases have to

be carefully watched, as the}^ may be simple malaria, or

develop into measles, chicken-pox or small-pox, all of

which are prevalent round us. The daily care of the

sick is Henry Robson’s charge. I have engaged the

Government Hospital Assistant to make a careful

inspection every Saturday at noon. The roll call is

read over, and every boy, sick or well, has to pass the

doctor’s careful examination. This is particularly need-

ful to detect and arrest scurvy. One or two of the boys

who died of dysentery had their mouths in a most

terrible state from scurvy also. Every boy not having

good vaccination marks, or being pitted with small-pox,

is vaccinated. . . . One great difficulty has been to

secure the dietary ordered. Again and again a poor lad

whose life was hanging in the balance has crept out of

his shelter, and gone into the fields, and eaten raw peas,

wheat, etc. In addition to this the children cannot bear

sago, and other boys and older people, in mistaken

kindness, give them the leathery country bread or chapati,

and thus aggravate the disease. The heaviest mortality

was when the channa or horse-pea was ripe in adjoining

fields. On my last visit to Sohagpur the doctor in

charge of the Poor House there complained of the same
thing. In spite of five policemen on duty, and a stout

fence, they cannot insure the correct dietary. Some of

our babies, to satisfy their unnatural craving for solid

food, eat dirt and ashes. None of these little things of

two and three, brought to us, would drink milk at first,

they all cried for bread or solid food.

“ Twenty-seven boys have run away. The rules as to

diet, etc., which we were obliged to enforce, made them
prefer their previous precarious open life to one of

regular habits with some restrictions. A few have run

away because they did not wish to go to school, as I send
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all the boys under twelve, who are well and old enough for

the ten minutes’ walk, to our Mission school in the town, as

the exercise and occupation are both good for them. Two
of our own converts at Sioni Malwa, Ibrahim and Umrao,
have made willing caretakers and are successful beyond
our expectations. My wife has generally directed the

dietary and clothing of this large family. Every Saturday

after the doctor’s parade, the boys go for a bathe in the

river, and wash and change their clothes there. We give

little brass medals to the well-behaved ones, and a cer-

tain number are monitors, and wear a distinguishing

ribbon to their medals. Some twenty of the older

boys work
;
some as cooks, water-bearers, etc., the

rest have been employed in building their own
house. This rough shed is now finished, and will

accommodate at a pinch 250 to 300 boys.” Later on a

fine old house with courtyard and outbuildings, and

some adjoining property, was bought for a small sum as

a more permanent home for the boys. 571 boys entered

the Sioni Refuge between November, 1896, and Decem-
ber, 1897. Of these eighty- six died (all but five from the

results of diseases caused by famine), sixty were claimed

by parents or friends, forty-two left of their own accord,

sixty-five were removed to other institutions, and

twenty-six went to work, leaving 292 in the Home at the

beginning of 1898. It was not all lost work on the run-

aways, for at least one Hindu boy was known to have

taught the lads of his village to sing Christian hymns.

That may not mean much, but it was at any rate

replacing the polluting influence of the vile songs of

heathendom with something of a purifying character.

That summer another trial occurred in the Boys’

Orphanage at Hoshangabad, of which Samuel Baker

wrote :
“ The thing which is uppermost in our

minds just now is a repetition on the Boys’ side
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of what we had in the Girls’ Orphanage two years

ago, namely, cholera. It began on Monday in an un-

recognised case. At Bible reading in the evening when
the roll was being called, the boy Matru did not answer

to his name, so I sent Timothy to find him, and he came
back and reported him dead. We buried him as soon

as arrangements could be made, and to avoid even un-

known risk, allowed no boys to go into the room, and
had it fumigated, white-washed and tarred. Tuesday
passed all right, but on Wednesday morning Timothy
came at six o’clock to say another boy was ill, he feared

from cholera. Just after I got down, another case was
reported, and then Khuva, the young man who helped

in the cooking, was said to be ill with it also. We moved
the invalids to the isolation ward, and sent the rest out

to one of the agricultural settlements about a mile away
at Dongarwara. At mid-day, just as they were going to

the river to bathe before going to the colony, another

small boy was seized with cholera, and sent down to the

ward, and one of the older ones thought he was in for it

too, so was kept under observation, but is all right now.

The Civil Surgeon, Dr. Hendley, has been most kind.

He approved of all that I had done, and came out with

me to see the boys at the colony twice yesterday, and
has been twice again to-day. Just after he rode off yester-

day evening a boy was reported to me as ill, so I marched
him off, and had a shelter erected for him at once,

and set two of the villagers to attend to him.

His body was brought in for burial this morning.

Four more deaths and burials followed that day

in quick succession. The Orphanage is under-

going disinfection, and when it and the boys are con-

sidered safe we shall gladly re-occupy it. Some of our

people have helped splendidly. Isaac was on duty for

about twenty-four hours on end.” There were altogether

13
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sixteen cases of cholera in the Boys’ Orphanage, of whom
thirteen died. Nathu Lai adds :

“ Mr. Baker was loving

these orphans like his own children. In August, 1897,

when the cholera broke out in the Orphanage, from
which several died, he sent them at once to a Christian

village called Dongarwara, to save them from the

pestilence
;
and although it was nearly a mile and a half

from the bungalow, and it was the rainy season, and the

rain was falling incessantly in those days, still he tried

his best to see them twice or thrice a day. He got much
trouble in those days, still he never murmured.”
There had been many deaths, too, in the Girls’

Famine Refuge at Sohagpur. In ten months they took

in over 200 children from two to sixteen years of age.

Some were in a dreadful state when they came. At

one time it took three hours every morning to attend to

the children with medicines, lotions, etc.
;
and though

with care they lived on for two or three months, their

previous hardships proved too much for them. Many
soon learned to love the Lord Jesus, and in their way
were very loyal to Him. There was little quarrelling,

and they soon gave up their horrid heathen songs. If

a new girl began one, the others would say, “ You must

not sing that; you have come to Jesus Christ’s house,

and you must only sing His praise.” In all the

Orphanages much extra trouble was caused by the

prevalence of scurvy, itch, and other infectious mala-

dies.

S. E. Rowntree gives a graphic picture of the life

of the lady missionary at Sohagpur :
“ Miss Nainby

manages this station with great ability, but it is really

too much for any one person, there is so much to over-

see. There are four schools in the town, two of them
across the river. Miss Nainby teaches the Scripture

entirely in both Girls’ Schools, and Prem Masih in the
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Boys’ School. Then she directs and supervises two native

workers who visit the villages where we have schools, and
a Christian agricultural settlement at Simroda. She has

all the orphans, and fresh children coming every day.

She sees people who come for medicine and gives it

to them twice a week
;
and she carefully looks after

everyone on the compound, both as concerns the body
and the soul. The compound, like most of the Mission

compounds in these days, looks like a village, so full is

it of buildings and people. Miss Nainby rules with

diligence over this little realm, keeping everybody well

up to his work, and energetically suppressing quarrelling

and bad language. At the daily Bible reading in the

verandah she carefully expounds the Scriptures.

The children have separate Bible reading and instruc-

tion before or after their evening meal. There is a

Bible Class for the women every Thursday, and a

Christian Endeavour meeting, which is really another

meeting for Bible instruction, on Friday, and besides

the Sunday Schools Miss Nainby teaches either the

women, or children, or both, on Sunday afternoon.

But this summary gives no idea of the constant suc-

cession of people, who from morning to night come
to the bungalow about something or other. Besides

the crowds of beggars, there are workers, col-

porteurs, sewing women, people from the village

settlement, people at work on the compound, people

who want medicine, or clothes, or their weekly pay,

teachers who come for the examination work for the

children in the schools, or books, or slates, or other

school apparatus, and sometimes people who are

sent for because they have been working badly or

quarrelling, and are rebuked, and perhaps lose part of

their next month’s pay,” etc.

Friends in Great Britain and Ireland raised altogether
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for Famine Relief ;^7,796 ;
valuable help was also

received from Friends in America through the agency
of the American Friend; and, in the time of greatest

need, the missionaries were cheered by unexpected

gifts, both of money and corn, which came to them in

common with missionaries of other Societies, through the

work of the New York Christian Herald. The accom-

panying picture shows the Committee of Missionaries

who met at Jabalpur to arrange for the distribution of

the ship-load of corn and beans which came from the

United States.^

In September, 1897, Samuel Baker wrote to his

mother : I was not able to write last week on account

of my journey to the villages to find out who are really

in need of the corn from America. My first journey

did not reveal much starvation. In the second I saw a

little more. The last was to a large village near the

river Tawa, and Nathu Lai and I saw some sad sights

that day, and heard some sad stories. One poor

I The following are the names of the members of the Committee
;

the

numbers begin at the left in each row :

—

Top Roiv:~

(1) Bishop Thoburn’s Secretary.

(2) Rev. E. Mortimer (Wesleyan Missionary Society).

(3) Rev. G. L. Wharton (Christian Mission).

(4) R. S. M. Stanley (Missionary Alliance).

(5) Rev. C. W. Forman (Presbyterian Mission, U.S.A.).

(6) Rev. D. Jones (Baptist Missionary Society).

Middle Row :

—

(7) Rev. A. Stoll (German Evangelical Mission, U.S.A.).

(8) Rev. A. G. Danielsson (Swedish Evangelical, Lutheran Mission).

(9) Rev. G. Lambert (Mennonite Home and Foreign Relief SocletjO.

(10) Bishop Thoburn (Methodist Episcopal Mission, U.S.A.).

(11) Rev. T. S. Johnson (Methodist Episcopal Mission, U.S.A.).

(12) Rev. J. C. Blair (Presbyterian Church of Ireland).

(13) Rev. D. Finlayson (O.S. Synod Church of Scotland).

Bottom Roio

(14) Rev. E. S. Hume (American Board for Foreign Missions).

(15) Samuel Baker (Friends’ Foreign Mis.sion Association).

(16) Rev. J. A. F. Warren (Church Missionary Society).
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FAMINE ORPHANS. i8i

emaciated man sat down beside us and was unable

to rise. A Gond woman told how her husband had
gone away to seek food, and her two children had died

of starvation, one only the previous week. The mother
of three children was out collecting grass seed, which
they dry, pound the husk off, grind and eat. Her
husband was rich and had land and capital, but all

went in the scarcity of famine, even the brass cooking

vessels. First her husband and then his father and
mother died of hunger. The poor woman sold two
of her little daughters to the families into which they

were to marry. We heard of many more cases of the

separation of husbands and wives, and of children and

parents. Government is doing what it can, but many
starving people are unwilling to go either to the Relief

Works or the Poor House.’’

After twelve months of severe Famine Relief work,

Samuel Baker wrote in November, 1897 : ‘‘We are very

thankful that the Famine is really over. The jiiar, a kind

of maize, which is regarded as the staple food of this

district for the common people, is ripe and being cut.

A good deal of it is already on the market, and selling

at less than a quarter of the price it sold at a few weeks
ago. We seem to have as suddenly got out of the

Famine as we got into it. Food has suddenly become
abundant with the advent of the juar. But the results

of the Famine still last. Orphans are a very noticeable

feature. The Deputy Commissioner yesterday offered

the Mission through me, the whole of the children in

the Poor House Orphanage, viz., 262, exactly half boys

and half girls. If we take them, and I don’t see how
we can refuse, we shall then have a little over 900

orphans under our care. I spent a very happy day on

Tuesday at Sioni, going over orphan, agricultural, and

weaving matters with Joseph Taylor. I have since got
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most useful information about agricultural opportunities

from the Deputy Commissioner. The bulk of the boys

will have to go to the land. It is the industry of the

country.’’

We are sometimes asked, “ Why should Friends^

Mission take so many orphans, instead of leaving them
to be cared for by the Government ? ” It seems a

strange question for Christians to ask, as it is equivalent

to saying, “ Why should not we leave these children to

be brought up by their co-religionists, under all the

degrading influences of Islam or Hinduism, instead of

bringing them up as Christians to share in the blessings

which are to be had through Christ and through Him
alone ? ” At first nearly all the orphans were supported

independently of Mission funds by private friends,

M.H.U. branches, and others. For those received

from the temporary Famine Poor House Government
allowed a small grant. Since the Famine the responsi*

bility for the maintenance of the orphans has fallen on

the F.F.M.A. In order that this may not become a

heavy charge upon their finances, further supporters

of individual children will probably be much needed

for many years to come. That there will be some
disappointments in orphanage work seems inevitable

with human nature what it is, but experience proves

that it is labour which brings incalculable blessing

with it.

“To our own Mission,’’ H. G. E. de St. Dalmas

remarks, “the Famine year, 1897, will stand out as

a memorable one on account of the unprecedented

ingathering of inquirers and orphans. These two
classes can be numbered by the hundred, and almost

by the thousand. The converts we cannot number, but
‘ the Lord knoweth them that are His,’ and we hope

that very many will be known by their fruits, and will
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adorn the doctrine of the Saviour whose Name they

have confessed."

The converts’ great need of fatherly oversight and

teaching pressed heavily on Samuel Baker. “ I should

greatly like more time for pastoral work among the

native Christians," he remarked. It was hard to see so

many opportunities for bringing fresh souls to Christ,

and helping the Christian character of the converts,

going by unused
;
and he naturally felt, "When we see

work languishing, and open doors unentered, and know
there is a great force at home, and numbers who could

come, partly or entirely at their own charges, we cannot

help feeling that there is something lacking”



CHAPTER IX.

Progress. 1893—1899.

If India is to be won for Christ, it can only be by true cross-

bearing in the Spirit of the Master. It is soul-surrender and
life-surrender that is blest in the winning of souls.

H. S. Newman.

WHEN Samuel Baker went to India in 1878, the

missionaries all lived in Hoshangabad, and
there were but two schools and four mission-helpers. At

the end of 1898, there were six stations occupied by
English missionaries, eighteen outstations under the care

of Hindustani helpers, twenty places of worship, thirty-

three Sunday Schools, five Boarding and High Schools

and twenty-three Day Schools with 1,776 scholars, of

whom fifty-four confessed themselves Christians during

1898. The number of mission-helpers had increased to

fifty. The converts and inquirers were less easily num-
bered, but they had risen during the twenty years from

units to hundreds. The needs of the growing church

pressed heavily on the missionaries, and they essayed

to meet them in several ways.

Country roads in India are not metalled, have no
bridges and often run along the beds of streams. During
“ the rains,” as the period from June to September is

appropriately called, when tiny rivulets swell to rushing

torrents, such roads become impassable, and village

itineration must largely cease. In 1893 it occurred to

the missionaries that this time of forced inaction for

184
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some of their Hindustani helpers ought to be utilized

in some systematic Bible study. They accordingly

drew up a four years’ course, which has since been

followed successfully.

It has been the custom in India from time immemorial

for people to gather periodically in large numbers at

sacred places for melas or religious festivals. It is a

wise step on the part of missionaries when possible to

turn national customs to Christian purposes, and Christian

melas are therefore no new feature in Indian missionary

life. To Friends, with pleasant recollections of the

inspiring interests of their own Yearly Meetings, a

Christian inela^ though necessarily so different in its

character, may well have special attraction. The first

mela arranged by Friends was held at Hoshangabad in

January, 1896, with the double object of encouraging the

Christians and attracting the heathen. The Hindustani

Christians came together from all the mission stations to

the number of 180, and encamped at the back of the

Mission compound in a large grove kindly lent for the

occasion by its Mohammedan owner. The effect of

the place was park-like,” wrote one of the missionaries,

^‘with the Narbada river flowing just below
;
and on the

New Year’s Eve when we met for a watch-night service

at midnight, the full moon made it look very wonderful

and grand. One large tent for a dining-room and ten

sleeping tents formed the European encampment, and
just beyond was the ‘tent of meeting,’ a grass-roofed

building erected to seat about 200 on the ground, with

sides of bamboo matting. Hindi texts worked in white

on scarlet twill had been made by the orphan children

as banners to be carried in the processions
;
and three

large white banners made at Sioni Malwa, with ‘ Jesii

Masih ki jai’ (Victory to Jesus!) in large letters were
hung high above the entrance. Beyond this came the
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Hindustani camp. All the other tents were there,,

supplemented by little sheds of bamboo matting, etc.

Six Mohammedan cooks were engaged, so that all the

Christians might be at liberty to attend the meetings. .

. . The meetings began at eight o’clock each morning,

with half an hour for prayer to which nearly all came.

This was followed by the regular mela meeting. Samuel
Baker, Joseph Taylor and Charles D. Terrell conducted

the meetings. We had two processions to the bazaar

for preaching : the players of a great variety of native

instruments of music marched first under the big ban-

ners; then the Orphanage boys with the smaller banners,

followed by the main body of the Mission. One evening

magic lanterns, in the street for men, and in the meeting-

house for women, were shown. . . . The mela closed

with a Praise Meeting. With the singing and praise

that overflowed from many hearts, there was much
prayer that fruit might continue to be found from this

time of waiting on the Lord, and that He would keep

us day by day witnessing, by our lives as well as words,

to His glory.”

The mela at Hoshangabad was so successful that it

was followed by another at Sioni in 1897. Of this

S. E. Rowntree writes :
“ The native Christian com-

munity under the care of Friends is now more than

twice as large as it was this time last "year, when the

first Christian mela was held, and it was no small

undertaking to arrange for the food and shelter of

500 people for three days. The missionaries at Sioni

have for weeks past been busy v/ith preparations.

People from the Christian villages of Bhantna, Sali

and Lalpani, whose crops have failed and who are

having a hard struggle for food, have been employed

during several weeks in collecting and bringing to the

Mission compound wood and grass for use during the
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mela as fuel, and fodder for oxen
;
and the sound of ten

mills, at each of which two women could sit and grind

wheat, was heard for days before the meeting began,,

twenty or more poor women being employed in pre-

paring flour. Enough was needed to give daily rations

to 500 people (including children, but exclusive of the

sixty famine orphans now living on the compound) for

three days. Numerous tents had been pitched on the

compound, and more than fifty little bamboo shelters

erected, each with three bricks in front for a kitchen

range, so that the compound looked like a large camp.

In front of the bungalow a large ‘tabernacle ' had been

set up. Calico sides were upheld by poles, and a

sloping roof of bamboo matting* was also supported

by strong poles, which formed two rows of pillars

inside. All these materials are to be used up as

ceiling and matting for the much needed new Meeting-

house at Sioni, now in course of building, and for im-

proving the accommodation of the famine boys. Two
hundred people from the Christian villages, under their

head man Jug Raj, arrived on Tuesday, either walking

or in bullock carts. These people during the past year

have all renounced their heathen practices and demon
worship, and they have been looking forward with eager

anticipation to their first great Christian festival. The
older Christians from the other stations—Sohagpur,

Bankheri, Sihore, Hoshangabad, and the whole of

the weavers’ colony from Itarsi—arrived at Sioni on

Wednesday morning by train, which was delayed an

hour and a half by the unusual crowds of travellers.

Jug Raj and his flock went to the station to meet

them, and so the whole number of professing Chris-

tians belonging to the Friends’ Mission came up the

long drive of the compound together with banners

waving, and native drums and musical instruments
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sounding, their brilliant red, yellow, and blue clothes

adding much to the picturesque appearance. It was
a sight that thrilled our souls and filled us with praise

—all these people coming together to worship God and
to learn His ways, many of them so recently idolaters

or demon worshippers.

“Wednesday’s meetings, when the need of repent-

ance and change of heart was the subject, were
conducted entirely by the Hindustani brethren. The
behaviour of the large congregation was reverent, and
there was remarkably little unsettlement, even during

the times of silence. . . . On Thursday afternoon

Samuel Baker read and explained Friends’ General

Advices, and an address from Jug Raj followed. He
is intensely earnest in his preaching, and has all the

ease of manner of a born leader of men. . . . On
Friday, the last day of the mela, many voices were
heard in prayer and thanksgiving at the early morning
prayer meeting, which was immediately succeeded by
one in which Samuel Baker and the other speakers,

both missionaries and native brethren, dwelt with

special emphasis on the need for the baptism of the

Holy Spirit, and on the fruits which that Spirit will

bring forth in the lives of those who receive Him. The
duty of each one—not only the recognised preachers

—

to tell to others what the Lord has done for their souls

was strongly emphasised, and it was a very solemn

meeting. After the mid-day recess, separate men’s

and women’s meetings were held. The concluding

meeting of the mela was for testimony and praise.”

No Christian mela was held in 1898, but special services

of evangelistic meetings were held in all the stations.

In 1899 another Christian mela was held at Hoshang-

abad. “ In former years,” Joseph Taylor wrote, “ we
have encouraged our people to come by providing food
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for the visitors, and in some cases where they came
from long distances, railway fares

;
but this year the

Mission funds were only drawn on to erect the big

meeting tent, and a small shed for the single women
who came. This means that the native community, who
had been saving up for some time on purpose, must
have laid out about 1,000 rupees in expenses consequent

on attending, including loss of earnings. We were very

pleased to see so many come
;
about a thousand men,,

women and children were present part of the time, and
some had come in their carts from three days’ journey

off. ... As I stood beside Samuel Baker, and he
looked over the packed congregation, which the large

Meeting-house could scarcely hold, all the aisles and
doorways being filled with worshippers sitting on the

ground, whilst a smaller overflow meeting was being

held in the Balaganj Meeting-house some ten minutes

distant, the tears stood in his eyes as he turned and said

to me :
' I had not faith to believe I should live to

see this
;

the Lord has been better to me than my
faith.’ ... At the largest meeting about eight

hundred were present. The principal speaker was the

Rev. Ihsan Ullah of the C.M.S. Mission at Narawal,

whose addresses were so much appreciated at our

workers’ meetings last July. The other speakers were
almost entirely our own senior mission-helpers, one of

the missionaries presiding at each meeting, but other-

wise taking very little part in the public addresses. . . .

Nine years ago there were not 120 native Christians in

the whole of our Indian Mission field. Now the average

attendance at our different meetings for worship on

First-day morning will be considerably more than ten

times that number. Indeed if the Decennial Conference

statistics be correct, the total native Christian com-

munity in the Central Provinces, Berar, and Central
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India ten years ago was considerably smaller than our

present following in the Hoshangabad district alone.’’

When Ihsan Ullah was in England two or three

months later for the Centenary Meetings of the Church
Missionary Society, he spoke warmly of his intercourse

with Samuel Baker, whose guest he had been then and
at other times. He seemed to him, he said, “ a very

holy man of God,” and one of the things that struck him
most about him was “ his teachableness from every

source.”

Christian Endeavour Societies for the young people

have existed in all the larger stations since 1896. At

the New Year, 1897, Samuel Baker broke away for two

or three days from his pressing famine duties to attend

the Christian Endeavour Rally at Harda, and act as inter-

preter to Dr. F. E. Clark, who was then visiting India.

His own five minutes’ sermon on the occasion was on

Christ coming in glory. The same month they had

a cheering visit at Hoshangabad from Mr. Eddy of

the Student Volunteer Missionary Union, who had a

meeting with the students at the High School. Mr.

Herklots of the Children’s Special Service Mission

visited Hoshangabad in 1898, and writes: “The ten

days which I had the privilege of spending with Mr.

Baker in Hoshangabad, Sohagpur and Sioni (for he

most kindly acted as my interpreter at each of these

places) were times of very real pleasure to me
;
and the

words spoken to large audiences of orphan children

through the medium of one who was so sympathetic and

humble, so bright and earnest, did not fail to reach the

hearts of some of our hearers. I was much struck at the

time with the influence which he was evidently exercis-

ing over the boys of the Hoshangabad Orphanage. I

noticed a manliness of bearing, and a certain individuality

among them which contrasted most favourably with
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some orphanages of the same type, and I am sure that

this was to no small extent the result of the personal

interest which he seemed to take in each boy, and the

combination of lirmness and geniality with which he

treated them. I remember well how he went with the

boys for an afternoon excursion to a little rocky hill in

the middle of the Narbada Valley, in which Hoshang-

abad is situated. The boys thoroughly enjoyed

themselves climbing about the rocks and chasing the

rabbits into their holes, and he seemed to enjoy it as

much as they did, because it was so evidently giving

them pleasure. I remarked too the tenderness with

which he helped some of the little boys along on the

journey back in the evening, when they were tired and
footsore. It was very evident too that his kindness and
self-forgetfulness were not lost upon the boys, but that

they loved him warmly in return. The meetings among
them, in which Mr. Baker acted the part of interpreter

with such conspicuous ability and correctness, were
bright and happy but at the same time solemn times.

Mr. Baker was one who believed that these Indian

Christian boys, as much as any others, both needed and

were capable of exercising a personal trust in a personal

Saviour. Never in the course of my two and a half

years’ work in India did I meet with one whose office

it was to pass on my message sentence by sentence in

the vernacular, of whose perfect sympathy I felt more
assured. It was not surprising, therefore, that when an

opportunity was given near the close of some of the

meetings for prayer, there should rise from the lips of

several of the boys real confessions of sin and desires

for cleansing. In spite of my short acquaintance with

him it was with real sorrow that I heard of the death of

Mr. Samuel Baker, for men of his stamp are none too

many, and these are the men whom India needs to-day

—
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men of patience, love and faith, who hold not their lives

dear for the GospeEs sake. May his death be a call to

many such to follow in his footsteps for the evangeliza-

tion of this generation of India and of the world.’’

Samuel Baker’s interests were naturally drawn out

by such movements in the Society of Friends as

the Manchester Conference and the Scarborough

Summer School. In 1895 he wrote to his sister-in-

law :
“ The Psalms have become more intelligible to

me, and very much more interesting since I have

begun to know a little about their history. In fact the

more I find out about any part of the Bible, the more
intensely interesting I find it to be. But one wants not

to stop short when the Bible, on being studied, begins

to become realistic, else there is danger that in the re-

bound from the intensely spiritual and unrealistic ideas

we imbibed in our childhood, we may come to look on

the Bible as a comparatively commonplace book, and
on our Lord as a comparatively commonplace man.

When this stage is reached it means that we must go on

studying and searching, and we soon begin to have the

same intensely spiritual views, and even more intense
;

but instead of their being mixed with credulity and un-

practicalness, they are tempered with a more or less

intelligent grasp of what is really taught us by God in

the Scriptures. The Bible is far more to me now than

it was some years ago. The Lord Jesus is far more
real to me than He was, and my appreciation of His

work for us, and the work of His Spirit in us, is much
deeper than it was, because of the knowledge I have

gained about the Bible. Consequently I eagerly devour

critical studies of the Bible as time and opportunity

permit, because I have found out two things : first, that

even granting to the destructive critics all they ask, we
still practically forfeit none of the vitals of our faith

;
and
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secondly, much of what is called destructive criticism is

based on very insufficient evidence, not to say wild pre-

sumption. ... I am not afraid of the Higher Criti-

cism so called
;

I always say that the higher we criticise,

the nearer we get to the true source of the Scriptures^

i.e., God Himself. Those who are supposed to have been

turned aside by it I think wall in every case have been

found to have been turned aside, not by it, but by some-

thing else. I like Gladstone’s phrase, ^ The Impregnable

Rock of Holy Scripture.’
”

One of his last letters is on the same subject ;

“3. ii., 1899.—You must remember that Higher Criti-

cism, as everything else, is used and abused. The
use of Higher Criticism is to show by evidence,

internal (i.e" style of the writer, expression, circum-

stances mentioned by him, etc.), and external (i.e. other

historic references, geology, astronomy, digging up
stones, tablets, etc.), what a wonderful gift we have in

the Bible
;
how correct it is in matters of history and

science, how it transcends ordinary literary productions,

how certainly it is a book, or collection of books,

inspired of God
;
as it bears witness of itself, ‘ holy men

of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.’

The abuses of Higher Criticism are where, setting aside,

or ignoring, or not appreciating these, would-be teachers

try to undermine a full belief in the Bible, or underrate

its value
;
or when wild theories are advanced, some-

times I fear in order to shock sober people, and to

magnify the propounder as a very wise man. I think I

need go no further than Conybeare and Howson’s Life

and Epistles of St. Paid, or Farrar’s Early Days of Christ-

ianity^ to show you how helpful Higher Criticism can be.

The term has often got a bad name
;

the thing is good
if a man use it lawfully. At the same time men who are

regarded as dangerous teachers will be found often, on a

14
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perusal of their works, to be devout Christians, trusting

in the Lord Jesus Christ with child-like faith. The
wTiter of Psalm cxix. had got a long way when he was

able to say, ‘ I have seen an end of all perfection, but

Thy commandment is exceeding broad’
;
and again, ‘All

things are Thy servants.’ Higher Criticism while remov-

ing crude, credulous and untenable positions, shows us

that we have in Holy Scripture a continuous stream of

revelation from God. By untenable positions I mean
imputing do God dealings with men which are not

supported by a careful examination of the Scriptures

themselves, nor by our knowledge of what God is, and

how He deals still with men. By a continuous stream

of revelation, I mean that the Bible is not the only

revelation from God. I regard the revelations (not all

man-made theories) of science and nature as streams of

revelation also—all the streams emanating from and
leading up to God. Thus :

Revelation Revelation Revelation

in Nature. in the Bible. in Science.

or thus :

/

God

/ \ .\

\ /
God

/

In parallel streams or roads. I have put the revelation

in the Bible as central, because it is the central one, in
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which God has manifested clearly His will regarding

mankind, and the way of redemption
;
but at the same

time please remember that each detail of God’s will to

man, and the detail of His redemption, are purely

scientific in the modernly received meaning of the word.

Take one example : Peter, ‘ moved by the Holy Ghost,’

as we believe, says, i Peter, iii 9 :
‘ Hereunto were ye

called that ye should inherit a blessing,’ and he quotes

in support of this from Psalm xxxiv. 12-16 :

‘ For,
He that would love life,

And see good days.

Let him refrain his tongue from evil,

And his lips that they speak no guile :

And let him turn away from evil and do good
;

Let him seek peace and pursue it.’

Now we know that these statements are scientifically

true. The man or woman who follows these precepts

does in the natural course of events live long and see

good days. His mind is not fouled and worn out by evil

designs, therefore he is saved from anxious care and fear

of evil. He speaks what is true and right, and has not

to fear the designs of evil companions
;
he lives at peace.

His bodily and mental powers are thus conserved, and

not worn needlessly away, and of course on scientific

grounds his body and mind will last longer than those of

the liar or debauchee. But God’s revealed will in the

Bible is exactly parallel to this. Read on :

‘ For the eyes of the Lord are upon the righteous.

And His ears unto their supplication.

But the face of the Lord is upon them that do evil.’

How the scientific facts stand out in all their comfort

and terribleness when we read and know that God is at

the back of them ! The face of God upon them that

do evil ! How terrible ! And again how these clear
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declarations of God’s will gain in force when we see

them fulfilled in ordinary science, in the prematurely old

body, the blase mind, the untimely death from some
foul disease, the result of sin, the fatal fight. ... I

had no idea when I began of writing such a long homily.

If it does you as much good to read it as it has me to

write it, it will not have been in vain.”

The spirit in which Samuel Baker strove to meet the

frictions that naturally occur sometimes in missionary

life is well shown in another of his letters, where he
says : “In our thoughts has there not been a great deal

of and ‘my opinion,’ and ‘ my way of doing’? I

admit in my case there has, and the text comes home to

me, ‘ In lowliness of mind each counting other better

than himself.’ Our Bible reading last evening was the

beginning of Philippians, in which Paul beseeches the

Christians to fulfil his joy by being of one mind, and

that mind was to be like what was in Jesus, who though

in the form of God, emptied Himself to become obedient

to the depth of degradation in His death on the cross.

He knew His power and glory. He knew He was right on

all the subjects which came before Him, and yet He did

not seek to enforce His rights or knowledge by any

means except that of persuasion.”

In 1895, the Friends’ Foreign Mission Association re-

ceived an offer from Joseph and Frances J. Malcomson
of Portlaw, Ireland, to engage in missionary work in

Ceylon, It was a new field for Friends, and Joseph

Malcomson wisely decided to visit Ceylon and see what
openings there were for work, before removing there

with his wife and family. On his way he visited Friends’

Mission in India, and Charles D. Terrell accompanied

him to Ceylon. Samuel Baker was to have gone too,

but he was summoned home from Bombay on account

of the illness of his younger boy, and when again able
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to start for Ceylon was himself taken ill with fever and
forced to return. In the autumn of 1897 Joseph and
Frances Malcomson with their two children settled at

Matale, a town of 5,000 or 6,000 inhabitants sixteen

miles north-west of Kandy. Five schools were soon

opened for Sinhalese and Tamils, and a large amount of

good work has since been carried on by the single-

handed missionary.

One of the chief events connected with Friends’

Indian Mission in 1898 was the great fire at Sioni

Malwa. Joseph Taylor writes : In the early morning

of May 9, the whole of the new Meeting-house, book-

shop, and schoolmaster’s and head mission-helper’s

houses were burnt down, together with the principal

business part of Sioni. The Jubilee Mission School-

house was providently saved through the exertions of

the Christians, and some of the portable Mission

property. The loss and suffering to the Christians is

trifling compared with that of the trading community.

It is computed that from nine to fifteen lakhs of rupees

worth of damage has been done. There is not a shop

left in Sioni Malwa. The fire began in the centre of the

bazaar by the pipal tree on Sunday night at the place

where five roads branch out, and extended down each

road. It might easily have been put out, but the people

wanted to bargain for pay for bringing water, etc., and a

high wind carried the flames so quickly that house after

house caught, and the very iiim trees in front of

our Meeting-house are burnt down. The Christians

under H. I. Robson formed an amateur salvage corps,

and set a good example to the others, and through their

•exertions the Hindu merchant who supplies most of the

Christian community with all kinds of food-stuffs

had nearl}^ all his goods removed and saved, while his

neighbours lost all. From our premises for 400 yards
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westward every house is burnt down on both sides of

the main bazaars. They are all well-to-do people whose
houses are destroyed (over 200 families), so there is no
relief to organize. It is such a cause for thankfulness

that the fire did not reach the Refuge. The bigger lads

under H. I. Robson, helped to demolish some small

houses, and so checked the fire from spreading that way.”

On the return of Ernest and Sarah Munnings from

furlough in 1897, they took up the work at Sohagpur, thus

releasing Ellen Nainby for her oldwork among thewomen
in Hoshangabad. Unhappily Ernest Munnings’s health

broke down in the following year, and by medical advice

he left India. His health has since been sufficiently re-

established to enable him to join the Friends’ Mission

on Mount Lebanon. In 1898 Anna Louisa Evens paid

a visit to Australia and Tasmania, which aroused fresh

interest in the Indian Mission, and resulted in the

organization of auxiliary efforts for assisting the F.F.M.A.

among Friends in the Colonies.

In November, 1898, the Annual Conference of the

Central Provinces Sunday School Union was held in

the Friends’ Meeting-house, Hoshangabad. The open-

ing meeting was solemnized by a telegram, telling of

the death of Mrs. Burges, the wife of the missionary who
was to have presided, and the last session by the sudden

death during the preceding night of one of the principal

speakers. Rev. A. S. Vardon, of Khandwa, who had

taken a leading part in the earlier meetings of the

Conference. “That is just the sort of death I should

like, if it were not for the sake of the survivors,” was
Samuel Baker’s remark upon this solemn event.

The opportunity was taken of the Sunday School

Conference for an Industrial Works Exhibition. There

were cloths of all patterns and descriptions from Itarsi^

Hoshangabad, and Sioni Malwa
;
floor durris or carpets^
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2ii\d purdahs or curtains, of various patterns and colours

from Hoshangabad
;
printed cloths and floor-cloths from

Sioni Malwa Boys’ Refuge. Then there were tea-cosies,

tray-cloths, curtains and cushions, also mats of straw

work, and humbler cotton tape and webbing, and rope

and twine from the Widows’ Home, and specimens of

Mountmellick work from the Girls’ Orphanage. Of

course the Industrial Works could only send a few
things, as their heavy furniture, tongas, dog-carts, etc.,

were on view in their own show-room and workshops

at Rasulia
;
but there were chairs, light tables, despatch

boxes, models of bullock carts and tongas, picture frames

and similar articles, also specimens of the Industrial

W^orks patent door-handles, locks, etc.
;
and the fore-

man, Shio Dyal, sent some interesting specimens of

his work in artificial teeth. From the Sioni Malwa
Refuge came a small exhibit of work done by the

boys—wearing apparel, kurtas, caps, etc., different

kinds of shoes, and tinware of the various kinds that

are sold in the local bazaars. The agricultural work
was represented by a huge gourd from the garden of

the Sohagpur Girls’ Refuge, and a pot of ghi (clarified

butter) from Lahi, the farm of a thousand acres which

has been obtained by the Friends’ Mission for the

training and settlement of orphan boys, and where

forty or more are already at work.

In June, 1899, Mr. Thompson, Inspector General of

Education in the Central Provinces, reported as follows

upon the Girls’ Orphanage : Miss Dixon was good

enough to show me over the boarding-house. The
accommodation is good, everything clean

;
bathing,

cooking arrangements, etc., excellent. The girls are

clean in person and tidy in dress, and no attempt is

made in food, accommodation, or dress, to raise the

gii'ls above the humble walk in life they will probably
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have to tread, or hll their heads Avith ideas imitative

of European life and manners. No doubt they are

better fed, better housed, and better clothed than

before they entered the Orphanage, and it is right

and proper that this should be done, for the result

is that, to my eyes, all traces of the want, exposure,

perhaps ill-usage, to which the children were exposed

in the famine, have disappeared, and now Miss Dixon
has the pleasure of seeing around her—and around her

is no figure of speech—healthy, happy children. It

was a pleasing sight to see how the infants crowded
round Miss Dixon, and myself too, when we came to

them—running, laughing, and talking. I note that the

discipline of the place is excellent, and I can see that

Miss Dixon, by her sympathy and kindness, maintains

authority in pleasant ways. I have no doubt that if the

people at home who contribute to the support of this

Orphanage were to see it as it stands, they would be

equally surprised and pleased.’^

A recent writer in the Bombay Guardian says :

There is plenty to see in Hoshangabad—colonies of

Christian weavers, a variety of schools, and not least

the Industrial Works at Rasulia. These are branching

out more and more. Among the contracts in hand at

the time of our visit was one for building a new Post

Office. We saw the men placing large slabs of stone

for the foundations, and piles of nice English-looking

bricks near by, stamped F.F.M.A. Another contract

was for a hundred sign posts for the Public Works
Department.” At Bankheri a new industry has been

started for the women, wTo plait mats of palm leaves

and sell them for about three-half-pence a-piece.

In October, 1898, Samuel Baker and Francis Kilbey

attended the Dasehra Mission Meetings at Lucknow.

The Dasehra is a Hindu festival lasting ten days, when
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scenes from the life of Ram and Sita are acted daily in

an open space in every large town. It is a universal

holiday, when all Government and public offices are

closed. For some years the Christians in Lucknow
have taken the opportunity to make special evangelistic

efforts for English and Eurasians, with meetings also

for the deepening of spiritual life. People come to

them from all parts of India.

Samuel Baker had often wished to go, but had
hitherto been unable to do so. Francis Kilbey writes :

Mr. Baker told me he received a blessing at these

meetings. When out for a walk he was as usual alwa5^s

ready to speak to those he met on spiritual things. One
day we got into conversation with a Mohammedan, and

after a little argument about the Koran and the Gospel,

Mr. Baker went straight to the point about the state of

the man’s soul, and I have reason to believe he left

a deep impression. From an Urdu sermon of Mr.

Baker’s in the Hindustani church at Lucknow, I felt

greatly blessed. On our return journey we alighted at

Cawnpore, and during our two hours’ wait there we
visited the Well and other relics of the Mutiny. Mr.

Baker, on his way, found opportunities for speaking to

some soldiers about serving another Captain, the Lord

Jesus Christ.”

At the close of 1898, Samuel and Anna Baker con-

ducted the Scripture examinations in all the vernacular

schools under the care of Friends’ Mission. This took

him to Sihore, a place which he rarely had time to visit,

and H. G. E. de St. Dalmas writes of it: ‘‘At last,

however, on his way back from the Dasehra Con-

vention at Lucknow, in October, 1898, Samuel Baker

came to Sihore to examine our Boys’ School in

Scripture. Our longest and most quiet time of inter-

course was during our visit to Pachmari in 1896. He
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greatly enjoyed the change to Pachmari, and entered

heartily into all that was going on. The daily service

for the servants was generally taken by him, and he
expounded and questioned with much efficiency. He
was always a diligent student of the Scriptures, and at

that time he was engrossed in the study of Isaiah.

For a Summer School in connection with one of our

Quarterly Meetings he prepared a masterly paper on

‘Jonah and the Book of Jonah,’ which he allowed me
to send for publication to the Indian Evangelical Review

for January, 1898. It was an intense joy to Samuel
Baker, after twenty years of faithful labour in the

Mission field, to see a large ingathering of converts

in the district where he had preached the Gospel. He
was specially glad, he told me, on account of the village

Christians. . . . The sight of the overflowing con-

gregations filled him with deep emotion, and the climax

was reached when a thousand converts and orphans

assembled at the Christian mela at Hoshangabad for the

last days of 1898 and the first days of 1899. It was
worth twenty years of toil to see the units become as

many hundreds. The special missioner who had come
for the mela^ Ihsan Ullah from the Panjab, had spoken

to the missionaries privately of the great desirability of

the Indian Church becoming independent of foreign

help and control. Into the solution of this problem

Samuel Baker entered with the greatest enthusiasm.

He had clear insight into the«changes in church order

and forms of worship that might follow such a step, and

he felt it was ardently to be desired. The Quinquennial

Conference of the Church Missionary Society at Allah-

abad had sent a circular to other Missions, inquiring the

result of their efforts in the direction of self-support^

and probably no one gave more earnest thought to the

subject than Samuel Baker.”
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Since his death there has been a re-organization of

Friends’ Indian Church, so as to give more responsi-

bility to the native Christians. The system is at present

only on trial. It uses the old Hindu custom of the

pancJiayat, by which the affairs of a family, a caste, or a

community, are put under the care of a Committee of

live. With some modification it adopts the system of

congregational membership approved by London Yearly

Meeting in 1899, works up through the usual

arrangement of Monthly and Quarterly Meetings to the

Annual 7nela or Yearly Meeting, which it is hoped all

members will endeavour to attend. Broadly speaking,

it is the duty of a pancliayat to look after individuals

locally, while a Monthly Meeting deals with a group

of congregations, and the Quarterly Meeting with the

affairs of the whole district. In describing the first

Monthly Meeting on the new system at Hoshangabad
Joseph Taylor says : “We have clearly laid before the

Indian Christian members the duty of a Church as we
conceive it

;
firstly, to evangelize its own neighbour-

hood, not forgetful of the wider field of the world
;

secondly, to secure from the Christian community
obedience to Christ’s teaching, and a walk worthy of

the high calling to which they are called.”

A Friend, who was in India in the winter of 1898-9,

relates the following incident concerning Samuel Baker :

“ As the evening drew in with tropical speed we came on

a group of peasants in hot and eager talk. Seeing

Samuel Baker, an old man came up and asked him
to settle a family dispute. So we seated ourselves

upon a charpoy (native bedstead), as judges, while a

motley crowd, growing larger every minute, listened

eagerly to the story of the trouble as explained by the

chief actors. It appeared (Samuel Baker translated to

me later) that a certain young man wished to leave his
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home to get married. Hi§ father, for what seemed
good and sufficient reasons, wished to dissuade his son

from his purpose, but without success
;
for the youth,

speaking almost in the very words of the prodigal, asked

that his share of the inheritance might be given him,

and that he might go forth. When we arrived, both
father and son were threatening each other with angry

Avords and gestures. It was a great opportunity for

a wise counsellor. Samuel Baker talked long and
earnestly. It was quite dark by now, and the people

seated around us on their haunches were almost in-

visible. Only a faint blurred patch of white clothing

could be seen, and from the darkness came only sounds

of approval, or the reverse, as one lesson after another

was drawn. When at last we rose to go, the respectful

silent demeanour of the group led me to think that our

friend’s wise counsel was taking effect.”

Through the pressure of the famine, purely evangelistic

itineration among the villages had been somewhat in

abeyance, and it was a great pleasure to Samuel Baker to

get back to it in 1898, when he and his wife, and Ellen

Nainby and other Hoshangabad missionaries, visited

seventy-seven villages on the south of the Narbada, some
more than once, and eight others near Panrado in the

State of Bhopal. From Itarsi forty villages were visited,

and nearly one hundred in the Bankheri district, while

from Sihore H. G. E. de St. Dalmas and his native

helpers made long tours in Gwalior and other Central

India States adjacent to Bhopal.

Nathu Lai gives some interesting details of Samuel

Baker’s work among the villages at this time, in the little

Hindi Memoir which he has lately published. Baker

Sahib’s name was so well-known in the villages,” he

writes, ‘‘ that when people heard he was coming to any

place all the sick would come there to him, even before
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the tents were pitched. One day last November when
going to Misrodi, he stopped at two or three villages on

the way with his mission-helpers to preach
;

therefore

we did not arrive till about two o’clock, when we found

the tent pitched, and about thirty people sitting under

a tree. They were asked, ‘ Why are you sitting here ?
’

They replied, ‘ Your Excellency, we have come for

medicine.’ He at once had the medicine box brought,

and began to give out medicine. The servant came
several times and said, ‘ Sahib, your breakfast is ready.’

He replied, ‘ Brother, I will first give these people their

medicine, and then I will have my breakfast.’ That day

it was three or four o’clock before he had his meal, and

after it he went into the village to talk to the people

about holy things.” Incidents of this sort, the translator

says, strike a Hindu as they would not strike a Euro-

pean, because as a rule Hindus think so much about

their food that they make everything yield to it.

Nathu Lai continues :
“ Sahib always told the people,

‘ I give this medicine in the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ, and by His mercy you will probably get relief.’

One day at Babai he said to a sick man, ‘ If I were to

give you poison instead of medicine would you drink

it ? ’ The man at once replied, ‘ Yes, Sahib, I have such

faith in your medicine that whatever you give me I will

certainly drink it.’ Sahib then said, ‘ If you have such

faith in my medicine, why have you not faith in my
Saviour of whom I have so often told you ? Why will

you not believe in Him ? ’ The man evaded the question

without reply, as is the custom in India.”

In another place Nathu Lai says: ‘‘Every one,

whether rich or poor, ran to Baker Sahib for help and

advice, and he smoothed away their difficulties, and

very lovingly told them what to do and how to conduct

themselves. He would seat the Hindustani brethren at
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the table with himself and was never ashamed of being
seen with them. The last few years he was very

humble-minded. He was always careful never to do
anything that would hurt the feelings of anyone. His one
thought was, ‘AVe must find sonie means whereby the

people shall believe in the Lord Jesus Christ.’^’ “ Not
long ago,’’ Nathu Lai adds, “ he was talking to one of his

mission-helpers about the work and people, and said,

^ Well, brother, we must pray more faithfully that the

Lord may show us how to draw these people to Him-
self.’

”

In January, 1899, Samuel Baker attended the Christian

Endeavour Society Meetings and Student Volunteer

Conference at Allahabad, and was elected President of

the Young People’s Society for Christian Endeavour for

the Central Provinces. From there he wrote to his

mother : Mr. Meyer of London is here and is speaking

well. His addresses so far have been on dying with

Christ, receiving from Christ, reckoning ourselves dead

to self, receiving the Holy Ghost. He said he did not

adopt the term ^ second blessing’ because he thinks we
should go on receiving blessing. The breaks which

come in our experience are caused by our ‘ light being

in excess of our obedience.’ ‘ As you took forgiveness

from the hand of a dying Christ, take the Holy Ghost

from the hand of the living Christ,’ he said, and he gave

us his own experience how he did it. That’s what I like

about him, he teaches what he himself has experienced.

“ Janie told me in her last letter how weak thou wast

feeling, and sent me thy message of love, and that thou

thought thy time was not long. We shall all miss thee

very much, but we shall know that thou goes from

weakness and weariness to the joy and peace and rest

of heaven. ‘In My Father’s house are many mansions
;

I go to prepare a place for you.’ . . . Our two little
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girls will be there. There will be many of thy own old

friends to greet thee.
^
And the Lord Himself, Whom

thou hast served all these years—to see Him, to hear

His voice, to be in His presence ! I was thinking in

one of these meetings if I had the opportunity of meeting

and talking with Jesus for five minutes face to face what
I should say to Him. And then I thought I have

nothing to say to Him, but I should ask Him, ‘ Lord,

what hast Thou to say to me ? ’ and I should listen

eagerly. The ‘ shining ones’ will be there to meet thee,

and the Saviour’s ‘ Come, ye blessed,’ will be music to

thy ears.”

And again he wrote on February 3rd : “You are right

in saying that the one thing that helps us when on the

brink of the river, and through life for that matter, is

the knowledge that Christ has borne our sins. . .

Seeing that Christ bore so much for my sins I need not

fear as to my acceptance. After such a sacrifice how
could God reject those who trust in it ?”

And so we come to the last of Samuel Baker’s frequent

letters to his mother, which did not reach England till

after they had both gone home :
“

8, ii., 1899. We are

at Sanwalkhera, which Anna reminds me is the first

village she camped in after we were married. We have

had good companies in several of the villages, but we do

so want to get them to come out on the Lord’s side.

We have preached for long, and now have begun to

pray more for the Holy Spirit to work on their hearts,

for until He works mightily there will not be a general

turning to the Lord.”

A day or two before Samuel Baker started on his last

camping tour, A. L. Evens, who was bound for different

villages, called at the bungalow. “You are worrying

over something,” he remarked at once with his usual

quick-eyed sympathy. “Yes,” she replied, “my tent is
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packed and food and all read}^ to go, and the gari has not

come. It will hinder me a whole twenty-four hours,

and it is so tiring.’’ He said, ‘‘We too meant to have
gone off to-morrow, and just as I thought all was ready

the groom brings harness to be mended. I have just

come from my study where I have been talking it over

with the Lord, and become quiet again. My advice to

you is to leave everything and go alone till your spirit is

quiet.”

Nowhere did Samuel Baker’s character shine so

brightly as at home. One of his Hindustani servants who
lived with him for twelve years and at his own request

accompanied Anna Baker to England that he might help

her with the children, remarked :
“ The Sahib never

sought his own comfort or rest. No matter who came
to see him, or how busy he was, he was always ready at

any hour of night or day to come and help them
courteously. He would leave the Sahibs to come to

black people. If he got vexed with us and spoke sharply,

he would come afterwards to ask our pardon, so as not

to leave our hearts sore, which was not needful in so

great a Sahib
;
but he did not get so often vexed lately.

Children would always come to him, and he would talk

much to parents on their responsibility in teaching their

children. He was so kind to my family in not going to

camp when he had planned it, but stopping for my
mother-in-law’s funeral. Sahib grew more gentle

because it was the Lord’s will, and He was preparing

to take him to Himself.”

While camping this season he always came back to

Hoshangabad for the Sundays. On February 12, he

gave a very earnest address in the morning in the

Meeting-house, and told the people he had been in

India twenty years, and he longed to see more results

from those twenty years’ work. He encouraged and
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advised them very earnestly and solemnly to go among
their own people, “ and win them anyhow for Christ."

In the evening he attended the English meeting, and

spoke from Psalm xxiii., the passage which he had that

morning received in a letter from his mother, dwelling

especially on the fourth verse, ‘'Yea, though I walk

through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear

no evil for Thou art with me. Thy rod and Thy staff

they comfort me."

The following notes of his address were found in his

Bible afterwards :

—

“ Psalm xxiir.

David and his shepherd life.

Contrast bare dry grass and rushing torrents.

Tone of other passages general, here personal.

1. The Lord is my shepherd.

Sheep—foolish—following.

Would bring back David’s nights of wakijig.

Frost and cold.

The lion and the bear.

How securely his sheep lay.

Then turning his thoughts upwards,

Jehovah saves, and has saved me, my Protector.

How can I want for anything ?

God’s greatness, and His endless resources.

Can we not trust Him ?

Is He mine ?

2. We naturally turn to the Good Shepherd giving His life.

‘ Who loved me.'

‘ Never perish.’

Lost ones.

3. Valley of deep shade.

Hymns,
‘ Art thou weary ?

’

‘ Just as I am.’
‘ From Greenland’s icy mountains.’

”

15
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After the meeting he made out the marriage certificate

for James Douglas Maynard and Ada Stephens. Re-

turning to the country he camped in the village of

Bamagaon, fourteen miles south-west of Hoshangabad,
between the old Sioni road and the Narbada. He
seemed in usual health, and there was nothing to fore-

shadow that the end was near, though in a letter from
Anna Baker telling of the last twenty-four hours of her

husband’s life, she says, “ Samuel often spoke of death,

and of the nearness of heaven, and how delightful it

would be to go and be at rest
;
at the same time he

thoroughly enjoyed life, and used to say as long as the

Lord had work for him he did not want to die. He
would say how he enjoyed life, and how heartily he

could join in the General Thanksgiving, ‘ We thank Thee
for our creation, preservation, and all the blessings of

this life,’ etc. The week before his death Ella Dell was
camping with us, and Alice Lukey came out for the day
to Rasalpur. At breakfast they were talking about death,

and someone mentioned the great physical dread many
good people have of it, when Samuel said in the bright

way that those who knew him know so well, ‘ I have no

fear of death whatever.’ . . . On Wednesday morn-

ing, February 15th, he was visiting in the village till

breakfast time, at ii a.m. Then he was seeing patients

and giving out medicine till 2 p.m. After that he wrote

for the English mail till 3 o’clock, and then lay down for

his usual half-hour’s rest till tea time at 3.30. While
resting he had an attack of pain in the chest

;
he had

been subject to this sort of pain, which he attributed to

indigestion or being overdone. It was soon relieved by

the usual remedy, and at the time he did not even tell

me about it. After tea we rode out to another village to

tell the people about the magic lantern display in the

evening, for if they know they generally come in to it
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from miles round. He said that he wanted exercise, so,

contrary to our usual practice, we cantered and galloped

most of the way there and back. We generally liked to

go quietly and talk, because we had so few opportunities

of being alone together. When we came in there were
the magic lantern pictures to select, etc. At dinner-time

he said that he was not hungry, but he took a little to

please me and not to disappoint the cook. I did not go

to the magic lantern meeting, for I was feeling poorly.

He came back in good spirits about 10.30, and said that

the}^ had had a very good and attentive audience. It

was the hist time that we had ever pitched our tent in

that village, and we did not know how the people would

turn out. The village belongs to the old Rajah of

Hoshangabad. We went there by special invitation of

his eldest son, who came out from Hoshangabad to meet

us, and treated us as guests, supplying our camp with all

necessaries, such as milk, wood, and grain for our horses.

He also sent us a meal from his own table. Before

going to bed Samuel wrote a note to K. Dixon in which

he said, ‘ We are all well.’ At 12.30 I was wakened by

hearing him groan. I got up at once, and he said it was
the old pain, only very severe and going down into his

arms. I got him the usual remedies. Neither of us

were alarmed, only he said he did not like the pain re-

curring, it never had done so before, and we had better

go into Hoshangabad next day, just one day earlier than

we had planned, as he did not like being ill so far from

home. . . . The pain kept coming and going till 4
a.m., when I wanted to call our servant James, to heat

some milk and get some hot water, but he would not

let me disturb him. He consented -a little later when I

reminded him that James always got up at 5 o’clock, and
the pain being quite relieved he lay down and went to

sleep. I told James we would not go out in the morning
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to a neighbouring village as we had planned, and counter-

manded the early breakfast which had been ordered

for 6 o’clock, though Samuel had said, ^ I am all right

now
;

it is a pity to give up our expedition.’ I was very

tired and sleepy, having been up most of the night, so I

went to sleep. Later on he got up without disturbing

me, put on his dressing gown, rolled himself in a rug,

and sat in a chair. I roused to see him there, and asked

if he wanted any more medicine, and he said he did not.

He often used to sit up like that when he could not sleep,

so as it was nothing unusual I fell asleep again. The
next thing I heard at 5.45 was a heavy fall, and before I

could get across the tent and raise his head he was gone.

And so, on February i6th, 1899, the wish of many years

was fuhilled ‘ to die in harness in the field.’ For him
we can only rejoice that he is at rest with the Lord he

served so faithfully. As Dr. Fraser put in the Indian

Sentinel^ ‘ What a glorious death, preaching Christ at

night and seeing Him in the morning !
’ With such a

life as his, lived in the presence of the Lord, there was
no need for ^ last words.’ The year before, when he

thought he was dying in a bad attack of fever, he quoted

the text, ‘ I have fought a good fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith

;
henceforth there is laid

up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the

righteous Judge, shall give me at that day
;
and not to

me only but unto all them also that love His appearing.'

His favourite hymn was printed on the memorial card :

Jesus, the very thought of Thee
With sweetness fills my breast.

He was especially fond of the lines.

The love of Jesus, w^hat it is.

None but His loved ones know.”

Anna Baker sent in to Hoshangabad at once, and

J. D. Maynard, the doctor, and Katharine Dixon all went
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out as soon as possible. The post mortem examination

showed that death was due to heart failure, consequent

upon internal haemorrhage of the lung. Next day a

cablegram was received from England announcing the

death of Samuel Baker’s mother which had taken place

almost at the same hour as his own. Each was thus

spared the pain of hearing of the other’s death, and they

entered together into their heavenly home.
Nathu Lai tells us : When the orphans and

Christians heard the news of Baker Sahib’s death,

they all wept and made bitter lamentations. The
villagers on the road, too, mourned greatly, saying

he was not a man but a god. . . . All night

long his body lay in the bungalow, and his Hin-

dustani brethren kept watch by it. In the morning
all his friends—English and Hindustani and Christian

—came to look on his beloved face, the tears flowing

from their eyes. The orphan boys, weeping, said :

^ To-day our father has died
;
we are orphaned for the

second time.’ The older ones, mourning, said: ‘ Brother,

our hearts are very sore for thee. Thou wast very

beautiful to us. Thy love to us was wonderful. It

would have been good had one of us died instead of

thee.’
”

Samuel Baker’s funeral took place in the Friends’

cemetery at Hoshangabad. Besides missionaries from

Friends’ other stations, all the European gentlemen of

the station were there, and all the leading men of the

city, both Mussulman and Hindu, as well as all the native

Christians. The service was conducted in English and

Hindi. It began with one of his favourite hymns, “ Come,

ye disconsolate, where’er ye languish.’ Then Joseph

Taylor prayed, and Nathu Lai followed in Hindi with a

touching tribute to Samuel Baker’s memory and work,

his love of the people and devotion to their well-being.
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A Hindustani gentleman said to him afterwards :

The praise you have given Baker Sahib is little, but

there is one who is truly worthy of praise, and that is

his Master and Saviour, through faith in whom he
became so praiseworthy.’’

In their Quarterly Committee in March, 1899, his

fellow missionaries recorded their sense of esteem and
loss : “We meet to-day with stricken hearts, without

the presence of our beloved friend and brother,

Samuel Baker, with whom we have been wont to have

happy intercourse at these gatherings, and with whom
many of us have been long associated in the work of

this Mission, of which he was the senior missionary.

In the providence of God he has been called to rest

from his labours after twenty years of faithful service,

having fallen asleep in Jesus on February i6th,

whilst in camp at Bamagaon. We recognise the

gracious Providence which spared him the apprehen-

sion and pain of death, and granted him his desire to

die in harness
;
and in the call given to him and to his

beloved mother on the same day we may surely also

see a token of the Lord’s appointment of the time of

His servant’s departure. For him Go live (was) Christ,

and to die is gain.’ Our hearts fail as we think of the

loss to his family and to the Mission, and we pray that

the God of all comfort will comfort the mourners and

bind up the broken-hearted. The blank in the Mission

it will be impossible to fill
;
and whilst we thank God

for the great work He has wrought through His servant,

we would continue earnestly to pray that Christ may be

magnified by his death even more than by his life
;

that among the Hindustani Christians and orphan hoys

who have been his special care, and also among the

non-Christian residents of Hoshangabad, and in the

villages where he has ministered to the sick as well as
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preached Christ by his words and by his life, there may
be yet more abundant fruits to the glory of God. We
pray too that we who have been his fellow workers may
be more devoted to the Lord and to His service, and
that his death may be a call to many at home to con-

secrate their lives to the Lord as His witnesses among
the heathen.”

The Municipality of Hoshangabad, composed of

Hindu and Mohammedan gentlemen, recorded its deep
appreciation of the valuable services of Samuel Baker

who had been “ one of its most useful and worthy mem-
bers,” and had taken “ unflagging interest in all its

proceedings, and contributed in various ways to the

welfare of the town.”

Among the many appreciative letters received by

Anna Baker after her husband’s death was one from

Mr. Drysdale, who says :
“ It was in the latter half

of 1896 that I had occasion to visit Hoshangabad
two or three times as Additional Sessions Judge on

circuit, and twice I took the opportunity of attending

the Sunday services conducted by Mr. Baker in the

Mission LI all there. I was particularly struck with

the fervour of his extemporary prayers and addresses

in the vernacular, with the correctness of his pronun-

ciation, and with his adaptation of homely proverbs,

similes, and idioms, familiar to native hearers, to illus-

trate and enforce his remarks. With my eyes shut I

could have thought a native was addressing us. Such

freedom from foreign accent is exceptional among
Europeans, and contributed greatly to secure him an

attentive hearing from natives. I was pleasantly sur-

prised to find large congregations of from 200 to 250

native Christians, including some fifty or sixty Sunday

School children. It did me good to join in devout

worship with them, and lifted one’s heart to participate
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in the joy of our Lord in thus seeing other races being

added to His kingdom. The year 1896-7 was one of

severe famine in the Central Provinces, and the Hoshang-
abad Mission was doing all it could in the way of

relief. I found about sixty boys and seventy girls

in the Mission Orphanages, and was struck with the

combination of thoroughness and economy in Mr.

Baker’s arrangements to tend, feed, clothe, house,

discipline, and instruct these poor starvelings. I^Ir.

Baker also thoroughly recognised the necessity for

teaching all converts to support themselves. It was
very satisfactory to see the different workshops, in

which he had arranged to have the younger men
trained to be good carpenters and blacksmiths. Also

I heard much from various sources, including native

outsiders, in praise of his arrangements to settle agri-

culturists and weaver converts in Christian colonies.

The Hoshangabad Mission Schools were conferring

the benefits of a good education upon all comers.

The instruction was both in vernacular and English,

and the schools ranked high in native esteem, and in

results of examination by the Inspector of the Educa-

tional Department under Government. Such Mission

Schools necessarily develop among the general native

population a spirit of toleration and of goodwill

towards Christian Missions. From all I saw and heard,

the opinion wiiich I formed of Mr. Baker was that he

was exceptionally qualified by Christian devotion and
administrative ability to conduct, organize, and develop

a pioneer mission like the one at Hoshangabad. Mr.

Baker deprecated praise or congratulation, but after

thirty-six years service in the Central Provinces, I

consider the Hoshangabad Mission to be one of the

most successful and promising Protestant Missions in

that part of India. Of course it was only of the Lord’s
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blessing that the Mission prospered so much under Mr.

Baker. May the same Lord so overrule the selection

of his successors that men may be appointed who will

under the Divine blessing and guidance carry on and

develop the Mission with increasing success !

’’

It had already been suggested before Samuel Baker’s

death that economy of labour would result from the

orphan boys at Hoshangabad being joined to those at

Sioni
;
while the orphan girls from Sohagpur might be

transferred to the boys’ deserted premises at Hoshang-

abad. The proposal had his approval, though he

naturally felt that it would be hard in some ways to part

from the boys whom he tended with such fatherly care
;

and after his death the change was made as soon as

possible. It was well that the new Meeting-house at

Sioni was linished before the orphan boys arrived.

Joseph Taylor writes of the opening : The new Meet-

ing-house was crowded. The Girls’ School was also

thrown in, so that about live hundred people were

present, and many had to go away. Ihsan Ullah gave

an excellent address, but many of us were feeling like

the people at the opening of Zerubbabel’s temple, and

in our hearts were thinking of Samuel Baker, and
mourning for him, whilst rejoicing at being able to hll

so large a Meeting-house with a Christian congregation,

where only nine years before on the same spot there were

only four native Christians. Now that the Hoshang-

abad orphan boys are to live at Sioni Malwa, some-

where about one-twelfth of the native population will be

Christians, as since the great lire here many people have

left and gone elsewhere.”

When Samuel Baker came to Hoshangabad in 1878,

there were but ten native Christians, of whom only

three were the fruits of Friends’ Mission. At the time

of his death only twenty years later, the number of
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native Christians in his own station of Hoshangabad
and the neighbouring village of Panrado exceeded five

hundred, including the orphan girls. Twenty years ago
in the district where he has since preached the Gospel

so diligently and effectually, there were no native

Christians at all. Now, besides Hoshangabad, there

are the Monthly Meetings of Sohagpur, Sioni Malwa,
Sihore, Itarsi, and Bankheri, and at Sioiii as we have
already seen the Christians number one-twelfth of the

population. During his missionary career, Samuel
Baker enjoyed the help of able colleagues in the

field, and in such lives as Rachel Metcalfe’s, George
O’Brien’s, and Elizabeth E. Jackson’s, as well as in his

own, we see the ennobling influence of missionary

work. What was the secret of their success ? It was
not great natural gifts, or favourable outward circum-

stances, or special advantages of any sort, unless

difficulties may be looked upon as such. They were
men and women of simply average endowments engaged

in commonplace missionary work. But they walked
with God, and therefore kept on advancing. And by
lovingly and prayerfully persevering in their work, they

were enabled by God’s grace to accomplish much for

the advancement of His Kingdom. Were every Chris-

tian to work as faithfully the world would be evangelized

in this generation. And now Samuel Baker has left to

the Church the responsibility of maintaining successful

work. To let these multitudes of converts and inquirers

fall back for lack of teaching, to lose native workers

through the absence of men to train them, to fail to

carry the Gospel to the hundreds of villages which he

left waiting to receive it, would be worse than a sorrow,

it would be a sin. And with Bhopal and Gwalior still

largely unevangelized the work should be extended as

well as maintained. Other Missionary Societies have
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their work to do. Let us see to it that we do ours,

Samuel Baker’s chief grief, the constantly recurring

theme in his letters, was the failure on the part of the

Church at home to see the urgency of her Indian work,

and come to its aid with means and men. ‘‘ No duty,”

writes the historian of the Church Missionary Society

at the close of his great work, “ can be put in com-
parison with the primary duty of telling of Christ and

His salvation to those who have never heard of it. . . ,

This is the primary duty of the Church. This is the

primary duty of the individual Christian.” If we are

members of Christ’s Church at all we have each our

share in obeying His last command :
“ All authority

hath been given unto Me in heaven and on earth. Go
ye, therefore, and make disciples of all the nations,

baptising them into the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost
;
teaching them to observe

all things whatsoever I commanded you : and lo, I am
with you alway, even unto the end of the world.”



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF FRIENDS’ MISSION
IN INDIA.

1866 Rachel Metcalfe went to Benares.

1869 Elkanah and Irena Beai'd went to Benares.

1870 Removal of Friends’ Mission to Jabalpur.

1871 Elkanah and Irena Beard left India.

1873 Charles Gayford went to Jabalpur.

1874 Removal of Friends’ Mission to Sohagpur.

1875 Charles and Harriet Gayford removed to Hoshangabad.
1876 Rachel Metcalfe removed to Hoshangabad.
1878 Samuel Baker and John H. and Etifie Williams went to

Hoshangabad.

1879-

86 Charles Ga3Tord in England studying medicine.

1880-

81 H. S. Newman’s visit to India.

1881 Mission at Sohagpur re-opened by J. H. and E.

Williams.

,, Samuel Baker married Anna O’Brien (12th December).

,, Hoshangabad Orphan work begun by R. Metcalfe.

1883 Ellen Nainby went to Hoshangabad.

1885-

6 Samuel and Anna Baker’s first furlough.

1886 C. and H. Gayford returned to India and left the

Mission.

,, Anna Louisa Evens went to Hoshangabad.

1886-

7 Dixon and A. J. Crosfield’s visit to India.

1887 New Girls’ Orphanage built at Hoshangabad.

1888-9 J. H. and E. Williams’s furlough.

,, Henry G. E. and Susan de St. Dalmas at Sohagpur.

1888 First orphan boys received by S. and A. Baker.

1889 Rachel Metcalfe died at Hoshangabad (12th June).

,, Charles D. and A. Mabel Terrell, Joseph Taylor, Sarah

R. Pike, S. Katharine Murphy and Elizabeth E.

Jackson went to India.
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1889-

90 Frederick Sessions’s visit to India.

1890 Joseph Taylor began work at Sioni Mahva.

,, C. D, and A, M. Terrell began work at Sihore.

,, Sanatorium bought at Pachmari.

,, George Swan and C. Ernest F. Munnings went to Sioni

Malwa.
1890-

91 Ellen Nainby’s first furlough.

1891 Ada Bewley went to Sihore.

,, George O’Brien, Alfred Taylor, and Fanny Bruin went
to Hoshangabad.

,, Joseph Ta5dor married S. Katharine Murphy (24th June).

1891-

95 Eliza Frankland at Sohagpur.

1892 Hoshangabad Industrial Works begun by Alfred

Taylor.

,, Hoshangabad High School begun by George O’Brien.

,, Elizabeth E. Jackson died at Hoshangabad (4th July).

,, A. Priscilla Fowler went to Sihore.

,, Clara Hooper went to Hoshangabad.

,, Isaac Sharp and Dr. Dixon’s visit.

1892-

3 Anna Louisa Evens’s furlough.

1893 George O’Brien married Fanny Bruin (4th April).

,, C. Ernest F. Munnings married Sarah R. Pike (14th

November).

,, A. Mabel Terrell left India.

,, C. E. F. and S. R. Munnings began work at Itarsi.

,, Katharine Dixon went to Hoshangabad.

1893-

4 Samuel and Anna Baker’s second furlough.

1894 Francis Kilbey went to Sioni Malwa.

,, Ada Stephens went to Sohagpur.

,, Florence D. P. Lakeman went to Hoshangabad.

,, Alfred Taylor married Florence D. P. Lakeman (12th

December).

1895 George O’Brien died at Hoshangabad (14th April).

,, Fanny O’Brien returned to England.

,, Joseph and Katharine Taylor’s first furlough.

,, John H. and Effie Williams returned to England.

,, Henry 1 . Robson went to Sioni Malwa.

1895-6 C. E. F. and S. R. Munnings’s first furlough.

1896 First Christian Mtia at Hoshangabad.
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1896 H. G. E. and S. de St. Dalmas went to Sihore.

,, C. D. Terrell returned to England.

, George Swan organized weaving work at Itarsi.

,, Bhantna Christian village begun.

,, Joseph and Frances J. Malcomson went to Ceylon.

,, Edward J. and Elizabeth M. Butler settled at Bankheri.

,, Mary Ann Jones, J. Douglas Maynard, George E. Clark,

and Albert Pearce Taylor went to India.

1896-

8 Sarah Elizabeth Rowntree’s visit to India.

1897 Christian Alela at Sioni Malwa.

,, Francis Kilbey married MaryAnn Jones (17th February).

,, Boys’ Famine Orphanage opened at Sioni Malwa.

,, Girls’ Famine Orphanage opened at Sohagpur.

,, Famine Relief Works at Hoshangabad.

,, Ada Bewley’s furlough.

,, Ernest C. Ker and Marion Baker went to India.

1897-

8 George Swan’s furlough.

1898-

9 A. P. Fowler’s furlough.

,, Alfred and Florence D. P. Ta3dor’s furlough.

,, E. J. and E. M. Butler in England.

1898 C. E. F. and S. R. Mannings returned to England.

,, Great fire at Sioni Malwa.

,, Anna Louisa Evens’s visit to Australia.

,, Eleanor M. Dell and Rose Morris went to India.

,,
Ernest C. Ker married Marion Baker (13th October).

1899 Second Christian Mela at Hoshangabad.

,, Samuel Baker’s death (i6th February).

,, J. Douglas Maynard married Ada Stephens (21st

February).

,, Ellen Nainby’s second furlough.

Clara Hooper’s furlough.

,, J- D. and A. Maynard’s furlough.

,, George Swan married Alice Lukey (21st September).
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